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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This hydrogeologic modeling study has been performed as part of the

regional hydrologic characterization of the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant

(WIPP) in southeastern New Mexico. The study resulted in an estimation of

the transmissivity distribution, hydraulic potentials, flow field, and

fluid densities in the Culebra IX:>lomite Member of the Permian Rustler

Formation at the WIPP site.

The three-dimensional finite-difference code SWIFT II was employed for the

numerical modeling, using variable-fluid-density and both single- and

double-porosity fonnulations. The variable-flUid-density approach does

not, at this stage, include changes in brine density within the model due

to local reaction, such as halite dissolution. The spatial scale of the

model, 12.24 kIn by 11.70 krn, was chosen to allow simulation of a 62-day

pumping test, conducted in fall 1985 at the H-3 hydropad south of the

center of the WIPP site. 'll1e modeled are~ includes and extends beyond the

WIPP controlled zone (Zone 3).

The work perfonned consisted of modeling the hydrogeology of the Culebra

using two different approaches: (1) steady-state modeling to develop the

best estimate of the undisturbed head and fluid-density distribution,

i.e., of the situation prior to sinking of the WIPP shafts, which began in

1981; and (2) superimposed transient modeling of local hydrologic

responses to excavation of the three WIPP shafts at the center of the WIPP

site, as well as to various well tests. Boundary conditions (prescribed

constant fluid pressures and densities) were estimated using hydraulic

head and fluid-density data obtained fran 40 wells at and near the WIPP

site. The transient modeling response in the interior of the model was

superimposed on the steady-state baseline utilizing the same boundary

conditions.
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The initial spatial transmissivity distribution in the Culebra dolomite

was obtained using kriging techniques. The resulting initial steady-state

model was calibrated against the observed formation pressures and observed

fluid densities. Calibration parameters were the prescribed boundary

conditions and transm1ssivities.

The resulting spatial transmissivity distribution is characterized by a

high-transmissivity zone extending between the H-ll hydropad (Within the

WIPP control zone) and the southern model boundary, which is outside the

control zone. r-bdeled transmissivities within this zone are as great as

2 x 10-4 m2/s. Inclusion of this high-transmissivity zone is necessary in

the model to obtain the relatively low freshwater heads observed at both

H-ll and DOE-I. The location of the zone is constrained to be east of

hole P-17, because placing it further west, between holes H-4 and P-17,

does not result in satisfactory agreement between observed and calculated

freshwater heads. The final transmissivity distribution is also charac

terized by a relatively large area of low transm1ssivities (less than

approximately 10-6 m2/s). This area is mainly near the center of the

site, and inclUdes holes H-l, H-2, WIPP holes 12, 18, 19, 21, and 22,

P-18, and H-5, in addition to the WIPP shafts.

After calibration of the steady-state model against the best est1ma.te of

the undisturbed freshwater heaos, the remaining difference between

observed and calculated heads is less than 1.1 m for all well locations.

Given the uncertainty associated with observed heads, the calibration is

considered satisfactory.

Formation-fluid densities within the modeled area range fran 1.00 to

greater than 1.10 g/cm3• Assuming no internal reaction and complete

confinement of the Culebra, it was not possible to calibrate the steady

state model completely against the observed densities. Although the final

differences between observed and calculated densities are generally less

than 0.01 g/cm3, a difference of about 0.04 g/cm3 remains at and near well
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P-17, with the measured fluid density exceeding the modeled value. In

addition, it was impossible to reproduce fully the north-to-south decrease

in formation-water density observed in the western part of the model

area. In this area, modeled fluid densities exceed those measured. One

reason for these inconsistencies may be that the hydrogeology of the

Culebra is influenced by vertical fluxes into or out of the unit, from the

overlying Magenta Member (by way of the intervening Tamarisk Member)

and/or from the underlying unnamed member of the Rustler or Rustler/Salado

contact zone. Another possibility is that boundary conditions for the

modeled area are transient on the time scale required for fluid flow.

In order to investigate the possibility of vertical ground-water flow into

the Culebra dolomite, scoping calculations were conducted for two areas:

(1) the vicinity of P-17 j and (2) the western portion of the model area

(south of H-6 and west of H-1). Based on these calculations, a high

density (h!ghly-saline) flux fram the Rustler-Salado residuum, through the

unnamed lower member of the Rustler, into the Culebra appears possible at

and near P-17. The order of magnitUde of the volumetric flux is estimated

to be about 1.8 x 10-12 mis, or 0.1 l/min, distributed over an area of

1 krn2 • The simulations at P-17 indicate that an even smaller flux of

high-density brine can significantly influence the calculated density

distribution. In fact, given the estimated vertical head distribution at

P-17, a low hydraulic conductivity of less than 10-12 m/s had to be

assigned to the unnamed' member of the Rustler to avoid affecting fluid

density within the overlying Culebra. Alternatively, there may be an

unresolved problem with the well completion at P-17. In the western model

area, a lOW-density (slightly-saline) flux downward from the Magenta dolo

mite (via the intervening Tamarisk Member) into the Culebra is possible,

consistent with sparse head-potential and brine-density data fran the

Magenta. Depending on the transmissivities assumed for the Magenta and

Tamarisk, a vertical flux of 5 x 10-12 m/s, or 0.3 l/min per krn2, seems to

be possible.
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After final calibration of the steady-state model, the following drilling

and testing activities at the WIPP shafts and well locations were

incorporated into the model and superimposed onto the steady-state head

distribution: (1) a simplified but complete shaft history since 1981;

(2) three pumping tests and a series of slug tests conducted at the H-2

hydropad in 1982 and 1984; (3) the H-3 convergent-flow tracer test

conducted in 1984; (4) the H-3 step-drawdown test conducted in 1985;

(5) the H-3 multipad pumping test in 1985 and 1986; and (6) the

convergent-flow tracer test at the H-4 pad conducted between 1982 and

1984. The hydraulic situation in the Culebra dolomite was simulated for

the period fran January 1, 1981 to December 31, 1986.

The transient simulation generally resulted in good agreement between

model-calculated and observed long-term freshwater-head histories at the

shaft and well locations (e.g., H-1, H-2, H-3, roE-I, and H-ll). This

indicates that the transmissivity distribution in this region is

realistic. It was not possible, however, to reproduce the short-term

observed transient head responses at the shaft location and nearby wells

(WIPP-21, WIPP-22, and WIPP-19) to the H-3 multipad test without assuming

additional leakage fran the Culebra dolomite into the waste-handling

shaft. This assumed increase in leakage results in much better agreement

between calculated and observed pressures. Thus, it seems likely that the

observed freshwater heads near the WIPP shafts in fall 1985 and the first

half of 1986 were influenced by two partially concurrent events: (1) the

H-3 multipad pumping test; and (2) additional leakage in the waste

handling shaft.

A sensitiVity analysis using the double-porosity flow conceptualization of

SWIFT II was conducted to assess the possible impact of dual-porosity

behavior on model results. For the purpose of regional estimation of the

ground-water flow field and head distribution, the double-porosity

conceptualization does not provide significantly different results fran

those obtained using the single-porosity approach.
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The modeling study discussed in this interim report is based on the trans

missivity data available as of April 1986 as well as on the hydraulic-head

data available as of August 1986. '!he next step of the modeling study

will inCOrPOrate more recent transmissivity and hydraulic-head data. In

addition, the roodel area will be enlarged and the roodel will be calibrated

to the results of a second (northem) multipad pumping test to be

conducted early in 1987. The final results of the latter modeling study

will be available early in 1988.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The model ing studies of ground-water flCAol in the Culebra Dolani te Member of

the Rustler Formation reported here have been performed as part of the

regional hydrologic characterization studies for the Waste Isolation Pilot

Plant (WIPP) site in southeastern New Mexico (Figure 1.1). The site

characterization studies are being conducted in accordance with the

Consul tation and Cooperation Agreement between the U. S. Department of

Energy and the State of New Mexico as part of the evaluation of the

suitability of bedded salt of the Salado Formation for isolation of defense

transuranic waste. The regional hydrologic characterization studies are

being coordinated by Sandia National Laboratories on behalf of the

Department of Energy.

1 .1 Objectives

The objectives of this report are to:

(1) document the hydrogeologi c data base for the Culebra dolani te at

the WIPP site (including Culebra elevations, transmissivities,

fluid densities, freshwater heads, and hydrologic stresses during

the period 1981-1986);

(2) develop a oonceptualization and modeling strategy for describing

ground-water flow in the Culebra;

(3) present the calibration approach and results for simulating ground

water flow in the Culebra under undisturbed hydraulic oondi tions

and during the transient period (1981 to 1986) resulting fran shaft

activities and well tests (in particular, the H-3 multipad pumping

test) ;
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(4) present the results of sensitivity analyses to assess the impact of

vertical fluxes to the Culebra on the freshwater head and fluid

density distributions;

(5) present the results of calculations and analyses to assess the

impact of double-porosity flow on the transient behavior of the

simulated hydrogeology in the Culebra dolani te.

The spatial scale for the numerical model utilized in this study was

chosen to allow a quantitative evaluation of the H-3 multipad pumping

test and to allow a preliminary assessment of ground-water flow in the

Culebra at the WIPP site. As such, it encompasses the WIPP site and its

immediate surroundings. The model is relatively detailed since it

includes the area containing the majority of the available monitoring and

test wells in this region.

1.2 Previous Modeling Studies of Ground-Water Flow in the Culebra

Dolanite

Various modeling studies of ground-water flCM at the WIPP site have been

conducted since 1978, with particular emphasis on the Permian Rustler

Formation. These studies are presented in:

• Final Enviromental Impact Statement (FEIS) , U.S. DOE (1980) and

WIPP Safety Analysis Report, U.S. DOE (1981);

• Cole and Bond (1980);

• D'Appolonia (1980);

• Barr et al. (1 983).

The approximate areal extent encompassed by these models is illustrated

in Figure 1. 2 .
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The modeling studies pr'esented in the Final Envirorrnental Impact state

ment and the WIPP Safety Analysis Repor't (SAR) were oonducted by IN1ERA

during the period 1911-1980. The objectives of these studies were to:

(1) check consistency or' lack of it between var'ious sets of hydro

geologi c data;

(2) calculate the extent of communication (vertical permeabilities)

between various hydrologic units;

(3) delineate heter'ogeneities (i .e., spatial variation of permeability)

existing within each geologi c fonnation;

(4) determi ne potenti als and/or' hydraulic conducti vi ti es in areas where

data are lacking;

(5) determine boundary conditions for local scenario and nuclide

transport modeling.

The hydrologi c data base of the above-mentioned study was obtained

principally from Mercer and Orr (1917) which sunmar'ized data existing

through February 1911 and fran a draft USGS report to Sandi a National

Laboratories containing the results of well tests and penneability

estimates at the WIPP site. The hydrogeologic units included in the

modeling studies were the Rustler Fonnation (conceptualized as a single

hydr'ologic uni t), the shallaoT-dissolution zone along the Rustler-Salado

interface in Nash Draw, the Delaware Mountain Group, the Capitan Reef,

the Salado Formation, and the Castile Formation.

Cole and Bond (1980) oonducted a benchmark check of the modeling studies

conducted by INTERA for' the FEIS. Thei r work was performed on behalf of

the Offi ce of Nuclear Waste Isolation (ONWI). They utili zed the sane

data and oonceptual model, but a different numerical model, for' their'

assessments. Thei r model, denoted VTI, is a two-dimensional mul tilayer'
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model which solves the Boussinesque equations for ground-water flow and

allows hydraulic comnunication between layerp. with an interaquifer

transfer coefficient. 'The results of their modeling studies showed a

very close correspondence to results obtained using the INTERA model.

D' Appolonia (1980) conducted modeling studies of the WIPP site with the

objectives of:

(1) verifying the basic calculational procedures implemented by INTERA

in the SAR report for the analyses of breach and transport events;

(2) evaluating the sensitivity of the results to basic hydrogeologic

and geochemical parameters and source-term inputs; and

(3) reviewing the data base used to define the input parameters.

In these stUdies, the Rustler Formation and the Bell Canyon aquifer were

modeled individually with separate model grids and simulations. Overall,

their results and conclusions pertaining to these studies were consistent

with the previously conducted studies.

'The model developed by Ba.rr et al. (1983) had the principal objectives

of:

(1) simulating the freshwater potential surfaces for the Magenta and

Culebra dolomites;

(2) estimating rates and extents of migration of ideally nonsorbing

contaminants inj ected continuously into the Culebra and Magenta

dolomites without disturbing the calculated head distribution.
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The model area was selected to include the region containing most of the

hydrologi c study wells and most of Nash Draw. The Cu.lebra and Magenta

dolani tes were modeled separately using an anisotropi c two-dimensional

model, ISOQUAD. The hydrogeologic data base consisted primarily of

Mercer (1983) and Gonzalez (1983 a,b). Results of this study indicated

slower ground-water movanent than calculated in previous studies.

1.3 Present Approach to Modeling of Ground-Water Flo.-! in the Culebra

Dolanite

The modeling studies of the Culebra presented in this report deal

specifically with a spatial scale suitable for interpreting the H-3

multipad pumping test and a transient period encompassing the period fe-an

the excavation of the first shaft at the WIPP site in mid-1981 until late

1986. The model-grid area is illustrated in Figure 1.2. The model

boundaries were chosen at distances sufficiently far fran the H-3

hydropad so as not to be within the region affected by the pumping at the

H-3 hydropad.

The modeling methodology consisted of the following steps:

(1) developing and documenting the hydrogeologic data base (i.e.,

Culebra thicknesses and elevations, transmissi vi ti es, equivalent

freshwater heads, fluid densi ties, and hydrologic impacts of the

shafts and well-testing activities);

(2) employing kriging techniques to analyze the transmissivity data

base and to estimate the initial transmissivity distribution of the

model. Kriging techniques were further used during the calibration

process in order to maintain statistical consistency between the

measured transmissi vity data of the Culebra and the transmis

sivities implemented in the model;
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(3) simulating steady-state flow unde~ undistu~bed hyd~ologic

conditions (i.e., p~io~ to installation of the fi~st shaft). This

simulation was conducted in two stages: (a) calib~ation of the

model fo~ the estimated f~eshwate~-head distd bution only, and

(b) calib~ation of the model fo~ both the f~eshwater-head

distribution and the fluid-density dist~ibutionj

(4) simulating the t~ansient ~esponse in the Culeb~a, during the pe~iod

1981 to 1986, ~esulting f~om the excavation and sealing activities

of the WIPP shafts and the majo~ hyd~aulic- and t~ace~-testing

activities of the ~egional hyd~ologic characte~ization program.

The transient model utilizes the p~essL~es and b~ine concentrations

of the density-calib~atedsteady-state model as initial conditions.

The t~ansient events ~e implemented and the calculated and

obse~ved freshwater heads a~e compared for selected wellsj

(5) conducting a limited sensitivity analysis of the effects of

vertical fluxes to the Culeb~a and the impact of double-po~osity

flow on the transient model simulations.

This study is an interim step toward a more comp~ehensive modeling stUdy

characteri zing the regional hyd~ogeology of the Rustle~ Formation at the

WIPP site. The next step in the modeling study, which will incorporate

res ul ts of both tes ti ng of i ndi vi dual hoI es th~ough 1987 and of a second

(northern) multipad pumping test to be fielded early in 1987, will be

compl eted i n e~1y 1988 .
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2.0 SITE CHARACTERIZATION

2.1 General

The WIPP si te lies within the geologi c region known as the Delaware

Basin and more specifically within the geographic region known as

Los Medaiios. Poth the Delaware Basin and Los Medaf'ios region occur

wi thin the southet'n section of the Peoos River portion of the Great

Plains Physiographic Province. Los Medaf'ios is a region of gently

sloping terrain which rises eastward fran the Pecos River to the western

caprock of the Llano Estacado, located approximately 40 krn to the

northeast of the WIPP site (Mercer, 1983).

2.2 Stratigraphy

The following stratigraphic summary is limited to a discussion of those

sedimentary units which crop out in and around the WIPP site. These

formations range in age fran Permian to Quaternary as srown in the

geologic column illustrated in Figure 2.1. The Delaware Mountain Group

represents the Permian Guadalupian Series and is composed of a series of

fine-grained clastic rocks. In the WIPP area, the Delaware Mountain

Group consists of the Brushy Canyon, the Cherry Canyon, and the Bell

Canyon Formations. The Bell Canyon consists of interbeded sandstone and

shale which represents the fore-reef facies of a massive Permian reef

known as the Capi tan Limestone. The Ochoan Seri es rocks overli e the

Guadalupian Series and oontain a thick evaporitic sequence which accumu

lated in the Delaware Basin during Permian time. The Castile Formation

is the basal. formation of the Ochoan Series and is composed principally

of anhydrite and halite with sane carbonates and sandstones. Overlying

the Castile is the Salado Formation, which is composed of thick beds of

halite interbedded with anhydrite, polyhalite, dolomite, and clay. More

complete descriptions of the Salado Formation are found in Jones (1973,

1975). Overlying the Salado Formation is the Rustler Formation, which

is the most water-transmissive formation in the area (Mercer, 1983).
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The Rustler' Formation has been divided into five separ'ate member's based

upon lithology (Vine, 1963). They ar'e in ascending or'der': (1) the

unnamed lower' manber' composed of massive siltstone over'lain by al ter'nat

ing beds of halite, siltstone, and anhydrite; (2) the Culebra Dolomite

Manber'; (3) the Tamar'isk Hember' composed of two zones of massive to

bedded anhydr'ite separ'ated by a thick sequence of halite and siltstones;

(4) the Magenta Dolomite Member'; and (5) the FOr'ty-niner' Member' composed

of two thick anhydr'ite zones separ'ated by a silty-halite unit, as in the

Tamar'isk. The Rustler' Formation lithology pr'esented above r'epr'esents

the lithological succession encounter'ed in bOr'ehole p-18 which Snyder'

(1985) believes to be a complete unalter'ed section. The Rustler'

li thology var'i es acr'oss the model ar'ea. FUr'ther' discussion of this

var'iability is contained in Section 2.4. The Rustler' Formation is

conformably over'lain by the Upper' Permian Dewey Lake Red Beds, a ser'ies

of inter'bedded siltstones and sandstones. These beds have pr'evalent

vertical fractur'es which are gener'ally gypsum filled.

In the easter'n por'tion of the WIPP site, the Dewey Lake Red Beds are

unconformably ovedain by a Tr'iassic clastic sequence deposited in a

transitional depositional complex of fluvial, deltaic, and lacustr'ine

envir'orrnents. These units ar'e collectively r'efer'r'ed to as the Dockum

Gr'oup.

Over'lying the Dockum Gr'oup, wher'e pr'esent, and the Dewey Lake Red Beds

in the WIPP site ar'ea, is a sequence of poody sOr'ted continental

deposits of Quarternary Age. These are, in ascending order, the Gatufta

Formation, the Mescalero Caliche, and Recent Alluviun and other

surficial deposits. The Gatufta Formation consists of a sequence of pale

reddish-brown terr'estrial sandstones and conglaner-ates which were laid

down after a maximum cycle of erosion within the Pecos River Valley

during a much more hunid pluvial time (Bachman, 1980). Izette and

Wilcox (1982) dated an ash bed in the upper pOr'tion of the Gatufia as

middle Pleistocene (600,000 Yr'S. B.P.) by mineralogy and fission-tr'ack

dating.
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Overlying the Gatuna Formation is the Iv1escalero caliche which is a

pedogenic caliche formed in the C horizon of a paleosoil during a

tectonically and climatically stable period following the deposi tion of

the Gatuf'ia Formation (Bachman, 1980). The Hescalero caliche has been

dated as being Pleistocene (510,000-410,000 yrs. B.P.) through uranium

series disequilibrium techniques (Bachman, 1980). Overlying the caliche

are a series of Holocene surficial deposits which consist of sheetlike

deposi ts of surface sand, sand soil, and sand dunes.

2.3 Regional Hydrogeology

In this report, the discussion of the regional hydrogeology will be

limited to the Rustler Formation and the uppermost Salado Formation.

There are three significant water-transmissi ve horizons above the waste

emplacement horizon located in the Salado Formation. These are, in

ascending order, (1) the Rustler-Salado "contactll residuum, which varies

in position between the Rustler-Salado contact itself and a position

wi thin the uppermost Salado Formation (in Nash Draw); (2) the Culebra

Dolomite Member; and (3) the Magenta Dolomite Member (Mercer, 1983).

The Rustler-Salado contact residuum is transmissi ve in some areas around

the WIPP site (Mercer, 1983L In Nash Draw and areas immedi ately west

of the WIPP site, the contact exists as a dissolution residue capable of

transmitting water. Robinson and Lang (1938) referred to this residuum

making up the contact as the "brine aquifer". As one moves eastward

from Nash Draw toward the Livingston Ridge surface, dissolution in the

uppermost Salado, at the Rustler-Salado contact, and wi thin the unnamed

lower member of the Rustler Formation decreases and the transmissivity

of this interval decreases. Transmissivities for the Rustler-Salado

residuum range fran 2.2 x 10-10 to 8.6 x 10-6 m2/s in Nash Draw and fran

3.2 x 10-11 to 5.4 x 10-8 m2/s eastward fran Livingston Ridge (Mercer,

1983). In the waste-handling shaft, no water inflows fran this interval

were observed during excavation and shaft mapping (Holt and Powers,

1984) .
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The Culebra dolanite is considered to be the most transmissive

hydrogeologic unit in the WIPP-site area. Mercer (1983) descr'ibes

ground-water flCM within the Culebra as being southerly in Nash Draw and

south to southwesterly beneath the Li vingston Ridge surface. Reported

values for transmissi vi ty in the Culebra in the Nash Draw area range

fran 1.9 x 10-5 to 1.3 x 10-3 m2/s (Mercer, 1983). Within the model

area, the transmissivity ranges fran 2.1 x 10-9 to 1.2 x 10-3 m2;s

(Table 5.5). Hydraulic gradients in the Culebra at the WIPP site range

fran 1.3 x 10-3 to 3.8 x 10-3 (Mercer, 1983). As a general trend, total

dissolved solids increase fran west to east across the WIPP site and the

model area. For a more detailed discussion of the geochemistry of the

Culebra at the WIPP site, see Appendix E.

Ground water in the Hagenta dolanite generally flCMS fran the north

toward the westsouthwest (Mercer, 1983). In most areas east of Nash

Draw, and east and south of the H-6 hydropad, the Magenta exists as a

confined system with very low transmissi vity (less than or equal to

4.3 x 10-7 m2/s). The difference between Magenta and Culebra hydraulic

potentials generally increases eastward, with the Magenta having higher

potentials. In areas of Nash Draw, the Magenta is generally at water

table condi tions and may have a stronger hydrauli c connection to other

units in the Rustler Formation. In other parts of Nash Draw, the

Magenta is unsaturated. Magenta transmissi vi ti es range as high as

3.8 x 10-4 to 5.7 x 10-4 m2/s immediately east of Nash Draw.

Al though the Rustler-Salado residuun, the Culebra Dol ani te Member, and

the Magenta Dolani te Member are generally found to be the primary

transmissi ve units within the Rustler, zones of relatively high trans

missi vi ty have been tested locally in the Rustler Fonnation outside of

these horizons (Chaturvedi and Channell, 1985). In a fEM cases,

discrete argillaceous zones within the Forty-niner Member and the

Tamarisk Member have produced water at equivalent rates to the Culebra

or the Magenta upon testing (Mercer and Orr, 1979; Beauheim, 1986).
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2.4 Regional Dissolution and the Effects Upon Fl(J,l in the Rustler

Formation

Based upon observations of outcrops, core, and detailed shaft mapping,

the Culebra can be characterized as a fractured mediun, at least

locally, at the WIPP site (Chaturvedi and Rehfeldt, 1984; Holt and

Powers, 1984). As the magnitude of fracturing and development of secon

dary porosity increases, the Culebra transmissivity generally increases

(Chaturvedi and Channell, 1985). The presence a'1d degree of fracturing

in the Culebra dolanite is thought to be directly related to the amount

of dissolution of halite occurring below the Culebra (Snyder, 1985).

Dissolution wi thin the Rustler Formation is observed both at the surface

within Nash Draw, and in the subsurface at the WIPP site. Nash Draw,

located immediately west of the WIPP site, is a depression resulting

fran both dissolution and erosion (Bachnan, 1981). In Nash Draw,

members of the Rustler are acti vely undergoing dissolution and locally

contain caves, sinks, and tunnels typical of karst morphology in

evaporitic terrain.

Bachman (1980) identified three types of dissolution occuring in the

Delaware Basin: local dissolution, regional dissolution, and deep-seated

dissolution. Local dissolution is near-surface dissolution where

surface or ground waters penetrate soluble strata through joints or

fractures, causing local dissolution and possible collapse and fill, as

well as dissolution features such as shallow caves above the regional

water table. Regional dissolution occurs when chemically unsaturated

water penetrates to permeable beds, where it migrates laterally,

dissol ving soluble units which it contacts. On a regional scale, the

consequence of such dissolution appears to be removal of highly soluble

rock types, such as halite, combined with displacement and fracturing of

adjacent rocks. Deep-seated dissolution occurs well below the water

table, forming caverns within the rock.
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At the WI?? site, regional dissolution is trought to have occurred

within the Rustler Formation in the past (Snyder, 1985). However, there

is some controversy as to whether this dissoluti on front is still

acti ve. Bacl'lnan (1985) feels that most of the dissolution in the

Rustler predates or occurred during a much more humid time (Gatuna Time)

in southeastern New Mexi co over 500,000 years before present. Bachman

(1985) does suggest, however, that dissolution is still active in Nash

Draw and in areas very close to Li vingston Ridge.

In the Rustler Formation at the WIPP site, most investigators feel that

a westward increase in regional dissolution is reflected by a decrease

in the number and thickness of halite beds and SUbsequent thinning of

the Rustler Formati on (Figure 2.2). The stratigraphi c level of the

fi rst occurrence of salt is in the upper Rustler along the eastern

margin of the WI?? si te, and progressi vely moves down-section through

the Rustler as one moves west. As the bedded hal i tes are dissolved,

i 0501 ubl e res i dues remai n, f omi ng beds of muds tones, s i 1 ts tones, and

chaotic breccia with a clay matrix. Figure 2.3 shows a west to east

cross-section taken between wells p-6, H-3, OOE-1, and ?-18. Halite

beds in the non-dolomitic members tend to be thin and grade westward

into the resi duum. Al trough most i nves ti gators concur wi th the premi se

that a dissolution front exists in the Rustler Formation at the WI??

si te (Cooper and Glanzman, 1971; Powers et al., 1978; Mercer, 1983;

Chaturvedi and Rehfeldt, 1984; and Snyder, 1985), there are investi

gators who oppose this concept and believe that the westward decrease in

halite within the Rustler represents depositional limits (Lambert, 1983;

Holt and Powers, 1984). Holt and Powers (1984) reported that in their

detailed mapping of the Rustler in the waste-handling shaft, no post

depositional dissolution features were identified.

Whether or not the dissolution front hypothesis is correct, there are

general trends associated wi th the presence or lack of bedded halite

within the Rustler Formation. As shown in Figure 2.2, as the presence
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of bedded halite within the Rustle~ increases, so does the thickness of

the formation. Generally, as the amount of halite in the Rustler

decreases, the transmissivity of the dolanitic members increases,

presunably as a result of increased f~acturing of the units as a result

of halite removal and SUbsequent foundering and collapse of the more

canpetent dolomite beds. In parts of Nash Draw, hydraulic potentials in

the Magenta and Culebra are essentially the same. As one moves eastward

onto the Li vi ngston Hi dge surface, the diff erence in hydrauli c

potentials between these two units inc~eases. This could represent the

increase in the effecti veness of the Tama~isk Member as a confining unit

(or aquitard) with decreased halite ~emoval.
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3.0 MODEL CONCEPTUALIZATION FOR THE CULEBRA DOLOMITE

This chapter' descr'ibes the conceptualization of the model in gener'al.

It compr'ises a descr'iption of the computer' code, a discussion of the

assimilation and evaluation of the hydr'ogeologic data base, as well as a

description of the basic model pr'operties (e.g., extents, gr'id, physical

par'ameter's, boundar'y conditions, etc.).

3.1 Swift II Code Descr'iption

Having evolved fr'om the U.S. Geological SUr'vey Waste ~njection frogram

SWIP (Inter'comp, 1976), the Sandia Waste-Isolation Flow and Tr'anspor't

Model, SWIFT, has been continuously developed and maintained since 1975.

It is a fully tr'ansient, three-dimensional finite-differ'ence code which

solves the coupled equations for flow and transpor't in geologic media.

The pr'ocesses consider'ed ar'e:

fluid flow

heat tr'ansport

dominant-species miscible displacement (brine migr'ation)

tr'ace-species miscible displacement

Dominant-species miscible displacement refers to br'ine migration,

wher'eas tr'ace-species miscible displacement applies to the tr'anspor't of

solutes at concentr'ations not significantly affecting the fluid-flow

par'ameter's and may include r'adionuclide-chain tr'ansport. The model was

developed for' applications r'elated to radionuclide transpor't and, hence,

the folloWing discussions r'efer specifically to r'adionuclides. However',

the model is gener'al and can handle the transpor't of any trace species

under'going sorption Or' fir'st-or'der' losses.
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The fir'st thr'ee pr'ocesses ar'e coupled via fluid density and viscosity.

Together' they pr'ovide the velocity field on which the four'th Pr'ocess

depends (Dillon et al., 1978; Reeves and Cr'anwell, 1981; Finley and

Reeves, 1981).

In 1984, the capability of SWIFT was enhanced to include fr'actur'ed

media, a fr'ee-water' sUr'face, and extended boundar'y conditions. The new

code was designated SWIFT II.

The SWIFT II model has been selected foe inter'pr'eting the H-3 multi pad

pumping test because it has a var'iable-density formulation and is

designed to simulate flow and tr'ansPOr't processes in both porous and

f r'act ured medi a .

A comprehensive description of the theory and implementation of the

SWIFT II model was presented in Reeves et al. (1 986a) . Two other

documents r'elated to the SWIFT II code have been published, namely a

data input guide for SWIFT II (Reeves et al., 1986b), and verification

validation tests for both SWIFT codes (War'd et al., 1984).

Because of the comprehensive documentation already available, the

following sections are restr'icted to a brief discussion of the basic

equations used by SWIFT II (Reeves et al., 1986a).

3. 1 •1 General Approach

The SWIFT II model is designed to simulate flow and transpor't

processes in both single and dOUble-porosity media. The analyst

designates the fractured regions of the system to which dual porosity

is to be applied. In those particular regions, two sets of equations

are solved, one for the fracture processes and the other for the

matrix pr'ocesses. The fracture-porosity equations describing flow and

transport for the fractured regions ar'e identical to the single-
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porosity equations for the nonfractured zone, except for sink ter.ms

gi ving the losses to the matrix. Consequently, one general set of

equations which applies to both zones is presented, which will be

called the global set of equations. The matrix-porosity equations for

the fractUC'ed zone differ sanewhat fran their global counterparts.

Therefore, a separate set of equations is presented whi ch will be

called the local set of equations. As was mentioned before, a

variable-density formulation is used throughout. Density, viscosity,

porosity, and enthalpy may be strongly dependent on one or more of

pressure, temperature, and brine concentration, but not on trace

species or radionuclide concentrations. For this reason, the flOoo1,

heat, and brine equations are termed the primary equations.

A steady-state solution option is provided for the global primary

equations with two qualifications. First, it is assuned that heat

transport is basically a transient process. Certainly, this is true

for hi gh-level nuclear waste reposi tori es, a daninant appli cation for

the code. Thus, heat transport, like radionuclide transport, is not

included in the steady-state option. Secondly, it is assuned that

matrix processes are negligible at steady state. Consequently, the

state equations for the matrix porosity are not solved for the

steady-state option. Of course, the code will permit transient

solution of radionuclide transport (With or Without dual porosity) in

conjunction with steady-state solution of the primary equations since

this is perceived as a desirable simulation procedure.

In the follOoo1ing sections, the order of presentation is that of global

transient equations followed by global steady-state equations followed

by local transient equations.
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3.1.2 The Global Transient-State Equations for Flow, Heat, Brine,

and Radionuclide Transport

The transport equations are obtained by combining the appropriate

continuity and constitutive relations and have been presented by

several authors, i ncludi ng Cooper (1 966), Reddell and Sunada (1 970) ,

Bear (1979), and Aziz and Settari (1979). Sink terms r are included

for fractured zones in which losses to the rock matrix are

significant. The resulting relations may be stated as follows 1:

Fluid:

- V'. ( p~)

convection

q

production2 <iw
sink/

source 3

Heat:

+ R'C
salt

dissolution

f W
loss to
matrix

aat (<!>p) (3-1)

- V'·(pH~) + V'.(~.V'T)

convection conduction/
dispersion

Hrq

injected4enthalpy

Hq

produced
enthalpy

qH

sink/
source

(HT
W

+ f
H

)

loss to matrix
~t [¢pU + (1-<!»PRUR]

accumulation in fluid and rock

(3-2)

All terms are defined in Appendix A.

2 This ternl refers to fluid loss (production) or fluid gain (injection)
through wells.

3 This term refers to a sink/source other than a well. A posi ti ve
sign denotes a sink, and a negative sign denotes a source.

4 This is a source term since, by the adopted sign convention, the rate
of fluid injection is inherently negative.
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A

- '7. (pC~) +

convection

A

V· (pE •VC)
=C

dispersion!
diffusion

Brine:

+ He
salt

dissolution

crq
injected

brine
,..

(Cf
W

+ r
C

)

loos to matrix

Cq

produced
brine
a A

at (¢pC)

accumulation

Radionuclide r:

- V· (pCr~) +

convection

V· (pE •VC) -
=C r

dis~rsion/

diffusion

Crq
produced
ccxnponent

qr
sink/
source

+ qwr
waste
leach

- (C f + r )
r w r

loss to
matrix

+
N
2

s=1
krsAs[¢pcs + (1-~)PRWs]

generati on of oomponent
r by decay of s

(3-4)

Ar[$PCr + (1-$)PRwr]

decay of component r

~t [¢pCr + (1-$)PRwr]
accumulation

Several quanti ti es in Equati ons (3-1) - (3-4) requi re further defi

ni tion in terms of the basic parameters. The tensors in Equations

(3-2), (3-3), and (3-4) are defined as sums of dispersion and

molecular terms:

D + D I
ffi=

and
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where

(3-7)

in a Cartesian system. Also, sorption of radionuclides is included

via an assumption of a nonlinea~ Freundlich equilibrium isotherm:

Equations (3-1) - (3-4) are coupled by auxiliary relations for:

Darcy velocity:

(3-8)

porosity:

u (k/~)·(Vp - ~ Vz)
= gc

fluid density:

(3-10)

"
p = Po [1 + ~(p-po) - CT(T-To) + ccc)

fluid viscosity:

fluid enthalpy:

H = U + U + pipo

(3-11)

(3-12)
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fluid inte~nal energy:

(3-14)

~ock inte~nal ene~gy:

(3-15 )

whe~e pa~amete~ Cc in Equation (3-11) is defined in tenns of an input

density ~ange (PI - PN) and the ~efe~ence density Po:

(3-16)

Fu~thenno~e, an inte~nal energy Vo is included in Equation (3-13) to

account for the difference in refe~ence conditions as specified by the

analyst and the refe~ence condi tions specified inte~nally for the

enthalpy.

3.1.3 The Global Steady-State Equations for Flow and Brine T~anspo~t

In safety evaluations fo~ nuclea~-waste ~eposito~ies, quite often the

time f~ame of interest may extend ove~ many thousands of yea~s.

Typically, the assumption of time-inva~iant flow and brine conditions

is justified in such cases due to the lack of specific data for such a

long pe~iod of time. Fo~ the fluid flow, the ove~all effect of

transient ~ainfall bounda~y conditions may have a mino~ effect on

~adionuclide t~anspo~t. Duguid and Reeves (1976) have shown this fo~

a combined sat~ated-unsatu~ated simulation of tritium t~ansport

ave~aged over a period of only one month. Fo~ the b~ine transport,

t~ansient effects at depth likely will be negligible also. Fo~ the

heat t~anspo~t, howeve~, the ~adionuclides stored within a reposito~y

will p~ovide a t~ansient source of heat fo~ thousands of years. Thus,

heat transport is conside~ed here to be a transient process and is not

included as a steady-state option.
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Two steady-state options have been included. The first option permits

solution of the time-independent flow equation:

Fluid (steady-state):

-\7. (p~)

conduction

q

production
qw

sink/
source

+ R'C
salt

dissolution

o (3-17 )

In both options the accumulation and the matrix-loss term are set to

zero, as soown explicitly in Equation (3-17). For the steady-state

fluid-flow option, however, the salt dissolution term is also set to

zero, and the presence of brine and heat are included by way of the

mechanisms of a variable density and a variable viscosity.

The second option permits a coupled time-independent solution for both

fluid flow, Equation (3-17), and brine transport:

Brine (steady-state):

-\7 I( pC~) +

convection

V· (pE • \7C)
=C

di s persionl
diffusion

+

CIq
injected

brine

R
C

salt
dissolution

Cq

produced
brine

o (3-18 )

In this case, in addi tion to a variable density and a variable

viscosi ty, the salt-dissolution term is non-zero, in general.

However, for the purposes of this report, the salt-dissolution term

was assumed to be zero.
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3.1.4 The Local Transient-State Equations for Flow, Heat, Brine, and

Trace Species (Radionuclide) Transport Within the Rock Matrix

The flow and transport processes occurring within the rock matrix are

conceptualized as being orthogonal to the fractures. ThUS, it is

assuned that the fractures provide the only means for large-scale

movements through the entire system while the matrix provides most of

the storage of the system. The approach used here to treat the

fracture-matrix system is similar to that used by Bear and Braester

(1972), Huyakorn et ale (1983), Pruess and Narasimhan (1982), Tang et

ale (1981), Grisak and Pickens (1980), Streltsova-Adams (1978), and

Rasmuson et al. (1 982) .

The equations used here for the matrix are very similar to those

presented in Section 3.1.2. They are as follows:

Fluid (matrix):

- Vo(p'~') +

conduction

Heat (matrix):

- Vo(p'H'~')

convection

+

f'
W

gain fran
fracture

Vo(EHV'T') +

conducti on!
dispersion

a
- (<j>'p')at

accumulation

(H' f' + f')
\.] H

gain fran
fracture

(3-19)

Brine (matrix):

~ [<j>'P'U' + (1-(jl)p U']at R R
accumulation in fluid

and rock

(3-20)

- V·(p'C'~')

convection

H09700R128

+ v 0 ( P , ECVC ' )

dispersion!
diffusion

~ (<lJ' p'C')at '
accumul at ion

3-9

+ (C'f' + f')W C
gain from
fracture

(3-21 )



Radionuclide r (matrix):

- V·(p'C'u')r-

convection

+ V·(p'E'VC' )C r

dispersion!
diffusion

+ I k AK'<jl'p'C'rs s s ss
generation of component

r by decay of s

-A K'<!>'p'C' +r r r
decay of

component r

(C'f' + r')r W r
gain from
fracture

~ (K'<!>'p'C')at r r
accunul ation

(3-22)

Both convection and dispersion terms are retained in Equations (3-19)

through (3-22). These terms arise only through fluid-density changes

and likely will be negligible except for highly pressur'ized and/or

highly heated regions. It is anticipated that either parallel

fr'actur'es or' intersecting sets of parallel fractur'es will be tr'eated

(Figure 3.1). For' the former, a pr'ismatic block is invoked in the

numer'ical solution, and for' the latter', either' pr'ismatic Or' spherical

blocks may be used to approximate the actual matr'ix geometry. Thus,

either' one-dimensional Car'tesian or spher'ical geometr'y may be used for

the local matr'ix equations. In either case, the interior boundar'y is

assumed to be a r'eflecti ve no-flow boundar'Y. The fracture/matri x

inter'face pr'ovides a sour'ce (r') which is identical to the fracture

loss (r) within a geometr'ical scaling factor'.

Many of the coefficients of Equations (3-19) through (3-22) require

fUr'ther' specification. The coefficients of the second-order transport

ter'ms ar'e defined as follows:

H09700R128
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D' CtLu ' (3-25)

For the rock matrix, diffusion is expected to dominate the dispersion

EC' in contrast to the dispersion ( §C ) for the global simulation.

Consequently, the dependence of diffusion upon temperature is expected

to be much more significant than in the global system and is included

through the linear relation:

D' = D' [1 + o'(T' - T ))
rn rno 0

(3-26)

Sorption of radionuclides within the matrix is included via the as

sumption of a linear eqUilibrium isotherm:

Equations (3-19) through (3-22) are coupled by four auxiliary rela

tions for

Darcy veloci ty (matrix):

u'

Porosity (matrix):

- (k'hl')Vp' (3-28)

<P' = <P' [1 + cl(p'-p )]o K 0

Fluid density (matrix):

~

p' = Po [1 + cW(p'-po) - CT(T'-To) + ccC']

(3-29)

( 3-30)
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Fluid viscosity (matrix):

(3-31)

Three auxiliary equations are required by Equation (3-20):

Fluid enthalpy (matrix):

H' = V + V' + pl/p'o

Fluid internal energy (matrix):

V' = c (T' - T )P 0

Rock internal energy (matrix):

V' = c ' (T' - T )R pR 0

(3-32)

( 3-34)

Parameter Cc is defined by Equation (3-16), and it is assumed in

Equation (3-28) that gradients of the elevation head are of negligible

importance in determining Darcy veloci ti es within the matrix (i.e.,

medium is nondeforming).

3.2 Geometric Model Description

With SWIFT II chosen as the computer code, the next step of the regional

model conceptualization was the selection of the geometric model proper

ties. They consist of the horizontal and vertical model dimensions in

general and the grid block si zes and grid block elevations in parti c

ular. The criteria for the selection of the geometric model properties,

as well as the selected properties themselves, are summarized in the

following sections.
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3.2.1 Horizontal Dimensions (Model A~ea)

The approximate locations of the boreholes in the WIPP area are shown

in Figure 3.2. Different symbols are used for wells which (possibly)

reacted to the 62 days of pumping at H-3b2 and for those which are

judged not to have responded measurably to the pumping.

The Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) coordinates of the wells which

are open to the Culebra dolomite are given in Table 3.1. Most of the

data were obtained fran a satellite posi tioning survey performed in

1984 (Hydro Geo Chern, 1985). For those wells where no satellite

positioning survey coordinates were available the UTM coordinates were

calculated using the Township Range coordinates as reported in the

Basic Data Reports issued by Sandia National Laboratories for each

borehole. For several of the H-series hydropads, the Township Range

coordinates were obtained from land surveys conducted by D. Reddy, New

Mexi co Land Surveyor.

The horizontal model dimensions (model area) shown in Figure 3.2 were

chosen based on the areal distribution of the wells which showed

responses to the H-3 multi pad pumping test. The UTM coordinates of

the model-area corners, as well as the dimensions of the model area

are given in Table 3.2. As illustrated in Figure 3.2, all wells that

responded to the H-3 multipad pumping test lie within the model area.

One principle of the modeling investigations was to reproduce the

observed transi ent pressures at these wells. All reacting wells are

at least 1 km away from the model boundaries. Thus, the effect of the

model boundaries on the results of the modeling at the well locations

can be expected to be negligible. Additionally, several of the wells

which did not respond to the H-3 mul ti pad pumping test are situated

within the model area. They are important for the modeling study

because they indicate which parts of the model area should not be

significantly influenced by the pumping at H-3b2.
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3.2.2 Vertical Dimension

The actual modeling study was restricted to simQlate the hydrogeology

of the Culebra dolomite only. Therefore, the vertical model dimen~ion

is identical to the thickness of the Culebra dolomite.

The thickness of the Culebra dolomite in the WIPP area is only known

at the borehole locations (Sandia National Laboratories, 1981a,b,

1982a, b,c ,d, 1983a,b ,c, Sandia National Laboratori es and U. S.

Geological Survey, 1979a,b,c,d,e,f, 1980a,b,c,d,e,f,g, 1982, 1983;

Jones, 1978). It varies between 5.6 and 11.3 m (Table 3.3).

The distri bution of the thickness data smws a clear maximum between

7 and 8 m (Figure 3.3). Therefore, 8 m was considered to be represen

tati ve and used throughout the modeling study for both the thickness

of the Culebra and the vertical dimension of the model.

3.2.3 Model Grid

After the definition of the mrizontal and vertical model dimensions,

the dimensions of the individual grid blocks were assigned, i.e., the

model grid was established. One criterion of the gridding was that

the grid-block centers should coincide, wherever possible, with the

locations of boreholes which are used as observation wells in the

Culebra. Thus, it is possible to compare directly the calculated

formation pressures and formation-water densities with the observed

values. A second (code specific) rule for the gridding was that the

ratio of the dimensions of two adjacent grid blocks smuld not exceed

a factor of two because of the possi ble introduction of truncation

errors.

With these constraints in mind, the model area was discretized using

an irregular grid of 29 x 32 grid blocks (Figure 3.4). As listed in
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Table 3.2, the length Or' width of the grid blocks var'y between 120 m

at the center' of the model ar'ea and 1180 m in the outer' regions of the

model area. On the ver'tical scale, the model grid comprises only one

layer of gr'id blocks with a height of 8 m. Thus, the model grid

consists of a total of 928 grid blocks. Naturally, the resolution of

any model is restricted by the number and size of the grid blocks.

Increasing the number' of grid blocks increases the resolution, but

also the canputation time and the storage requirements, i.e., the

overall costs of the study. It is not recommended to increase the

resolution of the model beyond the r'esolution provided by the observed

data. For the actual study, the r'esolution provided by the observed

data is given by the spatial distr'ibution of the wells fran which the

data were obtained. Consequently, the grid of the model should

reflect the spatial distribution of the wells. Since one of the

modeling objecti ves was to simulate the H-3 mul ti pad pumping test, the

resolution was increased in the region at and adjacent to the H-3

hydropad.

As described above and illustrated in Figure 3.4, the model gr'id was

designed such that ever'y well Or' hydr'opad cOr'r'esponds to a separ'ate

grid block in the model. Thus, the resolution of the model can be

expected to be adequate for' the existing data base.

In the vertical direction, the existing hydrogeologic data of the

Culebra dolomite pr'ovide no r'esolution. There are no separ'ate

transmissivity data cor'r'esponding to various levels within the Culebr'a

dolomite. Therefore, a single layered grid was considered to be

sufficient with respect to the existing data base.

It is obvious that ther'e are many different but similar grids which

could be used for modeling the hydrogeologic situation in the Culebra

dolomite. Thus, the grid shown in Figure 3.4 is not unique in terms

of suitability for the given problem. However, any grid suited for a
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model of the Culebra dolomite that is based on the existing data base

should have the following characteristics:

1. gri d- block centers which ooinci de with or are near to existi ng

observation wells;

2. the ratio of the dimensions of two adjacent grid blocks shJuld not

exceed a factor of two (oode-specifi c rule), and

3. about 1,000 grid blocks (minimun, resulting fran the above two

criteria) .

Experience has soown that the code equations for flew and transport

are relati vely insensi ti ve to the exact grid block dimensions as long

as the seoond of the three above-mentioned oonditions is follewed.

Thus, modeling results can be expected to be very similar no matter

what discretization is chosen as long as it shJws the above-listed

three characteristics. With respect to interpreting pumping tests,

Tanasko (personal oomlnlmi cation) has oonducted a sensi ti vi ty analysis

using a two-dimensional finite-difference model to illustrate that the

mmerical solution is accurate at the first node outside the block

oontaining the punping well.

3.2.4 Elevation of the Grid Blocks

Like the thickness, the elevation of the Culebra dolanite in the WIPP

area is known only at the borehole locations (Sandi a National Labora

tories, 1981a,b, 1982a,b,c,d, 1983a,b,c, Sandia National Laboratories

and U.S. Geological Survey, 1979a,b,c,d,e,f, 1980a,b,c,d,e,f,g, 1982,

1983; Jones, 1978). As listed in Table 3.3, the known values for the

middle of the Culebra range fran 777.9 m above sea level (a.s.l.) at

P-18 to 886.1 m a.s .1. at H-7 in the model area. This variation was

oonsidered to be too large to be neglected in a ground-water flow
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system with variable fluid density. Consequently, the elevation of

each model grid block was estimated using the values in Table 3.3.

The resul ti ng elevations of the gri d blocks, as used for the model,

aI'e shown contoured in Figure 3.5. There are relatively high

elevations in the western part of the model area with an absolute high

(894.6 m a.s.l.) in the southwest corner, while lower elevations

prevail in the eastern part. Ha,.,rever, there is no general slope but a

rather irregular "topography" in the model area, which shows features

like a valley (along the axis p-18 to OOE-2) or local highs (between

P-15 and H-7b1). This irregular "topography" may result fran two

processes: dissolution of halite and gypsum in the underlying portion

of the Rustler Formation and upper Salado Formation, with consequent

collapse of the residual rock; and hydration of anhydrite to gypsun in

the underlying zones, which increases the thickness of the hydrated

layer (Snyder, 1985).

3.3 Physical Model Constants

3.3.1 Flui d Properti es

The oompressibility of water is a ternperaturErdependent parameter

(Langguth and Voigt, 1980) which varies between 5.10 x 10-10 m2 /N at

O°C and 4.41 x 10-10 m2/N at 45°C. The temperature of the formation

water in the Culebra dolorni te generally li es between 20 and 25°C,

(INTERA, 1986). A value of 4.53 x 10-10 m2/N (25°C) was chosen for

the modeling study.

Altmugh not directly used for this modeling stUdy which assumed iso

thermal oondi tions, the SWIFT II canputer code requires the thermal

expansion factor as data input. A value of 2.07 x 10-4 °C- 1 was

chosen fran the literature (Kuchling, 1982).
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Similarly, the heat

A val ue of 4. 18 x

(K uchl i ng , 1982) .

capaci ty of water' must be def ined for' SWIFT II.

103 J/kgOC was obtained fr'an the li ter'atur-e

Because the fonnation fluid in the model is handled by SWIFT II as a

mixtUr'e of two miscible fluids, the densities of the two fluids have

to be enter'ed with the model par'Gmeter's. The fir'st fluid, which is

denoted "water''' by SWIFT II, was gi ven a density of 1000 kg/m 3• The

second fluid, inter'nally designated as II br'i ne" , was assigned a density

of 2000 kg/m 3. With this assigrment the following equation for'

calculating the formation-water' density is valid:

Thus, a di r'ect canpar' i son is poss i bl e between f i el d- dens ity data,

which ar'e usually given in g/an3, and the model output, wher'e the

calculated density p is not pr'inted out but r'ather' the fr'actional
"

br'ine concentr'ation (C) .

It is necessar'y to emphasize that these two fluids (water' and br'ine)

are vir'tual fluids only for' data input and output pur-poses. Thus, the

values of the vir'tual fluid densities for' water' and br'ine do not have

to cOr'r'espond to values fOlXld in natur-e. The model simulations

r'esulting in calculated fonnation Pr'essur-es and Darcy velocities

utilize a single fluid with a formation-water' density that var'ies

spati ally.

The last fluid pr.oper'ty to be defined for' SWIFT II is the fluid

viscosity. In gener'al, the fluid viscosity is temper'atur-e- and

solute-ooncentr'ation dependent (Equation (3-12)). Altoough SWIFT II

contai ns a ver'y flexi ble tanper'atur-e and density-dependent formul ation

of the visoosity, the modeling study was per'fonned using a constant

fluid viscosity. This is acceptable because the modeled r'egion is
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considered to be isothermal and the density variations within the

model area are only moderate. The viscosity of pure water vari es

between 1.79 x 10-3 Pa s at OOC and 0.60 x 10-3 Pa s at 45° (Langguth

and Voigt, 1980). As mentioned before, the temperature of the

formation water in the Culebra dolanite generally lies between 20 and

25°C (INTERA ·1986). Therefore, a pure-water viscosity of

0.92 x 10-3 Pa s (25°C) was selected (Langguth and Voigt, 1980).

Muller et ale (1981) showed the viscosity dependence on solute

ooncentrations (with less than 10 to 15 moles per liter (moll!) of

dissolved solids to be:

~ (T, C)

where: T

~ (T, C 0) (1 + L A. (T) c. )
1 1

temperature of the fluid

(3-36)

~(T,C 0)

C

viscosi ty of pure water at temperature T

temperature dependent coefficients for each

ion i

concentration of dissolved ion i (mol/L)

For the calculation of the fluid viscosity used during the modeling

study, a mean fluid density of 1.05 glan3 was considered to be

representati ve of the formation fluid wi thin the model area (see also

Section 3.5.1). Furthermore it was assumed that the main constituents

of the dissolved solids are sodi un and chlori nee Thus, a density of

1.05 glan3 corresponds to a Nacl concentration of about 0.86 molll

(1 mol = 58.44 g). While the Ai of Cl- at 25°C is about 0.0, the Ai

of Na+ is about 0.03 at 25°C (Muller et al., 1981). Using

Equation (3-36),
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~ (25°C, 0.86 mol/l) 0.92 x 10-3 Pa s (1 + 0.09 * 0.86)

0.99 x 10-3 Pa s

1.0 x 10-3 Pas.

Thus, a oonstant fluid visoosity of 1 x 10-3 Pa s was considered to be

representati ve for the formation fluid in the Culebra dolomite and

used throughout the modeling study.

3.3.2 Rock Properties

The porosi ty data of the Culebra dol ani te available during the ooncep

tUali zation of the model were obtained from laboratory analyses on

oores. These analyses were performed using permeability to air and

heliun porosity techniques on eighteen one-inch dianeter core plugs

(Boyle'S Law teChnique, Core Laboratories, 1986). The resulting

porosities range fran 0.07 to 0.30. A representative value of 0.20

was chosen as the global porosity (single-porosity conceptuali zati on)

and as the matrix porosity (double-porosity oonceptualization) for the

model.

As for the formation fluid, a oompressibility has to be assigned to

the pore structure of the formation. This canpressibility used by

SWIFT II is not identical to the rock compressibility normally used in

hydrogeological studies, because it does not include the rock

porosity. Hwever, this "rock compressibility" (CR), together with

the canpressi bili ty of the formation fluid (Cli) , the porosity (<1», the

fluid density (p), and the thickness (6X
3

) of the aquifer, defines

the storati vi ty of the aqUifer:

Since the storati vi ty of the Culebra dolani te has been docunented fran

several punping tests (2 x 10-5 , see Section 3.4.2), a rock
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compressibility of 7.57 x 10-10 m2/N was calculated using the fluid

compressibility as defined in Section 3.3.1, a porosity of 0.2, an

average fluid density of 1.05 g/an3, and an aquifer thickness of 8 m.

Such a calculated rock compressi bility li es well wi thin the range of

compressibility values (10-10 - 10-8 m2/N) given by Freeze (1975) for

jointed rocks.

Although not directly used for the modeling study, SWIFT II requires

the density and the heat capacity of the rock as data input. Values

of 2500 kg/m3 and 800 J/kgOC were obtained fran the literature for the

rock density and the rock heat capacity, respectively (Kuchling,

1982).

3.3.3 Transport Para'TIetecs

Using the variable-densi ty fonnulation of SWIFT II, the transport

equation for brine (Equation 3-3 in Section 3.1) is solved. There

fore, three transport parameters must be assigned: the longitudinal

dispersivity, the transverse dispersivity, and the molecular

diffusi vi ty in the pocous medi un.

Based on the observed hetecogenei ti es (Secti on 3.4) in the Cul ebra

dolomi te, the thickness of the Culebra dolomite, and on the argunents

concerning scale-dependent dispersion pcesented in Pickens and Grisak

(1981 a,b) a longitudinal dispersivity of 50 m was assigned. The

transvecse dispersivity was assigned a value of 2.5 m using a ratio of

transverse to longitudinal dispersivity of 0.05 (Bear, 1972; Pickens

and Gri sak, 1981 a, b) . These values were genecall y used duri ng the

modeling stUdy but wece modified for a sensi ti vi ty analysis concerning

the impact of different dispecsi vi ty values on the calculated fluid

density distcibution (Section 4.4).
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The molecular diffusi vi ty in the geologic medi un, whi ch is r'equi red by

SWIFT II, is defined as:

I 0 *
D '" D 4> Tmo (3-38)

Using a free-water diffusion coefficient DO = 2 x 10-9 m2/s (value for

Cl- at 25°Cj Lerman, 1979), a porosity 4> = 0.2 (Section 3.3.2), and a

tortuosity factor T* = 0.5 (Bear, 1972), a molecular diffusivity

Dl
mo = 2 x 10-10 m2/s was calculated. This value was considered to be

representati ve of the Culebra dol ani te and its formation water.

3.4 HydrOlogic Model Paraneters

3.4.1 Initial Transmissivities

The transmissivities were treated as isotropic in the model. The

final transmissi vi ti es used by the model were obtained fran model

calibration. The calibration process matches the model-calculated

formation pressures and densiti es to the observed pressures and densi

ties by varying the transmissivities of the individual grid blocks.

In order to start the calibration process, initial transmissivities

are required. These initial values normally are estimated based on

existing data.

In this modeling study, the transmissi vi ty data deri ved fran boreholes

in the WIPP area were analyzed by means of kri ging techni ques. Then

the existing transmissi vity data fran field studies and the

statistical properties of this data set were used to estimate (i.e.,

to "krige") the ini ti al tr'ansmissi vi ti es for' each grid block.

Additionally, the spatial distri.bution of the estimation error, which

reflects the uncertainty in the estimation, was obtained.
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In the foll"",ing sections, sane theor'etical aspects of kr'iging ar'e

br'iefly discussed, then a shor't sunmar'y of the pr'actical use of the

employed kr'iging pr'ogr'am is pr'esented, and finally, the analysis of

the obser'ved transmissivities is summar'ized.

3.4.1.1 Theoretical Aspects of Kr'iging

Kr'i ging is a useful method for evaluating the spati al str'uctUr'e of a

regionalized variable (e.g., the transmissivity) of a formation and

in generating estimates of the variable once its spatial str'uctUr'e

is known (de Mar'sily, 1982). Kriging is a best linear' unbiased

estimator (BLUE) that uses a linear' canbination of all available

data to estimate a variable's value and the err-or of estimation

whi ch reflects the uncer-tainty in the estimation.

There are a number of assunptions which are made in order to apply

kriging to any regionalized data of a formation. First, the data

field is assuned to be a randan function constructed of randan

variables (JoUr'nel and Huijbregts, 1978). The second hypothesis

. usually used in r'andan-function theory is that of stationarity.

Stationarity assunes that the mean, variance, and higher-order

manents of the transmissivity field's probability density function

(PDF) ar'e stationar'y in space, i.e., the sane at any point in the

formation (de iv1arsily, 1982). The thi rd hypothesis used is that of

er'godicity. Er'godicity implies that the unique realization

available (i.e., the observed data) behaves in space with the same

PDF as the randan function descri bing the transmissi vity fi eld

(de Marsily, 1982).

Weak stationarity r'ef.ers to a condition in which only the first two

manents (mean and variance) are stationar'y i~ space. Often thOUgh,

the variance of a r'egionalized variable incr'eases as the size of the

studied area increases (de Marsily, 1982). Therefore, a hypothesis
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is needed that is less l:'estci cti ve than weak stati onal:'i ty. The

intcinsic hypothesis, pl:'oposed by Matheron (1971), requil:'es that

only the vaeiance of the fil:'st increment of Z(x) is finite wheee Z

is the random function, i.e., tr'ansmissi vity. This requires the

mean of the first increment to be a function of the distance of the

increment only, not of the location x. The mean is usually assuned

to be constant and is often set to equal zero. When this is true,

the variance of the first increment defines a function called the

variogram.

The variogram is a curve generated by the oooerved data that

reflects the spatial cOl:'relation length of the regionalized val:'iable

being studied. It is constructed by plotting the average Y(h)

versus the average h, where Y(h) is one half the mean square

difference between all possible pair'S of points a "lag" distance (h)

apart. Usually a range of distances al:'e specified in ol:'der to group

all possible distances between pair'S of points into distance

intervals. The mean square difference for each distance interval is

then calCUlated as is the average distance between pai rs. The

average Y(h) and the average h al:'e then plotted to generate the raw

semi -vari ograrn curve. One limitati on wi th thi s met hod is that

between 30 to 50 pairs need to be within each distance interval in

order for the Y(h) to be representative of the property, i.e.,

transmissivity (Journel & Huijbregts, 1978).

Sanetimes a drift or trend is pl:'esent in the raw semi-variogran.

The drift describes the gradual and l:'egular manner' in which the mean

values of the phenanena behave over the region (Skd van and

Karlinger, 1980). If a drift exists, it must be l:'emoved fl:'an the

raw semi-variograrn and the residuals used to generate another semi

variogr'arn which is utilized through the rest of the analysis

(Neunan, 1984). A generalized kriging approach deals with the dr'ift

in a different manner than the universal kriging method described
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above. Generalized kriging does not require a semi-variogram, which

is meaningless if a drift is present. Instead, generalized

covariance functions that are composed of polynomials are used. The

objective is to use higher-order differences to filter out low-order

polynomi als associated wi th the drift.

In ordinary kriging, once the raw semi-variogram has been calculated

and adjusted for a drift, a theoretical model is used in the kriging

system of equations to estimate punctual or block values of the

regionalized variable (e.g., transmissi vi ty). Most kriging codes

provide a ntJllber of theoretical models to choose from including

linear, siXlerical, exponential, and Gaussian. The reader is

referred to Delhamme (1978) for a description of these models.

The three parameters that are used to fit a theoretical model to a

raw semi-variogram are the sill, the range, and the nugget. These

parameters are estimated fran the raw semi-variogram and are then

checked with the theoretical model for consistency with the data.

This procedure is explained later in the text (Section 3.4.1.2).

The sill is the value a semi-variogram curve asymptotically

approaches with increasing spaces between data points. Often the

sill is clear fran the raw semi-variogram and should be equal to the

variance of the observed data. The range is the distance between

data points at which the sill is reached beyond which there is no

correlation. The nugget is the value of the theoretical semi

variogram at infinitesimal distances.

In kriging, a system of equations is solved in order to determine

the values of linear interpolators assigned to each observed point.

These interpolators change with each new estimation location. For

instance, the linear interpolator is greater for an observed point

closer to the estimation location and lCMer for an observed point

further away. The semi-variogram is used in sol vi ng for these

interpolators and in the calculation of the estimation error.
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For a more detailed explanation of the kriging equations and or

randan variable theory, the reader is referred to JOUr'nel and

Huijbregts (1978).

The general equation used for estimating a value at a gi ven location

is:

where

n

the estimated value at (xo,yo)

the linear interpolator relating point

(xi'Yi) to (xo,yo)'

Note: the superscript i is only a

location parameter, not an exponential.

the number of observed poi nts

the observed points

These linear interpolators must be chosen such that the estimate is

unbiased (giving no systematic over- or under-estimation), and

optimal (with minimun mean square error) (Delhomme, 1978). These

requirements are used to check the consistency of the theoreti cal

semi-variogram mentioned earlier. Kriging is an exact interpolator,

meaning the exact measured value is preserved. For example, if an

estimate was perfomed at the location of a measUr'ed point, the

kr'iged estimate would simply be the measured value.

The uncertainty of the estimate (estimation error) is usually

represented by the square root of the vari ance of the es timation

error, i.e., the standard deviation err'or'. The formula used to

calculate the estimation er'ror' is:
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(3-40)

where 00

M

n

the standard deviation of the estimate at

(xo'Yo)

value of Y (h) fran the semi-variogram

where h is the distance between the observed

points (xi'Yi) and (xo'Yo )

number of terms in drift (M=l for no drift)

number of observed points

drift terms.

pres ent then

Note: if a drift is not

m i
E f is equal to 1.

i=1 0

= Lagrange multiplier

(3-41)

The estimation error at a point beyond the range distance fran any

of the observed data points is equal to the square root of the sill.

This can be seen fran the above equation. The unbiased condition of

the linear interpolators requires [Ai to equal one. Beyond theo
range, every Y(h) value will equal the sill by definition. Thus, in

the absence of a drift, the estimation error of a poi nt beyond the

range is always equal to the square root of the sill.

Knowing the estimation error is, in principle, not enough to deter

mine the confidence interval of the estimates. However, one can

very often assU1le that the error is Gaussian (de Marsily, 1982).
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In this case, for instance, the 95% confidence interval is ±20 , °
o 0

being the standard deviation or estimation error (Equation 3-40).

Then the estimate of a value at a gi ven location, with 95%

confidence, is:

*95zo
*Z ±20o 0

(3-42)

where z~95 the estimated confidence interval at (xo 'Yo)

at 95% confidence level

the estimated value at (Xc,yo)

(Equation 3-39)

estimation error (Equation 3-40)

Many other distri bution functi ons also

confidence interval at 95%. Consequently

often used even if the error distribution

exactly known (de Marsily, 1982).

are valid for a +20- 0

this expression is very

(e .g ., Gaussi an ) is not

It is also possible to use other confidence intervals which repre

sent different confidence levels. For instance, the interval too

(Le., the estimation error) represents a 68% confidence level, and

the interval ±300 a 99.7% confidence level (Marsal, 1967). However,

the ±200 interval is most commonly used.

3.4.1.2 The Universal Kriging Program K603

The observed transmissivity data of the Culebra dolomi te at the WIPP

site were analyzed using the United States Geological Survey (USGS)

Universal Kriging Program K603 (Skrivan and Karlinger, 1980).
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The K603 code requires the locations of the otserved data (i.e.,

borehole coordinates), the observed values (i.e., measured tcansmis

sivities), and the lag intervals used for separating the distances

between observed data points into groups. Once the raw semi

variogram is calculated, one must determine a mathematical model

that reflects the major features observed in the raw semi-variogram.

K603 supplies five types of theoreti cal models to match the raw

variogram. This fitting procedure is performed by removing a drift

or trend if present, and then adj usti ng the sill and the range of

the theoretical expression until the desired match is achieved. A

drift may indi cate that the assunption of weak stationarity does not

hold because the mean value of the average square differences is no

longer constant. If the drift varies slo.-lly (i.e., less than

quadratic) relati ve to the working scale then one may still assune

that weak stationarity applies to the first increment (Del oomme,

1978). However, if a predominant drift or trend is observed in the

raw variogram, a general procedure to remove the drift, such as

least squares, is usually performed before fitting the theoretical

semi-variogram to the raw data. The removal of this drift is

required to preserve the weak stationarity of the first increment.

Once the theoretical semi-variogra'll has been fitted to the raw semi

variogram, the K603 code has an option (denoted option 2) that

checks the validity of the semi-variogram. Option 2 is a modified

spli t-sample technique in which all of the data points are

individually suppressed and estimated by kriging the remaining

points (Skrivan and Karlinger, 1980). Taking the average difference

between the estimated values and the observed values allCMS

calculation of an average estimate variance. The objecti ve is to

adjust the parameters in the theoretical semi-variogram until the

model is theoretically consistent (Gambolati and Volpi, 1979). This

means that there is no systematic bias (i.e., the kriged average

error is approximately equal to zero) which requires:
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n *
E (Z - Z )

n i=l i i
o

where Zi observed value at i

*Z. kri ged es timated val ue at i
1

n = nunber of observed data points

and also that the kriging error'S are oonsistent with the predicted

var'iance (i.e., the average ratio of theoretical to calculated

variance is approximately equal to one) which requires that the mean

square error is equal to one:

1 n
- . >=1 (n 1=

Z. 
1

a z
(3-44)

Once the consistency of the theoeetical sani-variogram is reached,

option 3 of K603 may be used to interpolate values at desired loca

ti ons withi n the study area. This opti on requi res the theoreti cal

variogram type, its sill and range, the observed data, and the

points where the estimation is desired to be input to the code. The

code then pri nts out the es timated val ues at desi g1ated poi nts and

the error or standard deviation associated with the estimations.

3.4.1.3 Analysis of the Observed Transmissivities

All transmissi vities of the Culebra dolanite which were available

during the oonceptualization of the model and their corresjX)nding

references are listed in Appendix C. Table 3.5 soows the

transmissi vi ty values whi ch were selected as the data set for the

semi-variogram analysis.
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Because t['ansmissi vi ty is gene['ally assuned to be log-normally

dist['ibuted (F['eeze, 1975; de Ma['sily, 1982), the loga['ithms of the

t['ansmissivity values were used (Table 3.5) to determine the log

spatial st['ucture present in the model a['ea.

A numbe[' of di['ectional semi-va['iog['ams we['e constructed to deter

mine if a drift 0[' trend was present, but the required number of

pairs (30-50) could not be obtained wi thin each specified distance

interval (class). The problem could be reduced by increasing the

distance intervals in the semi-variogra'Jl, but this decreases the

resolution and, therefore, was not done. Subsequently, a non

directional semi-variogram was calculated (Table 3.6, Figure 3.6).

The raw semi-variogram app['oaches an asymptotic value of 2.4 as the

lag distance increases to 5 \<m. The fluctuations in the curve past

this point do not reveal any pertinent information about the spatial

structure of the transmissi vity field and smuld not be misconstrued

as evidence for a dr'ift. The raw semi-variogram has been extended

to zero as there is no basis for estimati ng a nugget with these

data. This is not to say that there is no uncertainty associ ated

. wi th these data. The uncertainty in the measuranents could have

been assi gned to each observed data poi nt, but was not because the

values of the uncertainty have not been quantified. Therefore, the

uncertainty of the measurements was assuned to be zero in this

analysis.

The exponenti al theoreti cal semi -vari ogram des cri bed by the equati on

in Table 3.6 was fitted to the raw semi-variogram (Figure 3.6). The

consistency of this choice was verified using option 2 of K603 where

a kriged ave['age error of 0.066 and a reduced mean square error of

1.007 were calculated. Other theoretical models were used to fit

the raw semi-variogram, but the exponential type used gave the best

consistency-check values.
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The r'ange of spatial cor'r'elation determined in this analysis

<3.9 kIn) lies on the lower' end of a distr'ibution of r'anges for'

aqUifer'S in consolidated mater'ials pr'esented by Hoeksema and

Kitanidis (1985). They detemined a probability distribution of

ranges having a minimlll1 of 1.4 km, a median value of 14.72 km, and

maximlll1 of 44.5 kIn. The Culebra spatial correlation range also

compares favorably to the results presented in the study by Delhomme

(1979). Therefore, the 3.9-km range detemined in this study

appears reasonable in compar'ison with published results and may be a

good repr'esentation of the spatial correlation length. However', the

data base for the semi -variogram analysis was rather small. As

Table 3.6 shows, most distance intervals (classes) contain only the

minimlll1 number' of pairs (30-50). Therefore, only a non-directional

variogram was calculated, fran which rather gener'al conclusions

(e.g., sill, range, nugget) can be drawn. More advanced analytical

techniques (e.g., dir'ectional semi-var'iogram and dr'ift analysis)

r'equi r'e a 1arger' data base and can be per'f ormed as soon as

additional data (e.g., fr'om ERDA-9, WIPP-12, WIPP-13, WIPP-18,

WIPP-19, WIPP-21, and WIPP-22) ar'e available.

The statistical tr'eatment of the Culebr'a tr'ansmissi vity data base

available as of Apr'il 1986 i ndi cates that the tr'ansmi ssi vi ti es ar'e

cOr'r'elated over a distance of appr'oximately 3.9 kIn. For' separation

distances gr'eater' than this value, the estimated tr'ansmissivity will

be equal to the mean value of the sample and will have an estimation

er'ror equal to the square r'oot of the sill. Due to the spar'sity of

the sample, it was not possible to determine if the tr'ansmissivity

data had a significant dr'ift. Even trough the kr'iged tr'ansmissivity

data are based on a small sample, they pr'ovide a useful and unbi ased

set of hydr'aulic parameter's for' numerical calibr'ation of the

r'egional ground-water' flow systan. As mOr'e data becane available,

the initial tr'ansmissivity field can be modified and compar'ed with

the calibr'ated values to locate any apparent discr'epancies. If any
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major diff erences are found, the cal i brati on process can then be

repeated using the updated set of transmissivities.

3.4.1.4 The Kriged Initial Transmissivities

The exponential semi-variogram (Table 3.6, Figure 3.6) was used

(option 3 of the code K603) to estimate the transmissivities at the

928 locations within the model area, which correspond to the grid

block centers of the model. Figure 3.7 shows the contour map gener

ated using the logarithms of these transmissivities, which were used

for the first simulations with SWIFT II. In the follCMing, they are

referred to as initial transmissivities. Because the uncertainties

of the observed transmissivities were not known, a zero uncertainty

was assumed (see also previous section). This simplification

results in estimation errors (see belCM) which are too lew.

Therefore, the estimation errors should be used as a quali tati ve

indicator of the uncertainty of the kriged transmissi vi ti es rather

than quantitatively correct values.

The estimation errors associated with the kriged initial transmis

si vi ti es are shown contoured in Fi gure 3.8. On that map, a seri es

of contours surround each well reflecting the rapid increase in the

estimation error (i .e., the uncertainty) as the distance fran each

well increases. This is related to the range of the semi-variogram

used for the estimation of the initial transmissivities.

Because the input data for the kriging are logari thIns of the

transmissi viti es, the estimation errors are also logari thmi c

values. Therefore the contour line wi th a value of 1 in Figure 3.8

represents (with the restriction outlined above) an uncertainty of

±1 order of magni tude at 68% conf i dence 1eve1 or ±2 orders of

magnitude at 95% confidence level. As the contour map shows, the

logari thms of the estimation error.s are less than one only in the
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immediate neighbor-hood of the bor-eholes, i.e., an ar-ea gener-ally

less than 1.6 km in diemeter.

The maximlJll possible estimation error- (1.43) is equal to the squar-e

root of the sill (2.05). This is because of the intr'insic hypo

thesis used in this analytical method which states that the first

two manents of the fir'St incr-anent are stationary. This means that

beyond the range, the estimated value will always be the mean of the

semple (i.e., the observed values) and have an estimation error

equal to the square root of the sill of the semi-variogram (e.g.,

between the wells H-12, p-18 and H-5; see Figures 3.7 and 3.8). Due

to the large uncer-tainty associated with those estimated values, it

is possible to modify the initial transmissivities in those areas

during later model calibration wi trout gi ving up consistency wi th

the observed data.

3.4.2 Storativites

The storativity of the Culebra dolanite is fairly well doclJllented fran

several plJllping tests (Seward, 1982; Mercer 1983; Gonzalez, 1983a).

The reported values r'ange fran 1 x 10-9 to 8 x 10-4. Because val ues

near 2 x 10-5 are canmon, this value was oonsidered to be represen

tati ve for the Culebra dolani te in general and, consequently, used

throughout the modeling study. This value is oonsistent with Loman's

(1972) rule of thunb for' oonfined romogeneous aqUifers:

which prOVides a stor'ativity of S

thickness 6X
3

= 8 m..

2.6 x 10-5 for' an aquifer' with a

Theor'eti cally , it is also possible to use statisti cal methods

(e.g., kriging) in order' to analyse the spatial distribution of the
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stor'ativity. However, because Li1e existing data base was r'ather' small

(only 11 values), the stor'ativities were not kriged.

3.5 Initial Boundary Conditions

The Culebra dOlanite at the boundaries of the model area is not

impermeable, and the boundar'i es are not necessarily parallel to the

potential ground-water flow lines. Therefore, no-flow boundarie3 are

not representati ve of the real situation. Prescr'ibed pressure boun

daries with prescribed formation-water densities are more appropriate.

Thus, for the modeling study, the lateral boundary conditions were

obtained fran the best estimate of the mdisturbed regional hydro

geologic situation (Figures 3.9 and 3.10). This approach is briefly

discussed in the following sections. As with the transmissivities, the

i ni ti al 1 ateral boundary condi tions were modified during the later model

calibration.

3.5.1 The Undisturbed Hydrogeologic Situation

The undisturbed hydrogeologic situation can be characterized ideally

by the long-term mean formati on pressures and the long-term formation

water densi ti es.

The long-term mean formation pressures, which will be referred to

herein as undisturbed pressures, can be expressed as equivalent fresh

water heads*. Because of the varying elevation of the Culebra

* The term "freshwater head" as used in the main body of this report is
equi valent to the term "freshwater elevation above mean sea level" ,
because the values are always related to mean sea level. It refers to
the elevation of a colunn of freshwater that would exert a pressure
at the elevation of the Culebr'a equal to the measured formation pressure.
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dolomite (Section 3.2.4), freshwater heads are easier to interpret

than pressures. Therefore, in this report, all pressure data are

presented as equivalent freshwater heads al though the model calcula

tions were made using the formation pressures. However, because of

the spatially non-constant density of the formation water, the fresh

water heads can be misleading; they should be used for quali tati ve

interpretation only. For correct calculations (e.g., calculating the

ground-water flux or the direction of the ground-water flow at a gi ven

point), the formation pressure together with the elevation of the

Culebra dolomite and the density of the formation fluid should be

used. For the undisturbed hydrogeologic situation, the heads will be

referred to as the undisturbed freshwater heads.

The undisturbed pressures in the Culebra dolanite can be deri ved fran

or estimated using long-term water-level data measured in observation

wells. During the conceptualization of the model the published water

level data were revi ewed (Gonzalez, 1983b; IN1ERA Technologi es and

Hydro Gee Chern, 1985; INTERA Technologies, 1986) and best estimates of

the undisturbed formation pressure were derived (Appendix D). In

addition, unpublished water-level data (U.S.G.S. water-level data fran

the WIPP site, 1976-1983; P. Davies, personal communication) were

reviewed and used to refine the estimates based on the above listed

publications. The resulting data set, which subsequently was used

throughout the modeling study, is srown in Table 3.7. The contour map

(Figure 3.9) of the freshwater heads provides a qualitative impression

of the undisturbed hydrologi c si tuati on. The general pat tern (north

south gradients in general with low heads at DOE-1, H-11, and P-11) is

consistent with previously published maps (e.g., Mercer, 1983).

The undisturbed formation-water densi ti es can be deri ved from the

densities measured during long-term pumping or production tests in the

Culebra dolomite. All formation-water density data from the Culebra

dolomite that were available during the conceptualization of the model
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were reviewed and checked for consistency with the results of hydro

chemical analyses (Appendix E). Table 3.8 shows the density values

selected as the data set for the modeling study. Like the freshwater

heads, the densities are also shown as a contour map (Figure 3.10).

Thus, the spatial density distribution is characterized by high

densities (1.09g/cm3 and more) in the eastern part of the model area,

a north-south stretching transition zone (1.02-1.08 g/cm3) in the

middle, and low densities (1.00-1.01 glcm 3) in the western part. This

simplified description is complicated by intermediate densities along

the western part of the northern model boundary. Thus, the low

density zone is surrounded in the east, the north, and most likely in

the west by higher densities. The simulation of this spatial density

distribution with the estimated hydraulic potential distribution

(Figure 3.9) is one of the major problems of the modeling study.

3.5.2 Initial Lateral Boundary Conditions

Using the spatial distribution of the best estimate of both the undis

turbed freshwater heads and the formation-water densi ti es, the fresh

water heads and the formation-water densities were estimated at the

outer edges of all grid blocks along the model boundari es (Table 3.9).

These values were then used to calculate the formation pressures and

the fractional brine concentrations (Section 3.3.1) along the model

boundari es. The implemented boundary condi tions can be characteri zed

as prescribed pressures and prescribed brine concentrations. Thus,

during the simulation, the prescribed pressures are mai ntained along

the outer edges of the model area, and the inflCM fran outside the

model area is assigned the prescribed fractional brine concentration,

while the brine concentration of the outflCM is defined by the model

calculated value at the center of the concerned grid block.
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3. 5. 3 upper' and Lo.-.rer' Boundar'Y Condi ti ons

Dur-ing the conceptualization of the model, it was initially assumed

that the geologi c fOr'mations above and belo.-.r the Culebr'a dol ani te ar'e

of very low permeability and any flux into Or' fr'an the Culebr'a

dol ani te through these confining beds can be neglected. Consequently,

no-flo.-.r boundar-ies wer'e assumed and implemented at the top and the

bottan of the Culebr'a dol ani te. However', at a later stage of the

modeling stUdy it became apparent that the assumption of an absolutely

impermeable layer' above and belo.-.r the Culebr'a dol ani te (i.e., the

Tamarisk Member' and the unnamed lower' member, r'especti vely) is

probably an oversimplification of the real si tuation. A sensi ti vi ty

analysis was conducted by incor'por'ating a local ver'tical flux through

the Tamarisk Member and the unnamed lo.-.rer' member' into the Culebr'a

dolomite. The conceptualization and implementation of the ver'tical

flux are discussed in Chapter' 6.

3.6 Sinks and Sour'ces

3~ 6.1 The Undisturbed Hydrogeologic Situation

Under undisturbed (i.e., natural) hydr'ogeologic conditions it is

assuned that no sinks Or' sources exist in the Culebr'a dol ani tee Any

fluxes in Or' out of the upper' and lower boundary of the Culebr'a are

not consider'ed to be sinks Or' sources, but r'ather' boundar'Y conditions

(Section 3.5.3). With this first conceptualization, only the

undistur'bed (steady-state) hydrology of the Culebr'a dol ani te was

modeled (Chapter 4). It has been assumed that steady-state formation

pressures and fluid densi ti es can be defined for the modeled region.

Testing the validity of this assumption is beyond the soope of this

modeling study.
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3.6.2 The Hydrologic Situation Since 1981

Since the summer of 1981, the hydrogeology of the Culebra dolomite has

been influenced by dr-illing and excavating tht:'ee shafts (waste

handling shaft, construction and salt-handling shaft, and exhaust

shaft) at the center of the WIPP site (see chronology and discussion

of shaft-construction activities in Appendix F). In addition, several

wells have been drilled or recompleted in the model area and numer-ous

well-testing activities, same of very long durations (i .e., H-4 tr-acer

test), have been conducted since 1981 (Appendi x D). Consequently, the

hydraulic situation at the beginning of or- during the H-3 multipad

pumping test can not be consider-ed to be undisturbed. For illustra

tion purposes, the hydraulic heads in October 1985 (i.e., at the

beginning of the H-3 multipad pumping test) are listed in Table 3.10

and shown as a contour map in Figure 3.11. A canpat:'ison of

Figure 3.11 with Figure 3.9 (undisturbed situation) or Figure 3.12

(showing the difference between Figures 3.9 and 3.11 as a contour map)

reveals a large drawdown cone caused by the different acti vi tes at the

WIPP site since 1981.

The center of the drawdown cone coincides with the location of the

shafts. The diameter of the dr-awdown cone was about 7 km, the depth

was about 33 m at the shaft location, assuning 926 m a.s.l. for- the

undisturbed freshwater head (Figure 3.9) and 893 m a.s.l. for the

fresl'Mater- head in October 1985. The latter- freshwater head was

deri ved fram pressure measurements in the waste-handling shaft (WHS)

(using 710 kPa as an average gage pr-essure measured by the transducers

PE 207 and PE 208, which are located at elevation 820.5 m a.s.l. in

the waste-handling shaft; see additional details in AppendiX F). The

drawdown at the wells H-1 and H-2 were 12.2 m and 7.1 m, respectively.

These number-s illustrate the order of magnitude of the disturbance of

the hydrauli c system in the Culebra dolomite.
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The implementation of these disturbances at the WIPP site, which are

transient by their nature, was achieved using the wellbore submodel of

SWIFT II (Reeves et al., 1986a). Thi s s ubmodel all CJ,01S i nj ecti on or

withdrawal of water fran the model at specified locations (i.e., at

the well locations). Details of the implementation are discussed in

Chapter 5. Similarly, the H-3 mul tipad pumping test was implemented

using the above mentioned well bore submodel. This implementation is

discussed in detail in Chapter 5.

3.1 Initial Conditions

The first stage of the model study attempted to simulate the undisturbed

hydrogeologic situation at the WIPP site (Chapter 4) using steady-state

solutions for pressure and brine (see Section 3.1.3). Because the

ini tial pressures and brine concentrations do not affect the results of

steady-state modeling, they were initialized as 101.3 kPa and 0.0,

respecti vely.

During the subsequent Phases of the modeling study, when the effect of

shaft leakage, well-test activities, and the H-3 multipad pumping test

(Chapter 5) were simulated, the steady-state solutions for pressure and

brine of the undisturbed hydrogeologic situation were used as the

initial conditions for the transient simulations.
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4.0 SIMlLATION OF FLOW UNDER UNDISTURBED HYDRAULIC CONDITIONS

(PRE-SHAFT CONDITIONS)

The first stage of the modeling study comprised the simulation of flOn'

under undisturbed conditions. For this purpose, the model was implanented

using the conceptualization as described in the previous chapter, and

cali brated (1) against the best estimates of the undisturbed formation

pressures or frestwater heads, and (2) against the best estimate of the

f ormati on fl ui d densi ti es . This approach and the res ul ts are di scussed in

the foIl On'i ng secti ons .

4.1 Simulation Using the Initial Transmissivities

For the first modeling step, the kriged initial transmissivities

(Section 3.4.1.4), the initial boundary conditions (Section 3.5.2),

no-flew boundari es above and belOn' the Culebra dol ani te (Secti on 3.5. 3) ,

and no sinks or sources were used. The steady-state equations were

solved for fonnation pressures and brine concentrations at the

gri d- block centers.

The res ul ts of thi s i ni ti al rll1 are s unmari zed in Figures 4. 1, 4.2 and

4.3. Figure 4.1 shows the calculated freshwater heads, which are

derived fran the calculated fonnation pressures, as a contour map. A

canparison with the contour map for the observed values (Figure 3.9)

soows that there is a fai r agreement between both maps. HOn'ever, there

are major head differences at H-11b3, DOE-1, and H-3b2. These differ

ences are displayed more clearly in Figure 4.2, where the differences

between the calculated and the observed freshwater heads are presented

as a contour map.

The numeric values on which Figure 4.2 is based are listed in Table 4.1.

Accor.dingly, the Sllll of the squared differences (between the calculated

and the observed freshwater heads) at the 14 observation wells is
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349.36m2, which corresponds to a mean squared difference of 24.95m2.

As Table 4.1 shows, the calculated freshwater heads are generally too

high; consequently, the kriged initial transmissivities in the southern

part of the model are, in general, too low.

The calculated formation-water densities, which are derived fran the

calculated fractional brine concentrations, are presented in Figure 4.3.

A comparison wi th the contour map for' the observed values (Figure 3.10)

shows that both maps are in fair agr'eement in the eastern part of the

model area. In the western part, the agreement is good only along the

northern model boundary. The modeled density distribution does not show

the relati vely lo.v densi ti es observed at H-1, H-2b, H-4b, P-14, and

P-15. This inconsistency is caused by the model-calculated flow field

(graphically srown in Figures 4.1 and 4.3 as Darcy-velocity vectors)

which results in water (with densities of 1.04 glcm3) flOWing fran the

northern boundary to the south and southwest. Thus, the calculated

formation-water densi ties are consistent with the calculated flow fi eld

but not with the observed densi ty data.

4.2 Calibration of the Model Using the Observed Freshwater Heads

The next step of the modeling study was to improve the agreement between

the calculated and the observed formation pressures (or' fresJ1..later'

heads), i.e., to calibrate the model against the observed undisturbed

fresJ1..later heads. The fitting parameters of this calibration process

were the transmissivities of the individual grid blocks.

In order to maintain consistency with the measured transmissivities in

the model area, the initial transmissi vities were modified during the

calibration using the following appr'oach. Additional data points with

transmissivities (specified on the basis of judgement) were added to the

data base used for the estimation ("kriging") of the grid-block trans

missivities by the kriging program K603 (Section 3.4.1). Subsequently,
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the modif ied transmissi vi ty distri bution was calculated by K603 using

the enlarged (artificial) data base. Using this approach, it was pos

sible to modify the grid-block transmissivities between the observation

wells and still be consistent with the measured data. In addi tion, the

spatial distribution of the modified kriged transmissivities has at

least similar gradients and statistical properties as the original data

set. Therefore, the kriged modified transmissi vi ties are considered to

be more representati ve for the real situation at the WIPP site than

initially kriged transmissivities that are subsequently modified without

consideration of the statistical properties.

This approach is thought to be new (i.e., not found in our revi ew of the

literature) and was introduced mainly because it eases the calibration

process considerably. However, it is similar to de Marsily's (1982)

idea of using "pilot points" during the calibration of a hydrologic

model. These pilot points are determined in de Marsily's approach from

an inverse simulation gi ven the measured transmissi vi ti es and the

measured hydraulic heads. Thus, the measured heads dri ve the changes in

the transmissivity field through the inverse code. In the approach used

in this modeling study, the transmissivities at the additional data

points are simply deterministic estimates.

De Marsily recommends in his work the computation of a raw seni

variogram of the transmissi vi ties at the "pilot points" after canpletion

of the calibration process. A comparison of this "pilot point" semi

variogram with the theoretical semi-variogram, which was selected using

the measured transmissivities, will smw whether the "pilot point"

transmissivities are consistent with the statistical properties of the

observed data base. This consistency check was not performed in the

present stUdy. However, it is considered to be a useful step that

should be included in future work. While conducting this consistency

check is recanmended, it is not an absolutely necessary step during the

model calibration. It is presently planned to conduct this check during
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the next step of the modeling study, whi ch will incorporate resul ts of

both testing of individual wells during 1986 and 1987 and of a second

(northern) multipad pumping test to be fielded early in 1987.

It should be emphasized that the calibration method described in this

report has to be further tested and developed as a practical tool. It's

rigorous stochastic credentials are as yet unproven, although we feel

that it is as equally well-founded as de Marsily's technique

(R. A. Freeze, personal communication).

As described above, the additional data points were added to or modified

in the kriging data base in order to improve the consistency with the

observed pressures (or fresholater heads). The aim of that calibration

process was to reduce the differences between the observed and model

cal cul at ed heads to less than one met er at each 0 bservat i on well. Thi s

one meter criterion was selected based on the uncertainty of the

observed (field-measured) values, which is believed to be of similar

magnitude. These uncertainties in the observed values are the result of

such factors as the use of various measurement systems to determine the

downhole water levels or pressures, the uncertainties in the ground

surface elevations, and the uncertainty in the estimate of the average

density of the fluid in the wells.

The resulting transmissiviti es, which are referred to in this report as

"pressure-cali brated steady-state transmissi vi ti es", are shown as the

contour map in Figure 4.4. The (+) symbols which coincide with the

locations of the observation wells indicate where transmissivities have

been derived fran field tests. The other (+) symbols represent the

locations of prescribed transmissivities chosen for modifying the

ini ti al transmissi vi ty distribution. A comparison with the ini ti al

transmissi vi ti es (Figure 3.7) essentially shows that the following

modifications were made during the calibration process:
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1 . The grid blocks along the eastern model boundary and between H-12,

P-18, and H-5 were assigned generally low transmissi vi ties

(T = 10-8 to 10-7 m2/s). This is consistent wi th the hypotheses

that the high transmissi vi ti es in the Culebra dol ani te are caused

mostly by dissolution effects and that the extent of dissolution

decreases toward the east (Snyder, 1985). Accordingly, low

transmissi viti es would be expected east of the dissolution front,

Le., along the eastern model boundary (Figure 2.2). Lowest

transmissi vi ti es (10-8 m2/s or less) occur where no halite is

apparently missing fran the Rustler Formation.

2. A high-transmissi vi ty zone (T = 1 x 10-5 to 2 x 10-4 m2/s) was

introduced between H-11b3 and the southern boundary in order to

reduce the formation pressures at DOE-1 and H-11. In order to

protect P-17 fran too much drainage by this high transmissi vity

zone and maintain consistency with the pressures measured at P-17,

the area around P-17 had to renain at its initial transmissivity

(T = 1.8 x 10-6 m2/s).

3. A lCM-transmissivity zone (T = 10-7 m2/s and less) was placed

between WIPP-12 and H-5 in order to reduce the ground-water flow

fran the northern boundary tCMards OOE-1 and H-11. This measure

reduced further the pressure at those two wells. The same pressure

reduction could have been achieved by assigning even higher trans

missivities (more than 2 x 10-4 m2/s) to the drainage zone south of

H-11. HCMever, the combination of 1& transmissivities north of

OOE-1 and high transmissivities south of H-11 is considered to be

more reasonable for representing the real si tuati on at the WIPP

site rather than just very high transmissivities south of H-11

only, because there is no other evidence (e.g., fran well tests) of

the occurrence of a zone with very high transmissivities (more than

2 x 10-4 m2/s) in the area south of H-11.
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4. In order to obtain the observed pressure gradient between H-3 and

H-2/H-1, the transmissivities in that area had to be increased

relati ve to the kr'iged ini ti al transmissi vi ti es. The resul ti ng

transmissi vi ti es (T = 4 x 10-7 to 1 x 10-5 m2/s) are consistent

with the analytical interpretation of the H-3 multipad pumping test

by Beauheim (in preparation) to obtain average transmissi vi ties

between H-3 and wells H-2 and H-1.

The cor'relation length of the transmissivities derived fran the

semi-variogram analysis (Section 3.4.1.3) is much larger than the

average grid-block size in the central par't of the model ar'ea.

Therefore, the transmissivities of the grid block with a grid block

center that does not exactly coincide wi th an observed data point

(i.e., a well location) is influenced by the modifications

described above, even if ther'e is a well located within the grid

block. The r'eason for this is one of the characteristics of

kr'iging, which always uses all data points within the correlation

length for the estimation of the value at a gi ven point unless this

point coincides with a data point.

As shown in Figure 3.4, the grid block centers generally do not

exactly coincide with the well locations, although having coinci

dent positions was attempted when the model grid was established

(Section 3.2.3). Thus, after the calibration of the-model, the

transmissi vi ti es of the grid blocks whi ch correspond to the

locations of H-1 and H-2 are higher' than measured in H-1 or B-2.

This discrepancy is considered acceptable because the results of

the single-well hydrauli c tests at these wells are not necessarily

representative for 50,000 m2, i.e., the grid block size at B-1 or

B-2.

5. After implementing all the transmissivity modifications desccibed

above, it was found that the Pr'essures at H-1, H-2 and H-3b2 were
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too IGl, al though the gradi ents between them were correct. The

transmissi vi ti es between H-3 and OOE-1/H-11 were consistent with

the analyti cal interpretation by Beauheim (in preparation) and,

therefore, they were not changed in order to increase the press ures

of H-1, H-2, and H-3. Thus, to increase the pressures in the H-1,

H-2, and H-3 region, the transmissivities between WIPP-13 and H-1

were increased to 1 x 10-5 m2/s. These transmissivities are

consistent with the preliminary results of hydraulic testing

per-formed in WIPP-13, which indi cate a transmissi vi ty between

1 x 10-6 and 1 x 10-5 m2/s (INTERA, unpublished estimate).

This intermediate transmissi vi ty zone between WIPP-13 and H-1

caused a pressure incr-ease at P-14, which had to be canpensated by

also increasing the transmissivities east of P-15 by half an order

of magni tude.

The above-described transmissivity modifications were implemented step

by step, gradUally improving the agreement between the calculated and

the oooerved pressures (or f res hvlater heads). However, there is no

unique spatial transmissivity distribution that best fits the observed

data. The reason for this lies simply in the large number of individual

transmissivities (one for each of the 928 grid blocks), which in theory

could be modified independently and in very small steps resulting in an

almost infinite number of spatial transmissivity distributions.

Thus, the transmissivity distribution shown in Figure 4.4 represents

only one possi bility to calibrate the steady-state model to the

undisturbed formati on pressures or freshwater heads. HGlever, in order

to maintain consistency with the observed transmissivity data, the

tr-ansmissivity distribution of any calibrated model will most likely

show the following characteristics (as canpared to the kriged initial

transmissivities).
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1. Either a very hi gh-transmissi vity zone between H-11 and the

southern boundary, or- a canbination of a high-tr-ansmissi vity zone

ther-e and a low-per-meability bar-r-ier- between WIPP-12 and H-5.

2. Slightly increased tr-ansmissi vi ti es in the ar-ea of H-1, H-2, and

H-3.

3. A zone of increased tr-ansmissi vi ty either- between \HPP-13 and H-1

or- between H-6 and H-1/H-2, or- gener-ally higher- transmissivities

between DOE-2 and H-1.

The hydr-ologic proper-ties of the model using the tr-ansmissivities srown

in Figure 4.4 are discussed in the following section.

4.3 Pressure-Calibrated Model for- Undistur-bed Hydr-aulic Conditions

'"
The r-esul ts of the simulation using the sa'Tle model parameters as the

initial run (Section 4.1) but the pr-essure-calibr-ated steady-state

transmissivities (Section 4.2) ar-e summarized in Figur-es 4.5, 4.6, 4.1,

and 4.8.

Figure 4.5 srows a contour- map of the calculated fr-esrnater- heads which

were deri ved fran the calculated fonnation pressures. Addi tionally, the

flow field is presented wi th Darcy-veloci ty vectors. A comparison wi th

the contour- map of the obser-ved values (Figure 3.9) shows that ther-e is

a ver-y good agr-eement between the maps. The r-emaining discr-epancies ar-e

displayed in Figure 4.6, wher-e the differ-ences between the calculated

and the obser-ved freshwater- heads ar-e contoured.

The numer-ic values on which Figure 4.6 is based ar-e listed in Table 4.2.

The sum of the squar-ed head differ-ences for- the obser'vation wells is

3.42 m2 , which corr-esponds to a mean squar-ed differ-ence of 0.24 m2. The

largest head differ-ences occur- at P-17 (-0.94 m) and H-11 (+0.88 m).
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Thus, the calibration criterion to reduce the difference to less than

1 m (Section 4.2) was achieved. Therefore, the model was consi dered to

be calibrated against the undisturbed, long-term freshwater heads. In

the following chapters this model is referr'ed to as the "pr'essure

calibrated steady-state model".

The flCM field of the pressure-calibr'ated steady-state model

(Figure 4.5) can be characterized with respect to Darcy velocities as

follCMS.

1. In the eastern model area (H-12, P-18, H-5), very lCM Darcy veloci

ties (less than 10-9 m1s or less than 0.03 m/y) occur because of

the lCM transmissivities. Similarly, lCM Dar'cy velocities prevail

in the area between WIPP-12, WIPP-21, P-18, and H-5, because low

transmissi vi ti es have been implemented in this r'egion during the

calibration process.

2. Very lCM Darcy velocities (less than

0.03 m1y) can also be seen in the area of

to the south of that area, wher'e lCM

ground-water flow.

10-9 mls or' less than

P-15, H-4, and P-17, and

transmissi vi ties impede

3. Darcy velocities between 10-9 mls (0.03 m/y) and 5 x 10-9 mls

(0.15 Iy) occur in the area from H-6 and DOE-2 in the north to P-15

and H-4 in the south.

4. Relatively high Darcy velocities (10-8 m/s or' 0.03 m/y and mOr'e)

were calculated for the wester'n part of the model area and the

high-transmissi vi ty zone between H-11 and the southern boundar'Y.

These areas cor'respond to r'elati vely high tcansmissi vi ties

(Figure 4.4).
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Thus, in gener:'al, the Dar:'cy velocities ar:'e clooely cOr:'t:"elated to the

tr:'ansmissivities assuned for:' the Culebt:"a dolanite. Similarly, the flow

paths depend strongly on the transmissivity distribution. As Figure 4.5

shows, thet:"e are two main gt'ound-water flow paths associ ated with the

high transmissivities in the model area: the first one flewing fran

north to south along the western model boundary, and the second one

stat:"ting between H-6 and DOE-2 in the north, flewing to the south to

H-2, turning south-eastward, passing H-3 and DOE-1 and flowing again to

the south fr:'an H-11 to the southe~n model boundary.

The calculated formation-water densi ties, which are deri ved fran the

calculated fractional bri ne concentrati om, are presented in Figure 4.7.

A canparison with the calculated densities of the initial run

(Figure 4.3) srows that there are only mi nor differences. The general

pattern, i.e., high densities (1.08 - 1.10 glcm3) in the eastern part

and intet:"mediate densities (1.03 - 1.05 g/om3) almost everywhere else,

remai ned the sane. The diff erences between the observed densi ti es and

the model-calculated values are displayed as a contour map in

Figure 4.8. Accordingly, the model calculated values are too low at

DOE-1, H-11, and P-17. This is caused by the rather lew-density water

that flows fran the central part of the model (region of H-1, H-2, and

H-3) to DOE-1 and H-11 and then through the high-transmissi vi ty zone to

the southern model boundary (Figure 4.7). Because the transmissi vi ti es

north and east of H-11 and OOE-1 are relati vely lew, only a small amount

of high-density water reaches the location of DOE-1 and H-11. Conse

quently, the calculated fluid density there is almost the same as in the

central region (H-1, H-2, H-3). Additional calibration work to decrease

the differences between the oooerved and the calculated densi ty values

at DOE-1 and H-11 is described in Section 4.5.

As Figure 4.8 further demomtrates, the

H-2, H-4, P-14, and P-15 are too high.

pressure-calibrated steady-state model,
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With the flow field of the

the calculated densities at



these locations are governed by the densities assigned to the northern

b01.U1dary conditions of the western half of the lIDdel. It is obvious

that with the boundary conditions llnplemented (lateral prescribed

pressure and prescribed density boundary conditions, but no vertical

flux into or out of the Culebra dolomite) and a general hydraulic

gradient from south to north, it is almost impossible to obtain a north

south density gradient as apparently observed between H-6 and H-2 or

between OOE-2 and H-1 (Figure 3.10).

Assuming that the measured densities are representative for the

formation water in the area of the boreholes from which the samples were

taken, there are several alternative approaches to address the problem.

1. 'Ihe boundary conditions assigned to the northern model boundary may

not represent the real situation. As Figure 3.10 reveals, the

densities assigned to the western part of the model boundary are

governed by the values observed at WIPP-25, H-6, OOE-2, and

WIPP-30. During the definition of the boundary conditions it was

assumed that interpolation (as conducted by the contouring program)

between the boreholes would provide a spatial density distribution

representative of the real situation. This asst.nnption is probably

valid if the connecting line between the boreholes (between which

the interpolation is done) is more or less parallel to the ground

water flow, but riot necessarily valid if the connection line is

perpendicular to the ground-water flow (as it is in the present

case). In the latter case, the density distribution between two

wells can be rather heterogeneous. Thus, the densities for the

boundary conditions were modified in the subsequent calibration

described in Section 4.5 in order to improve the consistency

between the calculated and observed formation-fluid densities.

2. There may be water with low mineralization leaking through the

Tamarisk Member into the Culebra dolomite, or highly mineralized
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water rising thr'ough the unnamed l(),J'er manber of the Rustler

Formation. Such a vertical flux could cause the irregular spatial

density distribution observed. The testing of this possibility was

attanpted by locally implanenting a vertical, low-density or high

density flux into the modeled Culebra dol ani teo The conceptual

ization and implanentation of this vertical flux and the effects on

the spatial density distribution are discussed in Chapter 6.

3. The observed density distribution may not represent a steady state.

This would mean that the higher densities in the northwestern part

of the model represent the front of more saline water coming from

the north and replacing older, less saline water. This theory is

difficult to verify and also difficult to implanent as a conceptu

alization of the model. Modeling this process would require a

transient simulation covering several thousand years. Therefore,

it was not further pursued wi thin the scope of this modeling study.

4.4 Sensitivity of the Model to Dispersivity

Before further model calibration (Le., against the observed densities)

was conducted, the pressure-calibrated steady-state model was used to

investi gate the sensi ti vi ty of the model to changes in the longitudinal

and transverse dispersivity.

As discussed in Section 3.3.3, longi tudinal and transverse dispersi vi

ti es of 50 m and 2.5 m, respecti vely, were selected :md used throughout

the modeling. H(),J'ever, because of the uncertainties associated with the

estimation of these transport parameters, a systanatic paraneter

variation was performed.

During this parameter-sensitivity study, the longitudinal dispersivity

was varied using 10m, 20 m, 50 m, 100 m, and 200 m. This range in

longi tudinal dispersi vi ty is considered adequate for the regional scale
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of the gr'ound-water' flo,[ system that is being modeled. The transver'se

disper'sivity was changed accor'dingly so that the r'atio of tr'ansver'se to

longitudinal dispersivity stayed constant at 0.05.

The results of simulations using this parameter' vari ation are shown in

Figures 4.9 and. 4.10, where the calculated fresl'Mater heads and the

density distributions are shown for a longitudinal dispersivity of 50 m

chosen as the standard case) and for dispersi vi ty values of 10m and

200 m. As seen, the effect of varying the dispersivities is very 3TIall

in the range fran 10 m to 200 m. Thus, the model can be considered to

be insensitive to changes in dispersivity. The reason for this is the

fact that there are no really strong density contr'asts (over small to

intermediate distances) in the calculated spatial density distribution

of the calibrated steady-state model.

4.5 Calibration of the Model Using the Observed Formation-Water

Densi ti es

The next step of the modeling study was to improve the agreement between

the calcul ated and the observed formation-water densi ti es. As discussed

in Appendix E, the observed densi ty data can be associated wi til an err'or'

of 0.5 - 0.6 percent inherent to the hydrogeochemi cal analyses and the

evaluation methods. This error does not include any possible error

caused by contamination of the water samples by non-formation waters

(e.g., drilling fluid). Although methods exist to check the hydro

geochemical consistency of water samples wi th the formation fran which

they were taken (Appendi x E), it is diff i cul t to quantif y the er'ror'

caused by contamination unless the chemistry of the contaminant fluid

and its percentage in the sample is known (e.g., as a r'esul t of drill ing

fluid tracer' application). However, these hydrogeochemical consistency

checks. have demonstrated that in general the water samples appear' to be

representati ve for the Culebra dolanite (Appendix E.). Therefore, the

possible err'or due to contamination is not likely to exceed the
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analytical error, resulting in an estimated overall error of about 1% of

the observed density values. Thus, the accuracy of the observed

formation-water densitites is assumed to be ±0.01 g/cm3, unless the

hydrogeochemical consistency checks indicate a higher possible error

(Appendix E, Table E.3).

Accordingly, the· aim of the calibration process was defined to reduce

the difference between the observed and the model calculated densities

to less than or equal to 0.01 g/cm3 at those borehole locations where

reliable water samples have been taken. Of course, calibration against

the undisturbed formation pressures (or freshwater heads) had to be

maintained during calibration to the observed formation-water densities.

The starting point of this calibration stage was the transmissivities

and the boundary conditions of the pressure-calibrated steady-state

model. 'lhe model transmissivities were step-wise modified using the

approach described in Section 4.2.

The resulting transmissivities, which are referred to in this report as

'density-calibrated steady-state transmissivities', are shown as a

contour map in Figure 4.11. A comparison with the pressure-calibrated

steady-state transmissivities (Figure 4.4) shows that the following

modifications were made during the calibration process:

1. The high-transmissivity zone (T = 2 x 10-4 m2/s) between H-ll and

the southern model boundary was shifted three grid blocks to the

west in order to direct the low-density ground water coming from

the model center (H-l, H-2, H-3) more to the west. In addition,

the low transmissivities between H-5 and P-18 introduced during the

calibration against the undisturbed heads (Section 4.2) were

removed, allowing more high-density ground water flowing fran the

northeastern corner to the area of DOE-l and H-ll. 'Ibis additional

flow fran the northeast did not significantly increase the heads at
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OOE-l and H-11 because the high transmissivity in the south was

placed in a wider grid block allowing more water to be drained

witrout increasing the transmissivity of the zone itself. As a

result of these changes, the calculated formation-water density at

OOE-1 and H-11 was increased by about 0.04 g/an 3.

2. In order to maintai n the head at P-17, it was necessary to increase

the mmber of "artificial" points wi th lGl transmissi vi ties around

P-17. Nonetheless, it proved to be difficult to avoid too much

drainage at P-17 as a resul t of the hi gh-transmissi vi ty zone, while

maintaining sufficient drainage fran the area at OOE-1 and H-11.

Therefore, the question arises whether the best estimate of the

undisturbed head for P-17 (911.2 m, Table 3.7) is accurate. As

Figure 3.9 srows, the oontour lines in general are smooth. One

exception is the 912 m elevation line near P-17 whi ch indi cates a

freshwater elevation sanewhat too high for the general pattern.

Taking into acoount the focal hydraulic gradient in the neighbor

rood of P-17 (about an/~), a hydraulic head of 910 m a.s.l. seems

to be more representati ve than the previously estimated

912.2m a.s.l.

One possi ble reason for an overestimated head value at P-17 might

be that the estimate of the density of the borehole fluid used for

the calculation of the freshwater head is wrong. Assuning for

instance an effecti ve borehole fluid density of 1.04 g/an3, a

freshwater head of 909.6 m (using 842.4 m a.s.l. for the center of

the Culebra dolomite and 907.0 m a.s.l. for the water level in the

well) woul d res ul t and fit much better to the regi onal pat tern.

This explanation is supported by the difficul ti es in cali brating

the model such that the calculated formation-fluid density at P-17

is 1.060 g/ an3 (see Section 4.6).
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With the above-mentioned changes in the transmissivities, it was

possi ble to improve the consistency between the calculated and the

oooerved formation-water densities at OOE-1 and H-11. As discussed in

Section 4.3, the calculated densities at the well locations depend

strongly on the prescribed densi ti es of the boundary conditions along

the northern model boundary. Therefore, the pres cri bed densi ti es for

the boundary conditions were step-wise modified during the calibration

against the observed formation-water densi ti es. The resulting boundary

conditions are listed in Table 4.3. A comparison with the initial

boundary conditions (Table 3.9) shows that essentially the following

modifications were made:

1. The prescri bed formati on-water densi ti es along the western model

boundary and along the western part of the northern model boundary

were lcwered except di rectly north of H-6. Consequently, the

calculated densi ti es at H-1, B-2, H-4, P-14, P-15, and H-7 were

lcwered, while the value at H-6 remained more or less the same.

Thus, the agreement between the calculated and the observed

formati on-water densi ti es is satisfactory (i.e., the difference is

less than 0.01 glan 3 for most wells). However, the assigrment of a

rather high density (1.039 g/an3) north of H-6 does not really

sol ve the problem of understanding the reason for the relati vely

high density at H-6 fran a scientific point of vie",r, but rather

transfers it to the outside of the model area. Therefore, the

question of why relati vely different formati on-water densi ti es

occur in the western part of the model area was not answered by the

present modeling study (see also Section 6.1.2).

2. The prescri bed formation-water densi ti es along the northern model

boundary between DOE-2 and H-5 were adjusted in order to calibrate

the calculated formation-fluid densities in the eastern part of the

model area.
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The above-described modifications of the transmissivities and the

changes in the densi ties of the boundary condi tions were implemented

step by step, gradually improving the agreenent between the calculated

and the observed formation-fluid densities while trying to maintain the

achieved calibration against the observed fresrwater heads. The results

of this calibration are discussed in the following section.

4.6 Density-Calibrated Model for Undisturbed Hydraulic Conditions

The results of the simulation using the modified transmissivities and

boundary condi tions described in the previous section are shown in

Figures 4. 12 through 4. 15.

Figure 4.12 shows the calculated freshwater heads as a contour map. The

differences between the calculated and the observed fresrwater heads are

listed in Table 4.4 and presented as a contour map in Figure 4.13.

A canparison with the corresponding Figures 4.5 and 4.6 and Table 4.2 of

the pressure-calibrated model smws that the calculated heads were only

slightly changed by the calibration against the observed formation-water

densities. The sun of the squared head differences for the o'ooervation

wells increased fran 3.43 m2 (Table 4.2) to 4.57 m2 (Table 4.4). This

increase results mainly fran a higher freshwater head at H-11 and fran

lower values at H-4 and P-17, which are caused by shifting the high

transmissivity zone (south of H-11) to the west (see previous section).

It would have been possi ble to reduce the difference between the calcu

lated and the o'ooerved fresrnater heads at either H-11 or at P-17 and

H-4, but causing an increased difference at the other location. Thus,

the calculated heads and head differences of the density-calibrated

model as shown in Figures 4.12 and 4.13 are a balanced canpranise with

an error of +1.08 m and -1.07 m at H-11 and P-17, respectively

(Table 4.4). As already discussed in the previous section, the measured

freshwater head at P-17 may not be representati ve for that locati on.
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Therefore, it was felt that the achieved pressure calibration at P-17

and H-11 was suffi cient, and no further attempts to improve the

calibration were made.

A seoond area where the calibration against the observed frestwater

heads deteriorated during the density calibration was in the central

region (H-1, H-2, H-3). For instance, the er.ror at H-3 increased fran

-0.16 m to -0.97 m (Tables 4.2 and 4.4). However, the increased errors

are still within the 1-m calibration limit, defined in Section 4.2.

Therefore, the calibration of the central region was still oonsidered to

be sufficient.

The calculated fonnati on-water densiti es and the differences between the

calculated and the observed densities are shown in Figure 4.14 and 4.15,

respecti vely. A oomparison with the corresponding figures (Figures 4.5

and 4.6) of the pressure-calibrated model shows that the agreement

between t he cal cul at ed and the 0 bserved dens i ti es was improved

significantly. As discussed in Section 4.5, the aim of the calibration

process was to reduce the absolute differences between the observed and

the calculated densities to less than or equal to 0.01 glan3. As

Figure 4.15 demonstrates, this aim was reached at all borehole locations

except at P-17, H-3. and OOE-1 .

The difference at P-17 (-0.04 g/an 3) is by far the largest in the model

area. It is a direct result of the simulated flow field (Figure 4.14)

which carries l(7,.[-density water' fr'an the central region to the high

transmissivity zone between H-11 and P-17, causing relatively low

densities at P-17 (1.020 g/an3 instead of 1.060 g/an3). There is no

possi bility of obtaining si gnifi cantly higher densi ti es at P-17 with

this fl(7,.[ field. Significant changes of this fl(7,.[ field are restricted

by the following facts:
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1. The r'elati vely lew

high-t~ansmissivity

souther'n boundar'Y.

fr'eshwater' heads at OOE-1 and H-11 r'equir'e a

zone between these two bOr'ehol es and the

2. The tr'ansmissi vity between DOE-1/H-11 and the centr'al region (H-1,

H-2, H-3) cannot be changed significantly and still be consistent

with the interpr'etation of the H-3 multipad pumping test by

Beauheim (in pr'eparation). Thus, ther'e will always be a rather'

strong flew of lew-densi ty gr'ound water' fr'an the central region to

the area of OOE-1 and H-11.

3. The transmissi vi ti es north and east of OOE-1 must be two to three

order's of magnitude lower than the tr'ansmissivities of the high

transmissivity zone south of H-11 in or'der to obtain the observed

head distribution (OOE-2, H-5, OOE-1, H-11, H-12). Ther'efor'e, it

is not possible to incr'ease the tr'ansmissivities north of OOE-1

significantly (e.g., in order' to bt"ing more high-density water into

the area of OOE-1 and H-11) without incr'easing the transmissivities

of the high-transmissivity zone. However', the possible r'ange of

the permeability of the high-transmissivity zone is given by the

r'esul ts of the kri ging analysis, which shows for' the r'egion south

of H-11 a transmissi vi ty of about 4 x 10-6 m2/s (Figure 3.7) and

estimation err'or's of about 1.3 on the log scale. Using ±2oo as the

confidence inter'val (95% confidence level), the possi ble transmis

si vi ti es r'ange fr'an 1 x 10-8 to 1. 5 x 10-3 m2/s. Thus, the

implanented transmissivities of the high-transmissivity zone

(2 x 10-4 m2/s) are already significantly higher than would be

estimated by the kriging analysis, alth:>ugh they ar'e still well

within the 95% confidence interval. However', it was felt that the

tr'ansmissivities srould not be incr'eased much more with:>ut having

additional evidence for the existence of such a very high transmis

sivity zone in the souther'n par't of the model area. Consequently,

the tr'ansmissivity in the area between WIPP-12, H-3, P-18, and

DOE-1 cannot be changed significantly.
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4. The exact position of the high-transmissivity zone in the southern

model area can be varied. However, moving it to the east directs

the lav-densi ty ground-water flav coming fran the central area

(H-1, B-2, and H-3) more to the east causing the densi ties to be

too lav at 00E-1 and H-11. MOVing it more to the west improves the

density fitfor ooE-1 and H-11, but lowers the calculated heads at

H-4 and P-17 too much. Thus, the position shown in Figure 4.11 is

a canpromise between having low densi ties at ooE-1 and H-11 and low

heads at P-17 and H-4.

During the calibration process, the high-transmissivity zone was

placed between H-4 and P-17 in order to increase the calculated

formation-fluid density at P-17 (Figure 4.16). The best fit to the

observed values that could be obtained with this variation is shown

in Figures 4.17 through 4.20. As these figures shJw, it was pos

sible to direct the low-density ground water more to the west, but

not enough to reach an acceptable agreement between the calculated

and the observed densities at P-17. The calculated heads at B-11

and 00E-1 are too high, because the high-transmissivity zone is too

far away. In addition, the calculated heads at H-4 and P-17 are

too lav, because the high-transmissi vi ty zone drains too much water

fran that area. Even the general head distri bution (Fi gure 4.17)

is less consistent with the observed pattern (Figure 4.9) than the

head distribution (Figure 4.12) resulting fran positioning the

high-transmissivity zone east of P-17. Because there is apparently

no way to obtain a good overall agreanent between calculated and

observed fresh-later heads with the hi gh-transmissi vi ty zone placed

between H-4 and P-17, this conceptualization was not pursued

further during the calibration process.

As a consequence, there does not appear to be any possibility of

changing significantly the general flav field shown in Figure 4.12

without sacrificing the consistency between calculated and observed
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heads and densities. Therefore, it is not possible to obtain a good

agreanent between the calculated and the observed formation fluid

densities at P-17 with the given model conceptualization. There are two

possible explanations for this density inconsistency.

1. The oooerved densi ty at P-17 may not be representati ve for the

borehole location (see also previous section). This question can

be only answered by additional, carefully monitored, long-term

production tests at P-17.

2. The observed high densities at P-17 may be a local phenomenon

caused by verti cal ground-water flow (e.g., fran the Rustler-Salado

contact residuum through the unnamed lower manber of the Rustler

Formation) into the Culebra dolomite. This possibility was further

investigated by conducti ng a sensi ti vi ty analysis concerning

vertical flux (see Chapter 6).

Because there is apparently no immediate way to solve the problan with

the density at P-17, the incomistency was left during the ranainder of

the modeling study, except for the sensi ti vi ty analysis mentioned above.

A similar problan exists with the formation-water density at H-6. The

observed value is about 1.04 g/an3. As already discussed, the boreholes

south of H-6 show lower formation-water densi ti es. With the simulated.

flow field it is difficult to obtain this kind of spatial density

distribution. As descri bed in the previous section, an acceptable

agreanent between calculated and observed density values was obtained by

assigning generally low densi ties to the northern model boundary, except

directly north of H-6. It was already mentioned that this heterogeneous

boundary condi tion only transfers the problan to the outside of the

model area but does not explain the apparent hydrogeologic phenomenon.

Again, one possible explanation might be the occurrence of vertical flux

into the Culebra dolanite, either fran above or below, causing a spatial

density distribution that cannot be explained by horizontal flux only.
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Hydropad H-3 is the second location within the density-calibrated

steady-state model where the difference between the calculated and the

observed formation-water densities exceeds 0.01 g/cm3 (Figure 4.15).

'lhe observed density is 1.04 g/cm3 while the calculated one is about

1.02 g/cm3• The low calculated densities are mainly a result of the

southeast-directed ground-water flow in the central region (H-1, H-2,

and H-3). 'Ibis flow direction depends on the local spatial transmis

sivity distribution. Locally changing the transmissivities results in

different calculated densities at H-3. Because the transmissivities in

the central region are the fitting parameters for the future calibration

during the transient modeling, and therefore SUbject to changes, it was

not attempted to improve the density fit at H-3 during the calibration

against the observed formation-water densities.

'Ibe third borehole where the difference between the observed and the

calculated formation-water densities exceeds 0.01 g/cm3 is DOE-I

(Figure 4.15). 'Ibere the observed value is 1.090 g/cm3 while the

density-calibrated model calculated density is 1.074 g/cm3• Similar to

H-3, the density at DOE-l depends strongly on the local transmissivity

distribution in the central model area (shaft location, H-I, H-2, and

H-3). Because this area will be subject to changes during the

calibration against the transient data and, more important, because the

observed density value of DOE-l may not be representative of the

formation-water at that location (Appendix E), improving the fit at

DOE-l was not attempted.

4.7 Summary of the Steady-State Modeling

Starting with the initial kriged transm1ssivities and the initial

boundary conditions, the steady-state model was step-wise calibrated

against the best estimate of the undisturbed freshwater heads and the

observed long-term formation-water densities.
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Compared with the kriged initial transmissivity distribution, the

resulting transmissivity distribution (Figure 4.11) of the density

calibrated steady-state model is characterized by a high-transmissivity

zone (T = 2 x 10-4 m2/s) between H-11 and the southern model boundary.

This hi gh-transmissi vity zone is necessary in order to obtain the

observed relatively low freshNater' heads at H-11 and OOE-1. Placing it

between H-4 and P-17 does not r'esult in a satisfactory agreanent between

the calculated and the obser'ved fr'eshNater' heads.

The difference between the calculated and observed fresrwater heads

(Figure 4.13) is less than 1.1 m for all well locations and less than

1 m in general. Taking into account the uncertainty associated with the

obser'ved freshNater heads, the calibration of the steady-state model can

be consi dered sati sf actory .

The pressure-calibr'ated steady-state model was used to investigate the

sensitivity of the model to changes in dispersivity. A systanatic

parameter' var'iation with the longitudinal and transverse dispersivities

danonstrated that the steady-state model is i nsensi ti ve to changes in

di spersi vi ty.

The difference between the obser'ved and calculated formation-fluid

densities (Figure 4.13) is generally less than 0.01 glan3 , i.e.,

.sufficient. A large inconsistency (-0.040 g/an2) exists between the

obser'ved and the calculated densi ti es at P-17. It was not possi ble to

reconcile the model at P-17 with the exi sti ng data. Possi ble reasons

are (1) the measured density value of P-17 is not r'epresentati ve for the

formation fluid in the Culebra dolanite at that location or (2) the

measured density value r'epr'esents a r'ather' local phenomenon possi bly

caused by vertical flux fr'an either' above or belcw the Culebra dolomite.
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A seoond inoonsistency between calculated and observed densi ti es

(-0.021 g/an3) ranains at H-3. Because the calculated density at H-3

depends strongly on the local transmissivity distribution which will be

changed dUI:'ing future calibration against the transient data, it was not

attanpted to improve the steady-state density calibration at H-3. At

DOE-1, a difference between calculated and observed densities of

-0.016 g/an3 was not eliminated, mainly because the observed value may

not be representati ve for the formation water at that location.

HCMever, gi ven the oonstraints of the model oonceptualization and the

accuracy of the field data, the steady-state model can be oonsidered to

be calibrated against the observed fonnation-water densities.
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5.0 SIMJLATION OF TRANSIENT FLOW RESUTuTING FROM SHAFT ACTIVITIES AND

WELL TESTS

The or'iginal soope of the modeling study was to evaluate only the H-3

multipad punping test, i.e., to simulate the transient behavior of the

Culebr'a dolanite in resJXlnse to this test. HCMever', during the

pr'eparation of the data base and the developnent of the modeling appr'oach,

it became obvious that the hydr'aulic oonditions in the Culebr'a dolanite

have been influenced by dt"illing and testing acti vi ties at the shafts and

the \-lell locations since 1981 (Section 3.6.2). Consequently, it was not

possible to simulate r'ealistically the B-3 multipad punping test by simply

assuning undisturbed hydr'aulic oonditions at the beginning of the test.

It was necessary to implement the major' disturbing events (i.e., shaft

activities and well tests) in or'der- to obtain initial hydr-aulic oonditions

that are r-epr-esentati ve of the hydrauli c situation in the Culebr-a dolomite

at the beginning of the H-3 multi pad pumping test.

The implementation and simulation of the shaft acti vi ti es and the well

tests that are oonsi dered to be i mJXlr-t ant , as well as the simulati on of

the H-3 mul ti pad plJ1lping test, are discussed in the following sections.

5.1 Implementati on of Shaft Acti vi ti es

As already discussed in Section 3.6.2, the hydrogeology of the Culebr-a

dol ani te has been i nfl uenced by drilling and excavating three shafts

(waste-handling shaft, oonstr-uction and salt-handling shaft, and exhaust

shaft) at the center. of the WIPP site. These shaft acti vi ti es have been

by far the most impor-tant hydrologi c disturbance at the WIPP site since

1981, resulting in changes of more than 10 m in the piezornetr'ic surface

at the centr-al part of the WIPP site (Section 3.6.2).
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5.1.1 The Early Shaft History

The first shaft excavated was the oonstruction and sal t-handling

shaft, formerly called the exploratory shaft (Appendix F). A detailed

history of the shaft oonstruction was reported by Fenix and Scisson

(1982). This history was used by Stevens and Beyeler (1985) to model

the effect of the shaft drilling and shaft completion on the

hydrologic response at the H-1, H-2, and H-3 wells in both the Magenta

and the Culebra Dolomite Manber's of the Rustler Formation. As

demonstrated by Stevens and Beyeler (1985) , the effect of the

exploratory-shaft construction on the pressures in the Culebra

dolomite was significant at the well locations H-1, H-2, and H-3.

A synopsis of drilling and construction events relevant to this study

is sunmarized below (modified after Stevens and Beyeler, 1985):

04 July 81

04 August 81

09 August 81

15 August 81

H09700R128

Start of reverse-rotary drilling with 3.68-m

di aneter. Land-surface elevation is about

1039.4 m a.s.l.

Drilled into the top of the Culebra dolomite

(Figure 5.1).

Drilled through the botton of the Culebra dolomi teo

The drilling-fluid level in the shaft fell below the

botton of the Magenta dolonite (about 847.4 m

a.s .1.). Consequently, the fluid pressure in the

Culebra dolomi te (center at 822 m a.s .1.) fell 001&

350 kPa.

Drilling-flUid level in the shaft fell bel& the

bottom of the Culebra dolomite; subsequently,

ground-water fl(J,ol from the Culebra dolomite into the
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24 October' 81

25 October' 81 :

to

15 Novanber' 81

16 November' 81:

H09700R128

shaft was tmr'estr'icted and the Culebr'a dolanite was

exposed to atmospher'ic pr'esSur'e (about 101 kPa).

Dr'illing stopped 701 m bel<M land sur'face; the bor'e

hole was filled with br'ine to about 77 m below land

sUI:'face (962 m a.s.l.). The br'ine density was not

repor'ted. Stevens and Beyeler' (1985) estimated the

r'ati 0 of the densi ty of the bri ne to the density of

the formation fluid to be about 1.3. The formation

fl ui d densi ty at the shaft locati on is not exactly

known, but li kely to be between 1.02 g/an2 (e.g., at

the well H-1) and 1.04 g/cm (e.g., at H-3 Or' DOE-2).

Consequently, it can be assuned that the density of

the br'i ne was about 1.3 g/ an3, whi ch is r'ather'

high. Using this density, the pr'essUI:'e at the

center' of the Culebr'a dol ani te can be calculated to

be 1886 kPa. The cOr'r'esponding equi valent fresh

water' head equals 1004.0 m a.s.l.

Br'ine was rontinually added to the shaft. The

dI:'illing fluid level, whi ch was occasionally

r'epor'ted, r'ose about 35 m over' the time per'iod.

It is likely that a ronsider'able amolD.1t of br'ine

invaded the Culebr'a dolanite dudng that time

peI:'i od.

The dI:'ill ing fluid level in the shaft was at about

997.2 m a.s.l., r'esulting in a pr'essUI:'e of about

2334 kPa at t he center' of the Cul ebr'a dol ani te

(assuning 1.30 g/an3 as bdne density). This

cOr'r'esponds to an equi valent fr'esrwater' head of

1049.7 m a.s.l.
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16 November 81 :

to

03 December 81

04 Decanber 81

to

06 Decanber 81

The casing was l<Nlered into the shaft. stevens and

Beyeler (1985) assuned that the brine either over

fl<Nled the borehole while the casing was being

lowered or the brine level was at ground level.

This assunption resul ts ina calculated for'mation

pressure in the Culebra dolanite of 2873 kPa or an

equivalent frestwater head of 1104.6 m a.s.l.

Beginning Decanber 4, the annular space between the

casing and the shaft wall was cemented. Stevens and

Beyeler (1985) again made the assLll1ption that the

brine in the shaft was either overfl<Nling onto the

land surface or was at land surface. Thus it can be

assuned that the formation pressure in the Culebra

dol ani te was about the sane as during the casing

installation. On December 6, the cement-sealing

operation ended.

Thus, the early shaft history comprises the time period fran July

1981 through Decanber 1981 . The eff ects of the acti vi ti es at the

exploratory shaft during that time period on the hydrologic

situation at the locations of H-1, H-2, and B-3 can be seen in the

corresponding diagrams in Appendix D (Figures D.1, D.2, and D.3).

All three fi gures show a sudden decrease of the freshwater elevation

in the third quarter of 1981, which was caused by the first exposure

of the Culebra dolanite to atmoopheric pressure. The peak

elevation, caused by filling the exploratory shaft with brine in

Decanber 1981, is also clearly shown on all three diagrams. The

subsequent decrease of the frestwater elevations in 1982 reflects

the end of the influence by the exploratory shaft and the expooure

of the Culebra dol ani te to atmos}±1eri c pressure at the ventilation

shaft (Section 5.1.2). Although too above-discussed early shaft

activities did not significantly influence the hydrologic situation
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in the Culebra dolanite in 1985, they were incorPJrated into the

simulations because their effects represent an excellent test of the

behavior of the transient model. The effect of the shafts over the

total pef'iod of 1981 to 1985, however, did have a pronounced

influence on the pressure distf'ibution in the Culebra at the start

of the H-3 mul ti pad test in 1985.

5.1.2 The Open-Shaft Period

The drilling of the ventilation shaft (1. 83-m di aneter), whi ch was

widened two years later and renaned the waste-handling shaft (5.8-m

dianeter), was started in December 1981 and completed in February

1982. Drilling-fluid-level data fran this time pef'iod were not

available. Therefore, it was assumed that, similar to the drilling

of the exploratory shaft (Section 5.1.1), the drilling-fluid level

fell belw the Culebra dolanite on January 15, 1982. Subsequently,

the ground-water flow fran the Culebra dolomite into the shaft was

unrestricted, i.e., the Culebra dolanite was again exposed to

atmospheric pressure. The ventilation shaft ranained open and

draining prior to excavation as the waste-handling shaft between

Novanber 1983 and August 1984.

The third of the three shafts, the exhaust shaft, was started as a

7-7/8-inch pilot hole in October 1983. It was drilled out to an

11-inch dianeter in December 1983. The shaft was then raise-bored

to 1.83-m diameter from Decanber 1983 to February 1984. Although

the liner plate at the elevation of the Culebra dol ani te was grouted

during shaft construction in Decanber 1984, considerable seepage

through the lining was observed (more than 1 liter/min; details see

Appendix F). An addi tional grouting and sealing of the Culebra

dolanite was conducted in June and July 1985. The exact date [or

which the sealing of the Culebra dolanite was effecti ve is not

known. Based on the recorded pressures at the waste-handling shaft
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(Appendix F, Figure F.2), it was assumed for modeling purposes that

the Culebra dolooi te at the exhaust shaft was sealed on July 15,

1985. At the scale of the model, the three shafts can be considered

to be a single hydrologic factor in the model. Consequently, it was

assumed for the modeling study that the Culebra dol ani te was exposed

to atmospheric pressure froo January 15, 1982 through July 15, 1985.

Duri ng this time period, the ground-water flew fran the Culebra

dol ooi te into at least one of the shafts was assumed to be

unres tri cted.

The drawdown at the well locations H-l, H-2, and H-3 caused by the

open shafts can be seen in the corresponding diagrams in Appendix D

(Figures D.l, D.2, and D.3). SUbsequent to spring 1983, the

drawdown at these wells was disturbed by other acti vi ties (e.g.,

pumping tests). Therefore, the long-term drawdown caused by the

open shaft can only be estimated. The drawdown can be estimated to

be about 14 m at H-l, about 4 m at H-2, and about 2.8 m at H-3.

The recorded data of H-4, H-5, H-6, P-15, and P-17 (Appendix D,

Figures D.4, D.5, D.6, D.16, D.17) do not sh:>w a clear response to

the construction work at the shafts, partly because their water

levels were disturbed by other factors. It was assumed that the

effect of the open shafts at these well locations was less than 1 m.

No water-level data for the time period before 1984 were available

for the locations of DOE-l, H-ll, WIPP-18, WIPP-19, WIPP-21, and

WIPP-22. Therefore, it is not possi ble to estimate the effect of

the shaft construction on the formation pressures at these

locations .
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5.1.3 The Shaft Leakage After Shaft Sealing

As mentioned before, the last of the three shafts (i.e., the exhaust

shaft) was lined and sealed in July 1985. HCMever, the seal ing in

all three shafts is not fully effecti ve, allowing formation water

fran the Culebra to leak through the shaft seals (Appendix D and F) .

Pressure transducers monitor the formation pressure behind the shaft

sealing. Both the observed leakage and the measured formation

pressures indicate that the Culebra dolomite did not return to its

undisturbed hydrologic situation but is developing a new hydrologic

equili briun, with a formation-pressure drawdown cone around the

shaft location. The depth and the size of the new drawdown cone

will be governed by the long-term pressure at the shaft location and

the remaining leakage rates.

Thus, at the beginning of the H-3 multipad pumping test in October

1985, the hydrologic situation of the Culebra aquifer was sanewhere

between the situation in the first half of 1985, which is character

ized by a Culebra dolomite which has been exposed to atmospheric

pressure for 4 years, and a new hydrologic equilibriun defined by

the remaining shaft leakage (Section 3.6.2).

The existing data (Appendix D) indicate that the Culebra fresl'water

elevation at the shaft location between July 1985 and October 1985

was somewhere between 885 and 900 m a.s .1. There are no docunented

measurements of the total shaft leakage for that time period. Leak

rate measurements taken in the waste-handling shaft in 1986 range

between 0.5 and 2 l/min. For the first transient simulations, a

total leak rate (for all three shafts) of 2 l/min was assuned for

the sealed but leaki ng shafts.
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5. 1.4 Implanentati on of the Shaft History

In order to simulate the shaft history outlined in the previous

sections, a sink/source at the shaft location was included in the

model. Techni cally this was done by placing a punpinglinjection

well in the gri d block that oorresponds to the location of the three

shafts. The early shaft history (Section 5.1.1) and the open-shaft

period (Section 5.1.2) were simulated using the pressure-oontrolled

mode of the well bore sutxnodel (Reeves et al., 1986a). Using this

model option, the transient pressures at the shaft location during

that time period were prescribed. The corresponding leak or

injection rate was autanatically adjusted by SWIFT II during the

simulation so that the prescri bed pressures were maintained at the

gri d-block center.

For the simulation of the sealed but leaking shafts (Section 5.1.3),

the rate-controlled mode of the well bore sutxnodel (Reeves et al.,

1986a) was used. As discussed in Section 5.1.3, an estimated leak

rate of 2 l/min was used. This leak rate was modified later in the

modeling study in order to fit the calculated pressures to the

observed data (Section 5.5).

5.2 Implanentation of Well Tests

Since 1981, the hydrogeology of the Culebra dol ani te has not only been

disturbed by the shaft acti vi ties discussed in the previous section but

also by numerous well tests. Important for the hydraulic situation in

the central part of the model area were the tests performed at H-2, H-3,

and H-4. Consequently, the tests on these wells or hydropads that were

considered to be relevant and for which sufficient data were available

were implanented in the model.
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In the foHewing sections, the tests which meet the above-mentioned

c~ite~ia ~e b~iefly desc~ibed and thei~ implementation discussed.

5.2.1 Well Tests at the H-2 Hyd~opad

The test histo~y of the H-2 hyd~opad is ~athe~ compli cated

(Appendix 0, Figu~e 0.2), consisting of a numbe~ of slug, pumping, and

t~ace~ tests. However', fo~ this modeling study, only tests conducted

since 1981 we~e conside~ed, mainly because e~lie~ tests ~e not

likely to have an influence on the hyd~ologic situation in the Culeb~a

dolomite in 1985 o~ 1986.

Based on unpublished infomation (test field notebooks by Hyd~o Gee

Chan and IN'IERA Technologies, Inc.), the following major' tests have

been conducted at the H-2 hyd~opad since 1981:

• a pumping test at H-2b2 (Octobe~ 13-16, 1983) with an ave~age

pumping ~ate of 1.47 l/min (calculated for' a 36-ro~ pumping

pe~iod) ;

• a second pumping test at H-2b2 (Novembe~ 8-17, 1983) with an

aver'age pumping ~ate of 1.07 l/min;

• bailing at H-2b1, H-2b2, and H-2c between June 7, 1984 and July 2,

1984. The volumes of ~ound water' ~emoved f~om the diffe~ent

bo~eholes d~ing the differ'ent tests totaled about 8100 1. This

co~r'esponds to an ave~age p~oduction r'ate of 0.23 l/min du~ing

that time pe~iod;

• a thir'd pumping test at H-2b2 (July 17 - August 2, 1984). O~ing

eight pumping periods, about 2600 1 we~e ~anoved f~om that bo~e

hole. This co('~esponds to an aver'age pumping ~ate of 0.11 l/min

du~ing the time pe~iod.
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Nunerous additional tests or similar activities were performed since

1981, but because they di d not 1as t more than 3 or 4 days, they were

not oonsidered to be impor'tant enough to be implemented into the

model. Also, recirculation tr'acer' tests performed at the WIPP site

were not oonsider'ed, because these tests do not represent a net

removal of ground water' fran the Culebra.

The well history at the H-2 hydropad was oomplicated by drilling

activities (e.g., H-2b2 in sumner 1983), well reconditioning (e.g.,

all wells at the H-2 hydr'opad in winter 1983/1984), packer movements

and transducer installations (e.g., H-2b1 in July 1984). Suffici ent

data on these activities were not available to allCM incor'poration of

them into the model. Thus, only the four tests outlined above were

implemented into the model using the SWIFT II wellbore sutmodel (rate

controlled mode) .

5.2.2 Convergent-F1CM Tracer Tests at the H-3 Hydropad

After canpletion of the H-3 hydt'opad early in 1984, the fi rst major

test conducted at that hydropad was the convergent-flCM tracer test

(Hydroo Geo Chem, 1985; Kelley & Pickens, 1986). The activities

associated with this test included well developnent, a pumping test

designed to evaluate the transmissivity of the Culebra dolanite at the

H-3 hydropad, and the pumping period cor'responding to the conver'gent

flow tracer test. The pump rates associated with these activities are

plotted in Figure 5.2. The first two pumping periods (well develop

ment) were very shor't and, ther'efore, they were not incorporated into

the model. The first pump per'iod lasted fran Apr'il 23 through May 7,

1984. An average production rate of 15 l/min was used. On May 7, the

pumping rate was lCMer'ed in or'der to prepar'e for the convergent-flCM

tracer test which had to be performed under regulated-flow condi tions.

As Figure 5.2 shows, a pumping r'ate of about 11.4 l/min was maintained

between May 7 and June 3, 1984. DUr'ing the following days, until the
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end of the test on June 12, 1984, sanewhat higher pumping rates were

recorded. An average punping rate of 13.2 l/min was selected for

modeling purposes for this latter period.

In sunmary, too convergent-flow tracer test was implenented as a

pumping test using 15 l/min for the time period fran April 23 to

May 7; 11.~ l/min from May 7 to June 3; and 13.2 l/min from June 3 to

June 12, 198~.

5.2.3 Step-Drawdown Test at the H-3 Hydropad

A step-drawdown test was performed at the H-3 hydropad between June 20

and July 10, 1985 (INTERA, 1986). Using the well H-3b2 as a pumping

well, the punping rate was step-wise increased (Figure 5.3) and the

response in the surrounding wells recorded (Appendix D).

As illustrated in Figure 5.3, the following average punping periods

and rates were implenented:

June 20 - June 2~, 1985 7.75l/min

June 2~ - June 28, 1985 15.° l/min

June 28 - July 5, 1985 18.0 l/min

July 5 - July 1O, 1985 19.25 l/min

These four punping periods with the corresponding punping rates were

implenented using the rate-controlled mode of the SWIFT II well bore

sutmodel.

5.2.4 H-3 Multipad Pumping Test

The pumping period of the H-3 rnultipad punping test was fran

October 15, 1985 through Decenber 16, 1985 (INTERA, 1986). Using the

H-3b2 well as the pumpi ng well, an average of about 18.5 I/min

(Figure 5.~) was renoved over a time period of 62 days.
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The H-3 multipad pumping test was incorporated into the model using

the rate-controlled mode of the SWIFT II wellbore submodel.

5.2.5 Convergent-Flew Tracer' Tes t at the H-4 Hydropad

A long-term tracer test was conducted at the H-4 hydropad fran

October 24, 1982 to October 15, 1984 (Hydro Geo Chern, 1985; Kelley and

Pickens, 1986). The withdraWal well was H-4c. The punping rate

during the tracer test (Figure 5.5) can be generally divided into two

separate flow periods. The first flow rate started October 24, 1982

with a pumping rate of about 1 l/min and was held until June 10, 1983.

At that time, the punping rate was doubled to 2 l/min and mai ntained

until August 9, 1983. As Figure 5.5 sh:>ws, the pumping rate fluctu

ated around 1.86 l/min during the following months until June 20,

1984. Slightly higher pumping rates, with an estimated average of

2 l/min, were recorded from June 20, 1984 until the end of the tracer

test on October 15. 1984.

Similar to the other well tests, the H-4 convergent-flew tracer test

was implanented into the model using the rate-controlled mode of the

SWIFT I I well bore s ubmodel .

5.3 Time-Step Considerations

During the assimilation and evaluation of the transient data available

on the Culebra heads at the WIPP site, it becane obvious that drilling

and excavating the shafts had been by far the most important disturbance

on the hydrologi c systan during recent years (Section 5.1). Therefore,

it was decided that the transient simulation in this modeling study

should cover the whole shaft history from its beginning in July 1981 to

the present (fall 1986). For convenience, January 1, 1981 was selected

as the beginning of the simulation time scale.
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A sensi ti vi ty analysis indi cated that the transi ent behavi or simulated

by the model is insensitive to the length of the time steps. However.

the transient resolution of the simulation of each of the hydrologic

disturbances is a direct function of the number and the length of the

time steps. Taking into acoount the length of time to be simulated

(more than 5 years) and the transient resolution of the observed head

data (e.g .• Appendix D). it was felt that a resolution of one day was

appropr'iate. Consequently. the smallest time step used in this modeling

study had a length of one day. In order to optimize the efficiency of

the simulation, the minimun time step was only used at the beginning of

a new activity, e.g., at the start of a test or after drilling a shaft.

Similar' to the canmon practice of reducing monitoring frequency during a

hydraulic test, the length of subsequent time steps was increased (e.g.,

2, 4, 8, 16 days). An ar'bi tr'ary maximun of 32 days was chosen for the

time steps. For' illustration pUr'!X>ses, the time steps employed are

graphically shown together with other' transient-simulation information

in Plates 1 and 3.

5.4 Transient Simulation Using the Density-Calibrated Steady-State

Model

The transient simulation of the shaft acti vi ti es (Section 5.1) and the

well tests (Section 5.2) was conducted using the steady-state solution

for pr'essure and brine concentr'ation of the densi ty-cali brated steady

state model (Section 4.6) as initial conditions. The time steps wer'e

implemented as discussed in Section 5.3. The transient results of the

simulation are displayed in Plates 1 and 2.

As discussed in Section 5.1. the shaft activities were modeled employing

prescr'ibed pressures at the shaft location (Plate 1) for most of the

simulation period. Dur'ing the simulation. SWIFT II calculated the

corresponding production Or' injection r'ates which are also plotted in

Plate 1. Especially for' the ear'ly shaft history (1981-1982). the
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different production or injection rates caused either by exposing the

Culebra dolcxnite to atmospheric pressure or by filling the shaft with

brine can be easily recognized. After sumner 1985, the shaft leakage

was simulated by prescribing the production r'ate. The corresponding

response is srown in the graIil displaying the fr'estMater heads at the

shaft location.

All the well tests were simulated using prescribed pumping rates

(Section 5.2), as displayed in the other graphs in Plate 1.

The calculated transient frestwater' heads of sane of the well locations

are plotted in Plate 2. For canpad son , the observed data are also

srown in Plate 2. In many cases there is a very good agreanent between

the calculated and the observed data. In the following subsections, the

transient response fran the shaft activities and the well tests are

briefly discussed.

5.4. 1 Simulation of Early Shaft History

The effects of the early shaft history in 1981 and 1982

(Section 5.1.1) were oooerved at H-1, H-2, and to a lesser extent at

H-3. In all three wells, the calculated frestMater heads follow

closely the observed values. This indicates that the transmissivities

used between the shaft and H-1, H-2, and H-3 are appt'oximately

correct. Because the observed pressUr'e response r'esul ting fran

filling the shaft with brine (1.30 glan3) is very well matched by the

calculated value, the transmissivities used can be changed only if the

density of the brine is also changed (see Section 5.1.1). The fact

that the calculated drawdown at H-1 resulting fran the first exposUr'e

of the shaft to atmospheric pr'essUr'e is sanewhat 3llaller than was

observed may indicate that the transmissivity between H-1 and the

shaft location could be sanewhat hi gher. In this case, a lower

density would have to be used for the injected brine.
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The early shaft history likely caused very strong head changes at the

locations of WIPP-22 and WIPP-21 and to a lesser extent at WIPP-19 and

WIPP-18. H~ever, no observed data exi st f ran these wells for the

years 1981 and 1982, because the wells were not canpleted so as to

obtain Culebra heads prior to sumner 1985.

5.4.2 Simulation of the Open-Shaft Period

The drawdown cone caused by the 0 pen shafts fran 1982 through 1985

(Section 5.1.2) has been observed at H-1, H-2, and to a lesser extent

at H-3. In general, the agreement between the observed and the calcu

lated transient data is acceptable (Plate 2). At H-1, the observed

1ong- term drawdown is 1 arger than t he cal cul at ed one, i ndi cat i ng that

a slightly modified transmissi vity dist ri bution (e.g., generally lower

transmissivities north of H-1 and the shafts or higher transmissivi

ties between H-1 and the shaft) might result in a better agreanent

between the observed and the measured transmissi vi ti es. But it must

be anphasi zed that because of the good agreanent between the calcu

lated and the observed drawdown at H-3, the model transmissi vi ti es

used between the shaft and H-3 must be approximately representati ve of

the real situation. The drawdown caused by the open shafts would also

have been observed at the wells WIPP-21, WIPP-22, WIPP-19, and WIPP-18

if they had been reoompleted in the Culebra before 1985.

5.4.3 Simulation of the Shaft Leakage After Shaft Sealing

The sealing of the last shaft (exhaust shaft) in sumner 1985 (Section

5.1.3) reduced oonsiderably the groLU1d-water flow fran the Culebra

dolanite into the shafts (Plate 1). The freshwater-head increase can

be seen in the corresponding graph for the shaft location (Plate 1)

and in the graph of H-1 (Plate 2). The sealing can also be reoogpized

at H-2 and H-3 (Plate 2), but the pressure reoovery is canplicated by

the reoovery fran the H-3 step-dravldown test. It is likely that the
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recovery could have been observed at the WIPP wells north of the shaft

locations if these wells had not been undergoing recanpletion and

recovery fran the recompletion activities. In general, the calculated

pressure recovery seans to be consistent with the observed values.

5.4.4 Simulation of the H-2 Well Tests

The well tests at H-2 were implanented as described in Section 5.2.1.

The corresponding production rates are shown in the corresponding

graph of Plate 1. Canpared to the other well toots, these tests were

only minor hydrologi c stresses on the Culebra dol ani te. Thus, the

effects of the H-2 well tests are barely visi ble at other well

locations (Plate 2). The head data for H-2 exhibit considerable

scatter, apparently as a result of both testing at H-2 and acti vities

at the shafts and other hydropads. Therefore, it is difficult to

assess whether the calculated rooponse to the implanented H-2 well

tests is representative of the real situation or not.

5.4.5 Simulation of the H-3 Convergent-Flow Tracer Test

The implanentation of the H-3 convergent-flew tracer test is discussed

in Section 5.2.2. The corresponding production rates are shown in the

H-3 graph of Plate 1. As Plate 2 shows, the calculated and the

observed drawdown at the H-3 hydropad are in good agreanent. The

convergent-flew tracer test probably caused a drawdown at H-1 and H-2,

but the response is disturbed by other factors, i.e., it cannot be

identified in the o'c6erved data. A small drawdown is observable at

H-11 and OOE-1. At OOE-1, the calculated freshwater heads agree well

with the observed data. At H-11 the heads are influenced by a test

conducted at the H-11 hydropad (which was not simulated).
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5.4.6 Simulation of the H-3 Step-Drawdown Test

-

The H-3 step-drawdown test was implemented as des cri bed in

Section 5.2.3. The corresponding production rates are shown in Plate

1. As Plate 2 shows, the calculated and the observed drawdown at the

H-3 hydropad are in good agreement, al though the calculated recovery

is faster than the obsecved one. Due to lack of data, the response

fran the step-drawdown test is not visi ble at H-1 and H-2. As with

the convergent-flow tracer test, the step-drawdown test caused small

responses at OOE-1 and H-11. In both wells, the calculated and

observed responses are in very good agreement. This indi cates that

the transmissivity field of the model between H-3 and DOE-1 and H-11

is reasonably representative of the real situation.

5.4.7 Simulation of the H-3 Multipad PLuilping Test

The implementation of the H-3 mul ti pad punping test is discussed in

Section 5.2.4. The pumping rate is shown in Plate and the

corresponding transient responses are shown in Plate 2.

At the H-3 hydropad pad, the calculated drawdown is sane-that smaller

than the one observed in the punping well H-3b2 (lowennost values of

the H-3 hydrograph in Plate 2). For the simulation, a large well

index of 1 m2/s was used. Addi tional details on the use of the well

index are presented in Reeves et al. (1986a). Due to this high well

index, the model does not simulate any skin effects in the production

well. Fran a technical point of view, it would have been possible to

calibrate the well index at H-3 such that the calculated drawdown

matches the observed drawdown of the pumping well. HCMever, because

the punping rate at H-3 is known and fi xed, the well index becanes a

pure fitting paraneter and would not provide additional information

about the hydrologic system in the Culebra dolanite. As with the two

previous tests at the H-3 hydropad, the calculated recovery after the
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H-3 multipad pumping test is faster than observed. This may indicate

that the storativity in the H-3 area is sanewhat higher than the value

of 2 x 10-5 used in the model.

The observed data at H-1 and H-2 exhibit a drawdown and reoovery in

cesponse to the H-3 mul ti pad test. At H-2 the observed and calculated

drawdowns have about the same magnitude, while at H-1 the observed

drawdown is considerably larger than the calculated drawdown. In both

wells, the observed recovery is much slCMer than the calculated

recovery. Unfortunately, good observed data for these wells are not

available for the periods during the H-3 convergent-flCM tracer test

and the H-3 step-drawdown test. Therefore, it is not possi ble to

identify whether the disagreEment between H-1 and H-2 calculated and

obsecved data fran the H-3 multi pad punping test is caused by using

non-representative model parameters (e.g., transmissivities) or by

other disturbances.

At H-11 and DO£-1, a response to the H-3 multipad pumping test was

observed. The calculated responses matched the observed ones vecy

well. This oonfirms the indication fran previous tests conducted at

H-3 that the model transmissivities betweenH-3 andH-11 and 00£-1 are

probably cepresentati ve of the real situation.

At WIPP-21, and to a lesser degcee at WIPP-22 and WIPP-19, strong

drawdowns during the H-3 multipad punping test and subsequent SlCM

reooveries wece observed. The densi ties of the borehole fluids in

these boreholes during the test are not well known. Therefore, in the

following discussion only the changes in frestwater heads are

oonsidered, rather than the absolute frestwater heads. A oomparison

of the calculated data and the recorded changes in heads shows that

much smaller responses were calculated by the model. This is sanewhat

surprising because, for the model in general, the agreEment between

the calculated and the observed transient freshwater heads is good.
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Hwevel:', the disagl:'eement between the calculated and the obser-ved data

implies that eithel:' the model tl:'ansmissivities used are not at all

I:'epl:'esentati ve of the r-eal situation 01:' that sane othel:' event caused

the dI:'awdown of WIPP-21 and the othel:' WIPP wells to the nOl:'th.

Considel:'ing that the obsel:'ved dl:'awdown at WIPP-21 is largel:' than that

obsel:'ved at H-1, I:'athel:' large tl:'ansmissi vi ti es would be I:'equil:'ed

between H-3 and WIPP-21 in ol:'der to allcw such a response. At

present, no data exist to sUPPOl:'t such a high-transmissi vity feature

between WIPP-21 and H-3.

Similar to the watel:'-level response at WIPP-21, transducel:' measure

ments in the Culebra in the waste-handling shaft showed a sudden

pressure drop during the H-3 multipad pumping test (Plate 1). The

equi valent freshwater-head drawdown is more than twi ce as large as the

observed drawdown at H-1. HCMever, the model-calculated drawdown at

the waste-handling shaft is negligible. The observed recovery at the

shaft locati on is slw and linear, as opposed to the rather steep

I:'eoovery at H-3. All this leads to the oonclusion that a very unusual

transmissi vi ty distri bution would be requi red to allw the shafts to

respond as observed to the H-3 mul ti pad punping test. On the other

hand, the transmissi vities between the shaft location and H-3 as used

in the model must be at least appl:'oximately representati ve of the real

si tuation, because the response at H-3 fran the early shaft history

and the open-shaft period is cOl:'l:'ectly simulated (Sections 5.4.1 and

5.4.2) . Therefore, it was ooncluded that the large drawdowns at the

shaft location and at WIPP-21 must be caused by sanething other than

the H-3 multipad pumping test.

One possi bility is that duri ng the H-3 multi pad pumpi ng test an

addi tional leakage of ground watel:' fran the Culebra occurred in one of

the shafts, causing the sudden pressure drop. This would explain why

the drawdown at the shaft is greater than at H-1. It could further

explain why the measurements in the different shafts differ so much
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(Appendix D, Figu~e D.31), because, assuming the t~ansduce~s in all of

the shafts have good hyd~auli c connection to the Culeb~a, one would

have expected simil~ p~essure ~esponses in all shafts if they were

~esponding only to the pumping at the H-3 hydropad. Fu~thermore,

additional leakage occ~~ing at one of the shafts would explain the

observed but not calculated ~esponse in WIPP-19, WIPP-21, and

WIPP-22. Finally, it could account fo~ the smalle~ calculated-than

obse~ved ~a"ldowns and slowe~ observed ~ecoveries of H-1 and H-2.

Therefo~e, this possibility was furthe~ investigated at a late~ stage

of the modeling study (Section 5.5).

5.4.8 Simulation of the H-4 Conve~gent-Flow Tracer Test

The implanentation of the convergent-flow tracer test at the H-4

hydropad is discussed in Section 5.2.5. The implanented pumping rates

are graphically shown in Plate 1. The calculated and the obse~ved

~esponses at H-4 a~e plotted in Plate 2.

As Plate 2 shows, the effect of the H-4 oonvergent-flow t~acer test is

restricted to the H-4 hyd~opad because of the low transmissivitioo in

the ~egion of H-4. As the H-4 hydrograph in Plate 2 shows, the

agreanent between the calculated and the observed froohvlater heads is

very good. This indicates that the anployed model t~ansmissi vi ties in

the area of the H-4 hydropad are generally representati ve of the real

situation.

5.5. Implanentation and Simulation of Additional Leakage at the Shaft

Location

The transi ent simul ati on of the shaft acti vi ti es and well too ts as

desc~ibed in Sections 5.1 and 5.2 resulted generally in a good agreanent

between calculated and observed f ~eshvlate~ heads at the well locati ons .

The largest disccepancy was the fact that a large ~awdown obse~ved at
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the shaft location and the WIP? wells north of the shafts during the H-3

mul tipad punping test was not reproduced by the model. It was concluded

that this drawdown was not caused by the H-3 multi pad pumpi ng test but

by an addi tional ranoval of ground water fran the Culebra dolomite

sQne-lhere else, likely in one of the shafts.

The recorded freshwater heads at the shaft locations (Appendix D,

Figure D. 31) soow a much larger pressure drop in the waste-handling

shaft than in the construction and salt-handling or the exhaust shafts.

Therefore, it is likely that the principal cause of the drawdown in the

region of the shafts was located in the waste-handling shaft.

The existing records of the waste-handling shaft soow no sp:3cial

acti vity or any unusual phenanena for the time period when the measured

pressure drop occurred. HCMever', the shafts are known to be leaking

(Appendix F) and an additional leak could have developed in the waste

handling shaft around December 1,1985. For instance, the opening of an

addi tional crack in the concrete liner of the shaft could have caused

the oooerved sudden and sharp pressure drop. As the recorded data soow,

the fresrnater head at the waste-handling shaft ranained low for about

one month and then rose at an almost constant rate during the subsequent

month. This linear recovery is very atypi cal for a well when the

withdrawal of ground water is su.:idenly stopped. Therefore, it cannot be

assuned that the new leak was closed or repaired in January 1986.

Rather, the oooerved recovery data indicate a SlCM and constant

reduction of the leak rate over a period of several months. The

reduction could be caused by a gradual plugging of the leakage path

with, for exanple, calciun carbonate or gypsun. As the hydrochemical

analyses have soown (Appendix E), the Culebra ground water appears to be

saturated with respect to car'bonate and gypsun under in-situ conditions.

Ground water leaking through a fissure in the shaft liner is exposed to

a different tanperature and pressure which changes the hydrochemical

equilibriun. Hence, ground water saturated under formation conditions
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can beoome oversaturated while seepi ng through a fissure in the shaft

wall and result in a preci pitation of the corresponding minerals.

Observations in the shafts support the theory that minerals precipitate

fran ground water leaking through fissures in the shaft wall. For

instance, Mr. Gallerani (personal oommunication) has reported the

occurrence of a white, hard preci pi tate associ ated with fractures in the

shaft walls. This precipitate is presunably calciun carbonate, since

Mr. Gallerani reported a reaction with HCl (personal canmunication).

Based on the discussion above, the follCMing working hypothesis was

developed. Around Decanber 1, 1985, a new crack in the grouted wall of

the waste-handling shaft was opened, thus allCMing a direct pressure

decline in the Culebra. The cause of the event is unknown, but the

walls of tLl1nels or shafts always undergo minute movements which can

cause separations in the liner or in the grouting. During the following

30 days, the new leak l~Emained open causi ng the observed pressure

depression at the waste-handling shaft. A smaller response can be seen

in the reoords of the other two shafts and the WIPP wells to the north

of the shafts (Plate 2). Dur.ing and subsequent to January 1986, the

crack was gradually clooed by precipitating minerals resulting in a

linear pressure increase at the shaft location. Thus, the observed

fresl-water heads at the WIPP site during and after the H-3 multipad

punping test are likely to be the result of superimposed responses to

two different processes, i.e., the pumping at H-3b2 and the leakage in

the waste-handling shaft.

Unfortunately, no quanti tati ve leak-rate measuranents in the shafts were

made before January 24, 1986. However, the observed data gained during

the subsequent months (Appendix D, Table D.l) stow a steady decline of

the leak rates fran about 1.8 l/min in January to about 0.5 l/min in

June 1986. Thus, the existing data are at least oonsistent with the

hypothesis outlined above.
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To evaluate this working hypothesis further, an additional leakage was

incorporated into the transient model. In order to simulate the sudden

pressure drop in December 1985, a prescribed pressure of about 435 kPa

was anployed at the shaft location, starting Decanber 1, 1985. This

prescri bed pressure corresponds to a fresrwater head of about 856 m,

which is consistent with the observed data (Appendix D, Figure D.31).

Using the pressure controlled mode of the SWIFT II wellbore sutrnodel,

the necessary leak rates were calculated during the simulation.

To simulate the gradually declining leak rate, the rate-controlled mode

of the well bore sutrnodel was used fran January 1, 1986 through

August 15, 1986. Starting with a prescribed leakage of about

2.95 l/min, the rate was linearly reduced to 2 l/min in August 1986.

The starting leak rate was found using the last model-calculated leak

rate during the pressure-controlled simulation in Decanber 1985. The

latter mInber is the same as used for the simulation of the ranaining

shaft leakage in the first transient model (Section 5.4). After

August 15, 1986, a constant leak rate of 2 l/min was utilized.

The prescribed and calculated leak rates and freshwater heads at the

shaft location are plotted in Plate 3. A comparison with the oooerved

data show that the calculated heads at the shaft location follow closely

the waste-handling shaft data. It seems to be very difficult to obtain

such a good agreement between the observed and the calculated data for

the waste-handling shaft by means other than toose descri bed above. The

graph displaying the corresponding leak rates shows the steady decline

during 1986 after the initial peak in December 1985. As already

mentioned, no leakage measurements were made in December 1985. Also,

the measurements made in 1986 have to be associated with large possible

errors, e.g., caused by the unknown percentage of evaporation (for

details see Appendix F). With these uncertainties in mind, the employed

or calculated leak rates can be consi dered to be consistent with the

existing o'ooerved data.
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The calculated f['esh.-iate[' heads at the well locations sur['ounding the

shaft aPe plotted in Plate 4. A canpar'ison with Plate 2 shows that at

H-l and H-2 the ag['eEment between the calculated and the obse['ved f['esh

wate[' heads could be imp['oved. Fo[' this can pa['i son , it has to be taken

into account that the['e was al['eady a diffe['ence between the calculated

and the obse['ved data at the beginning of the H-3 mul ti pad punping test.

The['efo['e, the head changes ['athe[' than the absolute head values sh:>uld

be conside['ed. Although the agr-eanent at H-l and B-2 is not yet

pe['fect, it i ndi cates that implanentation of an addi ti onal shaft leakage

was a step in the r'ight di['ection, leaving ['oom fo[' fu['the[' imp['ovanents

by modifying slightly the t['ansmissivities 0[' the sto['ativities.

At the WIPP wells no['th of the shaft location, the implementation of

additional shaft leakage ['esulted in a ['esponse which has the same o['de['

of magnitude as the obse['ved one. As discussed in Section 5.4, the

densities of the bo['ehole fluids in the WIPP wells we['e not well known.

The['efo['e, the head changes ['athe[' than the absolute head values should

be used fo[' compa['ing the obse['ved and the calculated data. Although

the calculated ['esponses at the WIPP wells aPe still smalle[' than those

obse['ved, the model ['esul ts suppo['t the hypothesis of the additional

leakage. The ['anaining disc['epancies could p['obably be ['educed by

inc['easing the t['ansmissivities no['th of the shaft location.

It can be concluded that the implanentation of an addi tional shaft

leakage can explai n the obse['ved dr'awdown at the WIPP wells no['th of the

shaft location du['ing the H-3 mul ti pad punping test. Furthermo['e, the

assunption of such an additional leak p['esently seans to be the most

likely possibility to explain the obse['ved t['ansient f['eshwate[' heads.

F['an a modeling point of ViEW, the occur['ence of an additional and

poo['ly docunented leak in the waste-handling shaft du['ing the H-3

mul ti pad pumpi ng test is unfo['tunate because it complicates furthe[' the

al['eady ve['y canpli cated hyd['auli c situation in the Culeb['a dolomite at

the Inpp si te.
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5.6 Summary of the Transient Simulation

Between 1981 and 1986, the hydraulic conditions in the Culebra dolomite

have been influenced by drilling and testing activities at the shafts

and the well locations. The following acti vi ti es and tests were incor

porated into the model: a simplified but complete shaft history since

1981, three punping tests and a seri es of slug tests at the H-2 hydropad

in 1983 and 1984, the H-3 convergent-flaw tracer test in 1984, the H-3

step-drawdown test in 1985, the H-3 mul tipad punping test in 1985, a.."1d

the H-4 convergent-flaw tracer test between 1982 and 1984. Using the

steady-state solutions for pressure and brine concentration of the

density-calibrated steady-state model as initial conditions, the

hydrauli c si tuation in the Culebra dolomite was simulated for the time

peri od fran January 1, 1981 to December 31, 1986. Vari abl e times teps

between 1 and 32 days in length were used.

In general, the model-calculated fresl'water heads at the shaft and at

the well locations are in good agreement with the observed data,

especi ally at H-1, H-2, H-3, OOE-1, and H-11. This leads to the

conclusion that the model transmissivities used between H-3 and H-1,

H-2, OOE-1, and H-11 are reasonably representati ve of the real

transmissivity distribution. However, it was not possible to reproduce

the sudden pressure drop and the su'ooequent slaw linear recovery that

was observed at the shaft location and at WIPP-19, WIPP-21, and WIPP-22

during and after the H-3 multi pad pumpi ng test. This leads to the

hypothesis that in early December 1985 an addi tional fissure in the

liner of the waste-handling shaft opened causing the sudden pressure

drop. This fissure remained open and was gradually plugged during the

subsequent months by precipitating minerals (e.g., carbonate) which

restri cted mOr'e and more of the flow of gr'ound water into the shaft. As

a consequence, the hydraulic system in the Culebra dolanite at the shaft

location r'eacted wi th a slow and almost linear pressure recovery.
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In sunmary, the existence of addi tional leakage rather than a discrete

hi gh-penneabili ty feature between H-3 and the shafts appears to be the

most plausible because the effect of the early-shaft history could be

simulated accurately at the H-3 hydl'Opad, whereas the shaft response

muld not be reproduced with pumping at the H-3 hydropad utilizing the

same transmissivity distribution.

In order to test this hypothesis, an additional leakage was implEmented

at the shaft location and the simulation was carried out over the period

fran 1981 through 1986. The cal cul at ed f res iJ..lat er heads at the s haf t

location followed closely the observed data in the waste-handling shaft.

The calculated fresiJ..later heads of the WIPP wells to the north of the

shaft location shCM a response of about half the si ze of the observed

one. The agreEment between the oooerved and calculated fresrwater heads

at H-l and H-2 was also improved by the addi tional shaft leakage.

Altmugh further calibration work will be necessary in order to

reproduce exactly the observed data at, for instance, WIPP-21, the model

results indicate that such additional shaft leakage can explain the

observed drawdCMn at the shaft location itself and the WIPP wells north

of it. Furthermore, the ass\1l1ption of additional leakage with the

transient characteristics as described above seEmS to be the most likely

possibility of explaining the oooerved transient fresrwater heads.

However, additional model calibration is required in order to improve

the agreEment between the model-calculated and the oooerved data.
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6.0 SENSITIVITY OF THE MODEL CONCEPTUALIZATION TO VERTICAL FLUXES TO AND

FROM THE CULEBRA DOLOMITE

Duri ng the modeling study, it was generally assuned that the geologi c uni ts

above and below the Culebra dolomite are of very low penneabili ty and any

flux into or fran the Culebra dolanite through these confining beds could

be neglected (Section 3.5.3.). During the calibration of the steady-state

model against the oooerved formation-water densities (Sections 4.5 and

4.6), it becane obvious that it is very difficult, if not impossible, to

obtain the observed spatial density distribution (Figure 3.10) by employing

horizontal flux in the Culebra only. The assunption of absolutely

impermeable layers above and belcw the Culebra dol ani te may be an over

simplification of the real situation (Section 2.4). Consequently, a local

vertical flux (through the Tamarisk Member and the unnamed lcwer member)

into the Culebra dolanite was implemented in an attempt to improve the

agreement between the calculated and the observed formation-water

densi ti es . However, an improved agreement between the model and the real

hydrogeologi c situation does not prove the eXistence of any assuned

vertical flux in reality, although it does represent a strong argunent for

the eXistence of such a verti cal flux. The main purpose of the model

calculations using vertical fluxes was to provide an approXimate

quantification of the fluxes required to improve the model fit and to

indicate the areas where such fluxes might occur.

6.1 Estimation of Possi ble Verti cal Fluxes

Prior to implementation of a verti cal flux into the model, sane scoping

calculations were conducted in order to detennine the possi ble order of

magnitude of a vertical flux in the different model areas. In the

following, sane of these calculations or estimations are briefly

discussed.
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6. 1• 1 Estimati on of Verti cal Flux through the Unnamed LOrler Member

at P-17

As discussed in Sections 4.5 and 4.6, it was not possible to calibrate

the steady-state model such that there was an acceptable agreement

between the calculated and the observed formation-water density data at

well P-17. Therefore, the location of P-17 was selected for the

estimati on of a possi ble verti cal flux. Because there were no

difficulties in calibrating the model at the surrounding borehole

locations (e.g., H-4, H-11, and H-12), it was assumed that the vertical

flux at P-17 is a local phenomenon.

The model-calculated formation-water densi ti es were consi derably lCMer

than the observed values (Section 4.5 and 4.6). Therefore, a vertical

flux of high-salinity ground water was assumed. At the P-17 location,

no occurrence of halite in the layers above the Culebra dolomite (i.e.,

the Tamarisk Member and the Forty-Niner Member) is reported in the

literature (Mercer, 1983). Halite is known to be present in the

unnamed 10rler member. Furthermor'e, a formation-water densi ty of 1.19

g/cm 3 is reported for the Rustler-Salado contact residuun at P-17

(Mercer, 1983). Therefore, a vertical flux of high-salinity ground

water from below into the Culebra dolomite was assuned.

The follOrling geological and hydrogeological data of the P-17 area are

available (Mercer, 1983):

• Thickness of the unnamed lCMer member: about 40 mj

• Freshwater elevation in the Rustler-Salado contact residuum: about

920.5 m a.s.1. j

• Freshwater elevation in the Culebra dolomite: about 908 m a.s.l.
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Thus, an upward-directed hydraulic gradient of 0.3 mlm can be calcu

lated for the unnamed lower member at P-17. This hydraulic gr'adi ent

does not reflect any variation of the ground-water densities in the

different geologic layers at P-17, because it was calculated using the

equi valent freshwater heads. Taking into account the densi ty variati on

at P-17 (1.06 g/cm3 in the Culebra, 1.19 g/an3 in the Rustler-Salado

contact residuum), a "density-oorrected hydraulic gradient" of 0.18 mlm

can be calculated.

No permeability data were available for the unnamed lower member which

oonsists of breccia, Claystone, siltstone, silty sandstone, gypsun,

anhydrite, and halite. Therefore, a very low matrix permeability in

general and sanewhat higher permeabilities along fr'actures and faults

can be assuned. The effective permeability for vertical flux is then

defined by the permeabili ties along the fractUr'es.

Experience gained in other studies has s!nwn that on a r'egional scale

even oonfining beds usually have vertical hydraulic oonductivities of

1 x 10- 11 mls or more (e.g., Bredehoeft et al., 1982). Using a

hydraulic conducti vity of 1 x 10- 11 mls and a hydraulic gradient of

0.18 mlm, a flux of 1. 8 x 10-12 mls thr'ough the unnamed lower' member'

can be calculated. This is equi valent to a flux of 0.1 llmin through

an area of 1 km 2. The effect of such a small flux on the model

calculated fluid densities at P-17 is discussed in Section 6.2.

6.1.2 Estimation of Vertical Flux Through the Tamarisk Member

in the Western Model Area

As previously discussed (e.g., Section 4.6), it is difficult to obtain

the north-south gradient of the formation-water density observed in the

Culebr'a dolanite in the western par't of the model area (Figur'e 3.10)

wi th the cUr'rent model oonceptuali zation (e.g., modeling the Culebra

dolani te as a si ngle, completely confined layer). DUr'i ng the
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calibration of the density-calibrated steady-state model, this problen

was not solved but circunvented by assi gning heterogeneous density

boundary conditions along the northern model boundary (Section 4.5)

whi ch res ul ted ina s ati sfactory agreEment between the calcul ated and

observed formation-water densi ti es at the borehole locations. Ho..-lever,

the heterogeneous boundary condi tions used for the density-calibrated

steady-state model may not be representati ve for the real spati al

density distribution in the Culebra dolomite. Therefore, the possibil

i ty that the observed north-south densi ty gradi ent is caused by a

vertical flux into the Culebra dolomite was investigated in more

detail.

The possi bili ty that the observed formati on-water density at H-6 is a

rather' local phenanenon, caused by a high-salinity ver'tical flux fr'an

belo..-l, can be excluded because the hydr'aul i c gradi ent in the unnamed

lower manber' is dir'ected downward (Hercer, 1983). It is assuned that

the observed densi ti es at H-6 ar'e r'epresentati ve for the area along the

western par't of the northern model boundary (Figure 3.10). Thus, boun

dary conditions with pr'escribed densities between 1.03 and 1.04 g/cm3

were assiE91ed to the northern model boundary west of OOE-2. As dEmon

strated by the pr'essure-calibrated steady-state model (Figur'es 4.7 and

4.8), the r'esulting calculated densities at the wells H-1, H-2, H-4,

H-7, P-14, and P-17 are hi gher than the observed values. Consequently,

. a flux of low-salinity water into the Culebra dolomite has to be

assuned in order to improve the fit between calculated and observed

formation-water' densities. Because the fluid densities at several

wells in the wes tern part of the model area are concerned, the verti cal

flux was ass uned to be a regional rather than a local phenanenon.

The reported chemistry of ground water fran the Rustler-Salado contact

residuun indicates a high mineralization in the western model area

(e.g., 1.225 g/cm3 at H-2, 1.126 g/cm3 at P-14, 1.16 g/cm3 at P-15i

Mercer, 1983). Therefore, a vertical flux of fresh ground water fran
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the Rustler-Salado oontact residuun through the unnamed lo.-ler member is

not possi ble.

The observed formation-water densities in the Magenta dolanite in the

wester'n par't of the model area are known to be lo.-l (e.g., 1.012 g/an3

at H-2, 1.007 g/an3 at H-6, 1.017 g/an3 at H-4; Mercer', 1983). In

addi tion, the hydraulic gr-adient between the Magenta and the Culebr'a

dolani te is dir'eeted dowrward in the wester'n model area (Table 6.1).

The gradi ent is about 1.8 m/m in the centr'al part of the model area

(H-3) and seems to decline gr-adually tCMards the western model

boundary, wher'e only 0.034 mlm ar'e observed (WI??-25). These gradients

are not corr'ected for' vari abl e-densi ty effects because the density

differences between the Culebr'a and the Magenta formation waters are

small.

A verti cal flux of lo.-l-salini ty water' fr'an the Magenta dol ani te thr'ough

the Tanar'isk Member into the Culebra dolomite seems to be possi ble in

the wester'n part of the model area. Because there is a near-neutral

hydr'aulic gr'adient reported at H-6 (Table 6.1), the area of the flux

into the Culebra dolanite has to be restricted to the wester'n model

area south of H-6. To the east, the area of possible vertical flux is

limi ted by the occurr'ence of more highly mineralized formation water in

the Culebr'a dolomite at the WI?? wells north of the shaft location, at

H-3, and at ?-17 (i .e., there is no evidence of· such a lo.-l-salinity

vertical flux east of the oonnecting line between WI??-13 and ?-17).

Consequently, the area marked in Figur'e 6.5 (about 58.5 km 2) was

selected for' the further calculations as the area of possi ble downward

verti cal flux of lo.-l-salini ty ground water'.

No hydraulic oonducti vity data for the Tanarisk Member in the western

model area are reported in the literature. Due to the lack of data, a

vertical hydr'aulic conductivity of 1 x 10- 11 mls was assuned for the

Tamar'isk Member (the same value was assuned for the unnaned lo.-ler
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mEmber; Section 6.1.1). As mentioned above, verti cal hydraulic

gradients between 0.034 m/m and 1.8 m/m can be calculated for the

Tanarisk in the western model ar'ea. An arbitr'ary value of 0.5 m/m,

constant over the area marked in Fi gure 6.5 was selected for the

fUr'ther soopi ng cal culati ons . Usi ng a hydraul i c conducti vi ty of

1 x 10- 11 m/s and the selected vertical hydraulic gradient of 0.5 m/m,

a flux of 5 x 10-12 m/s through the unnamed laNer mEmber was

calculated. This is equi valent to a flux of 0.3 l/min through an area

of 1 km 2.

Thus, the occurrence of laN-salinity vertical fluxes through the

Tanarisk MEmber into the Culebr'a dolomite with the above-calculated

magni tude (about 5 x 10-12 m/s) may be possi ble. The sensi ti vi ty of

the model to such a flux is further discussed in Section 6.3.

6.2 ImplEmentation of a High-Sal ini ty Verti cal Flux at P-17 and

Simulation of the Undisturbed Hydraulic Conditions

Based on the scoping calculations discussed in Section 6.1.1, an area

of about km 2 at P-17 was selected for the sensi ti vity analysis

(Figure 6.1). Using the densi ty-calibr'ated steady-state model, various

fluxes between 1 x 10- 11 m/s and 5 x 10-13 m/s of high-salinity water

(with a specific density of 1.19 g/an 3) were implEmented and the steady

state solutions for pressure and brine concentration were calculated.

Technically, this was achieved by implEmenting seven rate-controlled

injection wells in the P-17 area. For illustr'ative pUr'poses, the results

of the model with an implEmented flux of 1 x 10-12 m/s are smwn in

FigUr'es 6.1 through 6.4. This ver'y small flux is sufficient to cause an

incr'eased calculated formation-water' density of 1.060 g/an 3 at P-17

(Figure 6.3), which is identical to the observed density (FigUr'e 6.4).

The freshwater head at P-17 was raised by the verti cal flux fran 910.1 to

910.3 m a.s.l. (FigUr'e 6.1). Consequently, the difference between the

calculated and the observed fresl'water heads was reduced fran -1.1 m
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(densi t y- cal i brat ed

(Figure 6.2).

steady-state model, Section 4.6) to -0.9 m

The implenented vertical flux of 1 x 10-12 mls at the P-17 area corre

sponds to a very low vertical hydraulic conducti vity of 5.7 x 10-12 mls

(assuning 0.18 mlm as vertical hydraulic gradient, Section 6.1.1) in the

unnaned lower member of the Rustler Formation. This hydrauli c conducti v

i ty is even l&er than the hydraul ic conducti vi ty assuned for the unnaned

lower member in the scoping calculations (Section 6.1.1). Therefore, the

possi bili ty that the relati vely hi gh densi ti es oooerved at P-17 are at

least partially caused by an upward flux of high-salinity water cannot be

excluded. Moreover, it seems to be difficult to exclude the possibility

of any influence on the formation-water density in the Culebra dolanite

by verti cal ground-water movement through the unnamed l&er member of the

Rustler Formation wherever upward hydraulic gradients exist.

As far as the model conceptualization is concerned, it can be concluded

that the calculated freshwater heads are moderately sensi ti ve to a local

verti cal flux at the P-17 area, i.e., a verti cal flux of about

1 x 10-12 mls causes an increase in the calculated freshwater heads of

0.2 m. Furthennore, it can be concluded that the calculated fonnation

water densities are very sensitive to a local vertical flux (With a

specific density of 1.19 g/cm3) at the P-17 area, i.e., a vertical flux

of 1 x 10-12 mls causes an increase of 0.04 glcm 3 on the calculated

densities .

6.3 Implementation of a L&-Salinity Vertical Flux in the Western Model

Area and Simulation of the Undisturbed Hydraulic Conditions

Based on the scoping calculations in Section 6.1.2, the sensitivity of

the model to a low-salinity vertical flux into the Culebra dolanite (at

the area marked in Figure 6.5) was investigated. First, the density

calibrated steady-state model with the ini tial boundary condi tions re-
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implemented (Table 3.9) along the western part of the northern model

boundary was used to calculate the undisturbed fresrwater heads and

formation-water densities. Figures 6.5 through 6.8 display the results

(freshwater heads, differences between calculated and observed fresrwater

heads, formati on-water densiti es, differences between calculated and

observed formation-water densities) for a zero flux into the Culebra

dolanite. A oomparison with the l'esults of the density-calibrated

steady-state model with the modified density boundary oondi tions

(Figures 4.12 - 4.15) reveals that the results are very similar except

for the formation-water densi ti es in the soutrwestern model area. In

this area, the calculated densi ti es (Figures 6.7 and 6.8) are about

0.02 g/an3 higher due to the higher formation-water densities assigned to

the northern model boundary west of OOE-2 (see above).

Subsequently, various flux rates into the Culebra, spati ally oonstant

over the area marked in Figure 6.5, were implemented and the steady-state

solutions for fresrwater head and formation-water density were

calculated. Technically, this was achieved by assigning a recharge to

the specified area (Figure 6.5). The specific density of the recharge

was assuned to be 1.00 g/an3 (Le., the fractional brine ooncentration

was assigned 0.0) because the available data base on the formation-water

densi ti es in the Magenta dolanite was not consi dered to be detailed

enough to justify any other specific value or even a spatial vari ation of

the recharge-fluid density.

For illustration purposes, the results of the model with an implemented

flux of about 5 x 10-12 mls (equi valent to a recharge rate of 18 llmin

over an area of 58.5 km 2) are shJwn in Figures 6.9 through 6.12.

A canpar'ison with the results of the zero-flux model (Figures 6.5 through

6.8) shows that both the calculated frestwater heads and the formation

\later densi ties are influenced by the addi tional flux into the model.

For example, the heads at P-15 have been increased by 7.2 m while the

densities have been lowered by 0.01 g/an3. Thus at P-15, the rather
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small ver'tical flux has a significant effect on the model r'esults, while

at other' locations I the effect is much smaller-. For- example, at P-14,

the fr-esh.,rater head and the densi ty have been increased only by 0.7 m and

decreased by 0.006 g/an3 , r'espectively.

In or-der- to demonstr-ate the spatial distr'ibution of the effect of the

implemented r'echar'ge or' flux, the differ-ences between the model r-esul ts

wi th flux (5 x 10-12 m/s) and wi toout flux have been contour-ed and

plotted (Figur-es 6.13 and 6.14). Figur-es 6.13 and 6.14 also can be

inter-pr'eted as the aver'age model sensitivity to a ver-tical flux of

5 x 10-12 m/s oveC' the specified area with ver'tical flux.

Analogous oomputer' r'uos have been per'fomed with differ'ent flux r'ates

(e.g., 1 x 10-12 mls and 1 x 10- 11 m/s) , but, because they show similar'

r'esults, the cor'r'esponding plots have not been included in this r-epor't.

The following conclusions can be dr-awn fr-an the sensi ti vity analysis

employing a spatially constant ver'tical flux of l&-salinity water' into

the Culebr'a dol ani te at the wester'n model area (Fi gur-es 6.5 through

6.14):

1) The sensiti vity of the model to ver'tical flux differ'S fr-an location

to location. The spatial sensitivity distr'ibutions with r'espect to

the heads and to the densities are not identical (Figur'es 6.13 and

6.14) .

2) The model soows an aC'ea of high sensitivity with r'espect to both the

frestMater- heads and the densi ti es aroU1d P-15 and H-4. This

sensitivity is dir'ectly cOr'related to the 1& transmissivity in that

area (FigUr'e 4.10). The hoC'izontal flux in the CulebC'a is small in

that area because of the 1& tr-ansmissivity. Even a ver'y small

addi tional flux into the Culebr-a can cause major' changes in the

calculated heads and the densities. As Figur-es 6.10 and 6.12 smw,
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the effect of the implanented flux is much greater than acceptable

with respect to the observed data. Co n.'3equently, in reality any

vertical flux in the area of P-15 and H-4 is probably very small

(e.g., 1 x 10-12 mls or less).

3) Mediun sensitiVity to vertical flux exists in areas with intermedi

ate transmissivities (e.g., in the area of H-1, H-2, H-3, and P-l1).

There, the vertical flux (5 x 10-12 m/s) has caused increased heads

by about 1.5 m and decreased densities between 0.015 g/cm 3 and

0.035 g/cm3. The increased heads are fully compati ble with the

observed data because the differences (Fi gure 6.10) could easily be

eliminated by slightly recalibrating the transmissivities. As far

as the decreased densities at H-1 and H-2 are concerned, the

vertical flux has changed them in the right direction (Figures 6.8

and 6.12). The ranaining differences to the observed values can be

eliminated by increasing the vertical flux in that area to about

1 x 10- 11 m/s. A vertical flux at H-1 and H-2 of 1 x 10- 11 mls is

consistent with the existing density data base.

At H-3, the calculated densities were lowered too much (Figures 6.8

and 6.12). Hewever, as discussed in Section 4.5, the local

transmissi vity field at H-3 is not considered to be fully

calibrated. Therefore, it is not yet possible to conclude that in

reality there must be a very small vertical flux through the

Tanarisk Manber at H-3.

At P-l1, the calculated formati on-water densi ti es are too lew wi th

or without the vertical flux. However, as denonstrated in the

previous section, at P-l1 the formation-water density may be

governed by a high-salinity vertical flux fran below (Section 6.2).

4) LCJ,l sensitivity was found in areas with high transmissivities (e.g.,

at P-1 4). There, the verti cal flux changed the heads and the
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densities only slightly (Figures 6.13 and 6.14). Thus, in order to

reduce the difference between the calculated and the observed

densities at P-14, considerably higher flux rates (about

2 x 10- 11 m/s) are required.

5) Based on the previous statements, it can be concluded that the

employment of a spatially constant vertical flux can reveal the

sensitivity of the model to vertical flux but that such a constant

flux is not repr'esentati ve for' the r'eal situation. For the real

situation, a spatial flux distr'ibuti.on has to be assuned which is

correlated sanewhat to the hydrauli c oonducti vi ti es of the Culebra

dolanite. Fran the hydr'ogeologic point of view, this can be assuned

because the sane Pr'ocesses which have caused the vari ation of the

hydraulic conductivity in the Culebr'a dolanite may also have caused

a similar variation in the layers above the Culebra dolomite.

6) Although employing a spati ally constant verti cal flux over' a large

area may not be adequate (see above), it was never'theless possible

to create a calculated density distribution by implementing a

constant flux of 5 x 10-12 mls whi ch, as a pattern, is similar to

the observed density distri bution (Figures 6.11 and 3.10).

Therefor'e, by incorporating a spati ally var'iable verti cal flux in

the western model area, it srould be possi ble to obtain a calculated

density distr'ibution which is consistent with the observed data.

FUr'ther data assimilation and data evaluation ar'e r'equired in order to

provide the data base necessary for more detailed simulations. For

example, a oonsistent data base with regard to the transmissivities,

observed fr'eshwater heads, and formation-water densi ti es in the Magenta

dolanite has to be prepar'ed. Based on that, a spatially variable flux

can be der'i ved and incorporated into the model. Further steps may

include the use of a multi-layer'ed model which allCMs simultaneous

simulation of gr'ound-water' flow in all members of the Rustler' Formation.
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6.4 Summary of the Sensiti vity Analysis Using Ver'tical Fluxes

Because of the difficulties in simulating the obser'ved spatial formation

water' density distr'ibution by modeling the Culebr'a dolomite as a

oompletely confined layer' with gr'ound-water' flCM only in the hor'izontal

dir'ection, the possibility of the OCCill'r'ence of gr'ound-water' flow fr'om

and to the Culebr'a thr'ough the confining beds was investigated.

Fi r'St, pr'eliminary scoping calculations wer'e oonducted for' two areas:

1) the location of P-17, and 2) the wester'n model area (south of H-6 and

west of H-1). Based on these calculations, a high-salinity flux fr'om the

Rustler'-Salado oontact r'esi duun thr'ough the unnaned lCMer' manber' of the

Rustler' Formation into the Culebr'a dolomite near P-17 is oonsider'ed to be

likely. The or'der' of magnitude of this flux was estimated to be about

1.8 x 10-12 m/s. In addition, a low-salinity veC'tical flux through the

Tanarisk Manber' into the Culebr'a dol ani te seans to be possi ble. The

magnitude of the low-salinity flux was estimated to' be 5 x 10-12 m/s.

Simulations using a high-salinity ver'tical flux in the P-17 ar'ea indicate

that even smaller' fluxes than estimated can signifi cantly influence the

calculated density distr'ibution. Fill'thermor'e, it is difficult to exclude

the possi bili ty of a ver'ti cal flux at that location. Similar'ly,

simulations using a lCM-salinity ver'tical flux in the wester'n model area

indicate that the obser'ved density distr'ibution can be influenced by

ver'ti cal gr-ound-water' movement dowrMard through the Tamarisk Manber'.

The sensitivity analysis using vertical flux should be oonsider'ed to be

the s tar'ti ng poi nt of addi ti onal i nves ti gati ons whi ch i ncl ude data

collection and evaluation as well as model calculations. The use of a

multi-layer'ed model oonsider'ing the oomplete Rustler' Formation is

oonsi der'ed appropr'i ate based on the s ooping calcul ations and model

simulations conducted in this chapter'.
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7.0 APPLICATION OF A DOUBLE-POROSITY FLOW CONCEPTUALIZATION

7.1 Introduction

The simulations presented in Sections 4, 5, and 6 assune that the

Culebra is an equi valent porous media. Several investi gators (Rehfeldt,

1984 ; Chat Ur'vedi and Rehf el dt , 1984 ; Kell ey and Pi ckens , 1986 ; and

Beauheim, 1986, and in preparation) have discussed the possibility that

the Culebra is a fractur-ed rock possessing both primary and secondary

porosity. In order to investigate the effects of double porosity on the

regional-flo..r modeling, we have perfomed additional calculations which

are presented in this section. The hydraulic testing methods and inter

pretation approaches for hydraulic and tracer tests utilized by Sandia

National Laboratori es and their oontractors during 1985 and 1986 have

provided quantification of fractur-e-flo..r and transport properties where

appropriate. To date, both tracer tests (Kelley and Pickens, 1986) and

hydraulic tests (Beauheim, 1986, and in preparation) have been analyzed

using dOUble-porosity models at the WIPP site. A double-porosity

solute-transport analysis of tracer tests was performed on tracer tests

performed at the H-3 hydro pad , and dOUble-porosity hydraulic test

analyses have been performed at the H-3 hydropad and well DOE-2.

The concept of a double-porosity mediun was first proposed by Barenblatt

et al. (1960) in order to model flo..r in fractured rock. Streltsova

Adans (1978) presents a four-fold classification of dual-porosity

reservoirs. The Culebra is modeled as a class-one dual-porosity

reservoir, which is tenned a fractur-ed mediun whose primary porosity

contains the majority of the flui d storage volune while the transmissi v

ity of the canbined system is due to the secondary mediun. Inherent to

our model oonceptualization of a double-porosi ty mediun is the concept

that the mediun oonsists of two separate, interacting and overlapping

oontinua. It is also assuned that a representati ve elementary volune of

the aquifer exists containing portions of both the primary and secondary

media.
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Ther-e are two basic types of double-por-osity hydr-aulic models in use:

(1) the r-estr'i cted inter-por-osity-flow model, also known as a pseudo

steady-state model (Warr-en and Root, 1963); and (2) an unr-estr-icted

model, also r-efer-r-ed to as the tr-ansi ent model (Kazemi et al., 1969).

In the r-estricted inter-por-osity-flrn model, the spatial variation of

hydraulic-head gradients in the matrix block is ignored and fluid flux

fran the matrix to the fractures is in response to the difference in the

average hydr-aulic heads in the fr-actur-es and matr-ix. In the second

unrestri cted interporosi ty-flrn model, the spati al variation of

hydraulic-head gradients within the matrix is considered and flow from

the matrix to the fractur-es is governed by a linear-diffusion process.

Ideally, when pressur-e ver-sus log time is plotted for a double-por-osity

reservoir, one observes two semi-log straight-line regions connected by

a signoid cur-ve as shown in Figur-e 7.1 (Warren and Root, 1963;

Streltsova-Adams, 1978). The fir-st semi-log straight line is indicative

of the hanogeneous pr-essur-e response of the secondary medi lIIl alone and

the second semi-log straight line is indicati ve of the oomogeneous

pressur-e response of the total system (i.e., both primary and secondary

media). The cur-ve separati ng these two str-aight lines represents the

transient pressure r-esponse within the primary medium in a local region

around the well bore.

It smuld be noted that if an unrestri cted i nterporosi ty-flrn model is

used, the transition pressur-e response between the two semi-log straight

lines is linear and does not exhibit the inflection point predicted by

restricted interporosity-flow models (Kazemi et al., 1969; and

Streltsova, 1983).

The point where the transition curve, or str-aight line, departs fran the

first semi-log straight line (t 1 of Figur-e 7.1) repr-esents the beginning

of primary-medillll pressur-e response. When the transition cur-ve meets

the second semi-log straight line (t2)' the primary and secondary media
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are fully coupled. Both t 1 and the shape of the transition region will

vary, based upon which type of interporosity-flow model one chooses, but

in theory t 2 will be predicted to be the same by either model.

The ideal double-porosity pressure response described above and shown in

Figure 7.1 is essentially a local phenomenon which will only be otBerved

in the near field (Deruyck et al., 1982). Data from observation wells

that are not in the near field can be fit adequately with models that

neglect double-porosity transient effects. Through hydraulic interpre

tation of the H-3 multipad test, Beauheim (in preparation) found that

only the wells on the B-3 hydropad could be fit by double-porosity type

curves. The ranaining observation wells could be fit by conventional

single-porosity type curves.

To characterize single-porosity flCM to a well require:> the hydraulic

diffusivity, the wellbOre storage coefficient, and the skin properties

of the region immediately surrounding the well bore. The paraneters

necessary to characterize double-porosity flow to a well are the sane as

thJse needed for characterizing homogeneous single-porosity flCM with

the addi tion of two more paraneters: the dimensionless secondary-systan

storativity (w); and the interporosity-flCM coefficient 0,) (Warren and

Root, 1963). The dimensionless secondary-systan storati vi ty is the

ratio of the secondary storati vity to the total systan storati vity and

in equation form is defined as:

w

H09700R128

secondary-medi un porosity (fractures)

secondary-mediun compressibility

primary-mediun porosity (matrix)

primary-medium compressibility
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The interporosity-flcw coefficient can be considered a dimensionle.'3s

primary to secondary permeability ratio and in equation form is defined

as:

(7-2)

where: a. geometri cal shape factor

permeabil i ty of the matri x

permeability of the fracture

radius of the wellbore

In equation form, the geanetri cal shape factor is equal to:

4n(n+2)a. = -...:.......,,,-:...-

L2
m

where n nunber of nonnal sets of fractures

Lm characteristic dimension of the matrix block

When cubes are modeled conceptually as s\i1er'es, the shape factor is

equal to:

(7-4)

radius of the spherical matrix elenent or one-half the

fracture spacing

15a. =
r;

where rm

7.2 Estimation of Double-Porosity Parameters

In order to model a rock as a double-porosity medi un, one must establish

media properties for both the primary (matrix) and secondary (fracture)

systems. The parameters characteri zi ng the Culebra whi ch must be known

in order to model flow with a double-porosity model include:
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• hydraulic conducti vi ty of the primary medi un;

• hydrauli c oonducti vi t y of the seoondary medi umj

• porosity of the primary mediuu;

• porosity of the seoondary medium;

• oompressibilityof the primary mediun;

• canpressi bility of the seoondary medi um;

• representati ve mat ri x- block 1 ength.

Other paraneters whi ch do not represent direct input into the SWIFT II

model, yet are input indirectly, are the dimensionless secondary system

storativity (w) and the dimensionless interporosity-flow coefficient

(A). These parameters are estimated using equations 7-1 and 7-2.

Hydraulic Conducti vi ty of the Primary Medi un

Core Laboratories, Inc. (1986) performed permeability and porosity

measurements on selected core sanples fran wells H-2b, H-3b2, H-3b3,

H-4b, and H-6b. Table 7.1 surmarizes the results fran these measure-

ments. These values of intrinsic permeability were converted to

hydraulic oonductivities assuning a fluid visoosity equal to

1 x 10-3 Pa s and a mean fluid density equal to 1.05 g/ an 3 (see

Section 3.3.1). The mean vertical hydraulic conductivity based upon

14 measurements is 5.1 x 10-8 mIs, whereas the mean hori zontal

hydraulic oonductivity based upon 9 measurenents is equal to

1.4 x 10-8 m/s. The primary mediun is assuned to be isotropic and

homogeneous in this model. Considering the small number of core

measurements taken, all values of permeability (n=23) were averaged to

yi eld a primary-medi un hydraulic conducti vi ty equal to 3.7 x 10-8 m/s.

There are regions within the model area, such as the area surrounding

P-18, which have been tested to yield hydraulic conductivities ICMer

in magnitude than 3.7 x 10-8 m/s. To prevent inconsistencies within

the model (i .e . , pri mary hydraul i c conducti vi ti es great er than
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seoondar'Y hydr'aulic oonductivities), the pr'imaPy hydr'aulic conduc

ti vity for' the entir'e model r'egion was assi gned the lowest fi eld

measUr'ed hydr'aulic conductivity, 2.63 x 10-10 m/s. This hydr'aulic

oonductivity is consider'ed to be r'epr'esentative of a lower' limit for'

the pr'imaPy medi un.

Hydr'aulic Conducti vi ty of the Seoondar'Y Medi un

The hydraulic conductivity distr'ibution of the secondar'Y mediun is

consi der'ed to be isotr'opi c and heter'ogeneous. The hydr'auli c

conductivity values aPe der'ived fr'an the single-por'osity steady-state

model calibr'ation (see Section 3.4).

POr'osi ty of the Pr'imar'y Medi un

As is soown in Table 7.1, pOr'osi ties det'i ved fr'an cor'e samples r'ange

fr'an 0.07 to 0.3. As in the single-por'osity conceptualization (see

Section 3.3.2), a matr'ix pOr'osi ty of 0.2 was chosen as a r'epr'esen

tative value.

POr'osi t Y of the Secondar' y Medi un

Porosi ty values for the secondar'Y medi un should be der'i ved fr'an

solute-transpor't calculations perfonned for the Culebr'a at the WIPP

site. Tracer' tests have been perfomed at hydr'opads H-2, H-3, H-4,

and H-6. Because of the differ'ences between test types, testing

pr'ocedUr'es, and analysis techniques, tr'anspor't-par'ameter' compar'ison

between these tests is difficult. In addition, the tr'acer' tests

per'forrned at the H-3 hydropad ar'e the only tests which to date have

been analyzed with a double-por'osity tr'anspor't model. Results fr'an

the H-3 tracer-test analysis appear' in Table 7.2. For modeling

pUr'poses, the secondaPy porosity is assuned equal to 2 x 10-3. It is

under'stood that this number' is uncer'tain wi th r'espect to being
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representati ve over the model area, since it was determi ned at a

single hydropad location.

Canpressi bil i ty of the Primary Medi lXI1

The compressibility of the primary mediurn is taken to be equal to the

single-porosity rock canpressibility as calculated in Section 3.3.2.

The primary-system compressibility is equal to 7.57 x 10-10 m2/N

assuming a primary porosity of 0.2, an average fluid density of

1.05 gm/ an 3, and an aquif er thi ckness equal to 8 m.

In order to preserve the single-porosity storati vity in the double

porosity model, the primary-medi un compressi bili ty was lCMered to

6.81 x 10-10 m2/N.

Canpressibilityof the Secondary Medium

The compressi bili ty of the secondary system was taken to be equal to

7.57 x 10-9 m2/N, Le., approximately one order of magnitude greater

than the primary compressi bili ty. This decision is based upon two

lines of reasoning. Both Danenico (1972) and Freeze and Cherry (1979)

suggest that the compressi bili ty of a jointed rock is approximately

one order of magnitude greater than the canpressi bili ty of a sound

rock. Also, wi th the availability of double-porosity hydraulic

parameters for the Culebra (Table 7.3), one can approximate the ratio

between the primary and secondary compressi bil i ti es . Fran Equati on

7-1, one can see that the dimensionless secondary-system storativity

(w) is composed of both the primary and secondary porosi ti es and

compressibilities. By assuming that the primary and secondary

porosities are equal to 0.2 and 2 x 10-3, respectively, and that

CrlC'r is equal to 10, Equation 7-1 yields a dimensionless secondary

system storati vity equal to 0.09. The average observed w reported in

Table 7.1 is 0.13, whi ch compares relati vely well with the

calculated w of 0.09.
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Matrix-Block Length

As introduced in Section 3.1.4, the matrix may be conceptualized as

being intersected by parallel non-intersecting fractures or intersect

ing sets of fractures (Figure 3.1). Fran revie-l of both literature

and Culebra core fran several boreholes at the WIPP site, it was

ooncluded that both horizontal and high-angle fractures are present in

the Culebra within the WIPP area (Kelley and Pickens, 1986). There

fore, for this modeling exercise the Culebra matrix is assuned to be

bounded by three ortrogonal sets of fractures and, nunerically, the

matrix is approximated by spheres whose dicmeters are equi valent to

the fracture spacing.

Because of the large degree of heterogeneity wi thin the Culebra at the

WIPP site, it is probabl y inaccurate to model the entire model region

wi th one matrix-block si ze. Since the matri x-block length data base

is extranely limited, knowledge of its variability across the WIPP

si te cannot be estimated. Therefore, as a first approximation the

matrix-block size is oonsidered to be a hanogeneous property within

the modeled region. Based upon double-porosity tracer-test analyses,

Kelley and Pickens (1986) report matrix-block sizes ranging fran 0.25

to 2.1 m at the H-3 hydropad (Table 7.2). Fran hydraulic double

porosity test results (Table 7.3), matrix-block lengths can be calcu

lated, but they are not in agreanent with double-porosi ty tracer-test

cesul ts and are more than an ordec of magnitude greater than the

observed thickness of the Culebra. Due to obvious problans in

conceptualizing block sizes larger than the aquifer thickness, the

block size is based upon tracer-test analyses and core descriptions.

Matrix-block length in the present simulations will vary fran 1 to 4 m

wi th 2 m being chosen as the ini ti al inp.lt value. Table 7.4 lists the

ini tial input parameters for the SWIFT II double-pocosity simulations.

All fluid properties and other physical oonstants not discussed in

this section ace equal to the values appearing in Table 3.4.
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7.3 Preliminar-y seoping Calculations

As a precursor to the mmerieal simulations utilizing SWIFT II, simple

analytical relationships were used to provide an estimate of the double

porosity flew effects to be expected. In this portion of the report,

both theoreti cal and conceptual models will be introduced to predi ct

both the behavior and necessity of a double-porosity flew model for

simulation of transient flow in the Culebra at the scale chosen for this

study.

Streltsova (1983) notes that the time required for equilibration between

fracture and matrix (up to 99%) is:

(7-5)

matrix-block half length;

matri x hydraul i c diffusi vi ty.

This relationship is deri ved fran a solution to the diffusion equation

for a fixed, but time-dependent, pressure at the fracture/matrix

interface and a no-flew boundary condi ti on at the symmetry boundary in

the matrix. The significance of this relationship is that all matrix

blocks, regardless of their distance fran the hydraulic disturbance,

will reach equilibriun with the fracture fluid at the sane time,

assuning homogeneous matrix properti es . For any time greater than the

matrix time constant (-re ) , the reservoir hydraulic response is typical

of a single-porosity reservoir with composite properties of both media.

The pressure behavior after t > L e corresponds to the second semi-log

straight line for the total system (t > t 2 of Figure 7.1).

Equation 7-5 can

pressure responses

modeling effort.

H09700R128

be used to predict if transient double-porosity

will be an important factor in the time frane of a

For time greater than L e ' the systan behaves as a



single-porosity system and it becomes more efficient and as accurate to

model the system as such. For times less than, ,one must model the
e

system as a double-porosity system to simulate the correct pressure

response. Double-porosity transient pressure responses can be modeled

by a code such as SWIFT II if one uses time steps much smaller than the

matri x time constant (, ) .
e

,
In Equation 7-5, the matrix hydraulic diffusi vity (D ) can be expanded

m
to:

, Km
Dm pg<pmCa+B) (7-6)

where Km
p

<Pm
a

B
g

hydraulic conducti vi ty of the matrix;

density of the reservoir fluid;

porosity of the matrix;

compressibility of the matrix;

compressibility of water.

gravitational acceleration

By SUbstituting Equation 7-6 into 7-5, one can see that the parameters

which introduce the greatest degree of uncertainty in calculating the

time constant ('e) are matrix-block half length, hydraulic conductivity,

porosity, and the compressibility of the matrix. To address the uncer

tai nty, each of these parameters were gi ven ranges and an associ ated

time constant was calculated. The matrix time constant is inversely

proportional to hydraulic conductivity of the matrix and proportional to

the matri x-block half length squared.

For the first set of time-constant calculations, both matrix porosi ty

and matrix-block half length were allowed to vary (Table 7.5). Porosity

was varied fran 0.1 to 0.3, which is representati ve of the observed core

analysis range of 0.07 to 0.29 (Table 7.1). Matrix-block half length

was varied fran 0.5 to 4 m, whi ch corresponds to a fracture-spacing
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range of 1 to 8 m. The calculations utilized a primary-mediun hydraulic

conductivity equal to 2.63 x 10-10 m/s. The minimun time constant

calculated is 8.3 x 102 s, and the maximun is 5.3 x 105 s or

approximately 6 days.

For the second set of time-constant calculations, both hydraulic

conductivity of the matrix and matr'ix-block half length were varied

(Table 7.6). Hydraulic conductivity was varied fran 2.6 x 10-10 to

2.6x 10-7 mis, which is canparable to the observed core hydraulic

conductivities which were calculated to range fran 8.3 x 10-11 to

5.4 x 10-7 m/s. The minimun time constant is 5 s, and the highest is

3.6 x 105 s or approximately 4 days.

For the third set of time-constant calculations, both matrix compres

sibility and matrix-block half length were varied (Table 7.7). As

described in Section 7.2, the primary-mediun compressibility is equal to

6.81 x 10-10 m2 /N. Freeze and Cherry (1979) show that the canpres

sibility of a sound rock may vary up to three orders of magnitude.

Therefore, for sensitivity purposes, primary-mediun canpressibility was

varied fran 6.81 x 10-11 to 6.81 x 10-9 m2/N. This range is not meant

to represent an observed range of valves for the Culebra but is chosen

to show the time-constant sensitivity to primary-mediun compressibility.

The minimun time constant calculated is 2550 s and the largest is

2.2 x 10-6 s or approximately 25 days.

For those matrix parameters thought to be most representati ve of the

Culebra (Table 7.4), the time constant (1: ) is equal to 2.2 x 104 s ore
approximately six hours. These calculations smw that even in the most

conservati ve case the time to reach coupled-pressure response between

the primary and secondary media is approximately 25 days. For the

time-constant calculations thought to be most representati ve of the

Culebra, coupling of the two media takes place within 6 hours. In areas

where the primary mediun hydraulic conducti vity is greater than
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2.63 x 10-10 mis, for example at the H-3 hydropad, the time oonstant is

sUbstantially less. This oonclusion is strengthened by the findings of

Beauheim (in preparation) whi ch smw that the transi ent double-porosity

pressure response at H-3 is canplete withi n one hour.

Based upon these time-oonstant calculations, the Culebra dol ani te is

expected to behave hydraulically as a single-porosity L~eservoir for all

times gt~eater than a day. If one desired to model the local transient

double-porosity hydraulic response on a hydropad scale during the H-3

multipad test, one would need to decrease time steps to incranents much

less than the calculated time oonstant for the matrix. For purposes of

modeling regional fla,.,r at the WIPP site, this would be i nappropri ate for

investigating the long-tenn transient effects of the shaft activities

and local pumping during pumping tests.

As previously stated, the assunption that both the single- and double

porosi ty solutions will be i denti cal after a time equal to the time

constant assunes a constant fluid density within the reservoir. Brine

transport smuld ranain transient for much larger time periods than the

pressure field. This should affect global fractional brine concentra

tions and ultimately the calculated freshwater elevati ons. It is not

felt that these effects will be significant and the single- and double

porosity simulations should ranain very clooe. Due to the very small

time constants in relation to the duration of the hydraulic disturbances

being modeled, the reservoir will behave as a single-porosity mediun

wi th a canposi te hydrauli c diffusi vity representati ve of both the

primary and secondary media oombined. This implies that for regional

scale flow studies at the WIPP site, single-porosity models are adequate

if the transmissi vi ty is representati ve of the secondary medi un and the

storage ooeffi ci ent is representati ve of the primary medi un. However.,

due to the much smaller molecular diffusivity of the primary mediun, it

is felt that a double-porosity model is necessary to model solute

transport (i.e., for a breach scenario) in the more permeable regions of

the Culebra at the WIPP site.
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To ver'ify these oonceptual infer'ences and sooping calculations, a ser'ies

of double-por'osity simulations wer'e oonducted using SWIFT II.

7.4 Discussion of the Double-Por'osity Simulation Results

A double-por'osi ty simulation was per'fonned wi th the tr'ansi ent densi ty

calibr'ated model discussed in Section 5.5. The input Par'aneter's, which

ar'e differ'ent than tOOse used in the single-por'osity roo, appear in

Table 7.4. The matrix is modeled as spheres which oonceptually

r'epr'esent ver'tical and hor'izontal fr'actures within the Culebra.

The differ'ences between the single-porosity and double-por'osity simula

tions are minimal. Figure 7.2 shows equivalent f r'est'water head at the

H-1 and H-3 hydropads for both single- and double-por'osity simulations.

The greatest o'ooerved differ'ence between the two simulations is 0.2 m

and occurs due to the operations at the oonstr'uction and salt-handling

shaft and waste-handling shaft fr'an October 24, 1981 to Febr'uar'y 21,

1982. Within the r'emainder of the simulation time pedod, both models

pr'edict fr'estwater' elevations identical to within a few centimeters.

Figure 7.2 also shows equi valent fr'eshwater heads ver-sus time at the H-3

hydropad. At H-3, the greatest o'ooer'ved ctiffer'ence is appr'oximately

0.02 m and agai n occurs during shaft oper'ations fr'om August 7, 1981 to

Febr'uar'y 21, 1982. During this per'iod the Culebr'a was drilled in the·

oonstr'uction and salt-handling shaft and bdne was added to the shaft.

After' the Culebr'a was cemented in the constr'uction and salt-handling

shaft, the Culebr'a was drilled in the waste-handling shaft (see

Section 5.1).

In Secti on 7.3 it was predi ctect that, 24 hour'S after' a gi yen hydr'auli c

disturbance, one could expect the single- and double-por'osity

simulations to match. This oonclusion was based upon the ass\1Tlption

that br'ine concentr'ation does not vary in space or time. In fact, br'ine
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concentration is vari able. Thet'efore, the si ngle- and double-porosity

solutions should not agree until the fracture and matrix eqUilibrate

with respect to brine concentration. By using Equation 7-5 and

replacing hydraulic diffusi vity with molecular diffusi vity, one can

calculate the time it would take for this equilibration to take place

within 99%. Assuming a tortuosity of 0.5, a free-water diffusion

coefficient of 2 x 10-9 m2/s, and a porosi ty of 0.2, the molecular time

constant equals approximately 400 years. As is reflected in Figure 7.2,

the transient brine effect upon the double-porosity solution becomes

insignificant at much earlier times.

The reason that the transient brine effect becomes insignificant to the

global-pressure solution at such early times is that the gradient

between the fracture and the matri x is largest at early times and

quickly decreases. Although the fracture and the matrix exchange

solutes to sane degree throughout the simulati on, the late time changes

in brine concentration wi thin the global blocks caused by diffusion into

the matrix are minimal. Therefore, at late times the brine

concentration in the global block (the pressure fran which the water

level is calculated) essentially remains constant.

7.5 Conclusions fran DOUble-Porosity Simulations

This double-porosity simulation yi elds two significant findings for

future modeling efforts within the Culebra at the WIPP site.

(1) Double-porosity pressure effects are insignificant in regional

scale hydrologic modeling.

(2) A transient variable-density single-porosity model appears to be

adequate for modeling multipad-scale tests within the Culebra.
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8.0 CONCLUSIONS

Based on the evaluation of the existing data base (Chapter- 3), on the

result of the steady-state and transient simulations (Chapter 4 and 5),

and on the sensi ti vi ty analyses (Chapter 6 and 7), the follCMing main

conclusions were developed.

1. The existing field transmissivity data on the Culebra dolomite were

analyzed by means of kriging techniques and used to estimate the

initial transmissivity distribution of the modeled region under

steady-state flCM conditions. The initial transmissivity

distribution is char-acterized by intermediate transmissivities

(T = 10-6 - 10-5 m2/s) which prevail in large parts of the model

area. Higher transmissivities (T = 10-5 - 10-4 m2/s) occur in the

western part of the model area while lower transmissi vi ties

(T = 10-7 - 10-9 m2/s) were found at H-4 and P-17 as well as in the

eastern part of the model area.

2. In order to calibrate the steady-state model, it was necessary to

incorporate a high-transmissivity zone (T = 10-4 m2/s or more) into

the model between H-11 and the southern model boundary (with or

without a low transmissivity zone (T=10-7 m2/s and less) between

WIPP-12 and H-5). The presence of this high-transmissivity zone is

evidenced by the lower hydraulic gradients observed in the southern

part of the model. In addition, it is necessary to drain enough

water fran the area of H-11 and DOE-1 so that the calculated

steady-state freshwater heads are consistent wi th the o'ooerved

values. The exact location of the high-transmissi vity zone is

unknown, but best model resul ts were obtained by placing it about

1 km east of P-17. Currently, it is not possible to calibrate the

model with the high-transmissivity zone implemented west of P-17.
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3. Simulating the Culebt:'a dolanite as a single, completely confined

layet:' is pt:'obably an ovet:'simplification of the r'eal situation. It

is possible to calibt:'ate the steady-state model against the best

estimate of the undistUt:'bed fr'eshwatet:' heads. It is not possible

to calibr'ate the steady-state model such that the obset:'ved

formation-fluid density distr'i bution is canpletely r'epr'oduced by

the model. One of the possible r'easons for' the r'emaining

discr'epancies between the calculated and the obser-ved density

distr-i buti ons is that the hydr'ogeology of the Culebt:'a dolani te is

i nfl uenced by ver'ti cal fluxes thr'ough the oonfining layer'S above

and bel~ the Culebt:'a dolanite.

4. A sensitivity analysis with t:'espect to the possibility of ver'tical

fluxes into the Culebt:'a dolanite was oonducted. The t:'esults

indi cate that the steady-state model is moder'ately sensi ti ve to

vertical flux as fat:' as the pt:'essUt:'es at:'e ooncer'ned. The model is

ver'y sensi ti ve to ver'ti cal flux wi th t:'espect to the fomation-water'

densiti es. In addi tion, it is possi ble to r'emove sane of the

r'emaining inoonsistencies between the calculated and the obser'ved

density distr'i butions by using ver'tical flux. Fut:'thermor'e, it is

oonsider'ed to be difficult to exclude the possibility of any

ver'tical flux into ot:' out of the Culebt:'a dolanite. Thet:'efor'e,

future modeling studies shJuld not attempt to simulate the Culebr'a

dol ani te as a canpletely oonfined hydt:'auli c system but r'ather' as a

leaky-oonfined aquifet:'. Collection of fluid data on heads and

permeabilities of the other' Rustler' member'S would aide this

model i ng cons i der'abl y .

5. It is not possi ble to simulate r'ealisti cally the H-3 mul tipad pump

ing test without oonsider'ation of pr'etest tr'ansient events because

the hydr'aulic si tuation in the Culebr'a dolani te has been influenced

since 1981 by various dr'illing and testing acti vi ti es at the shafts

and the bor-ehole locations. An evaluation of the water-level
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measurements led to the conclusion that the activities in the three

shafts were the dominant hydrauli c disturbances during these years.

Therefore, a simplified but canplete shaft pressure history was

implemented into the transi ent model.

6. The transient modeling, which included the simulation of the shaft

history as well as of several well tests, eesulted generally in

good agreement between the calculated and the observed pressures at

the well locations. The agreement is good enough to allow the

conclusion that the model tr-ansmissivities used between H-3 and

H-1, H-2, OOE-1, H-11, and the shafts are reasonably representati ve

of the real transmissivity distribution.

7. It was not possi ble to simulate the observed transient pressures at

the shaft location and at the WIPP wells north of it (WIPP-22,

WIPP-21, WIPP-19) during the H-3 mul ti pad punping test by imple

menting only the recorded shaft history and well tests. It was

hypothesi zed that an addi tional leakage in the waste-handling shaft

had caused the additional pressure dr'awdown in the above-mentioned

wells. The implementation of such additional leakage during the

latter part of the H-3 mul ti pad pumping test and the SUbsequent

recovery period resulted in a much better agreement between the

calculated pressures (at WIPP-22, WIPP-21 and WIPP-19) and the

observed data. Thus, it seems li kely that the obsecved fceshwater

heads in the fall of 1985 and the first half of 1986 were

influenced by two partially concurcent events: the H-3 mul tipad

pumping test and an additional leakage in the waste-handling shaft.

8. A sensi ti vity analysis using the double-porosity flow conceptual

i zation of SWIFT II was conducted in ordec to assess the impact on

the model results caused by simplifying the model conceptualization

to a single-porosity approach. For the purpose of regional flGl

field determination, the double-pocosity flow conceptualization
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does not provide si~ificantly different resul ts fran those

obtained using the single-porosity conceptuali zation. Therefore,

t he use of a si ngl e- porosit y , or porous-medi lnl- based, model i ng

approach is considered valid for the spati al and temporal model

scales presented in this report.
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U'IM Coordinates Derived from Closest
sat. sandia Sat.

Survey Basic Data Surveyed
Well m North m East 1984 Report Well

H-l 35 81 672 6 13 427 X

H-2b 35 81 642 6 12 653 X H-l

H-2c 35 81 660 6 12 668 X H-l

H-3b1 35 80 892 6 13 723 X H-l

H-3b2 35 80 894 6 13 693 ** H-l

H-3b3 35 80 866 6 13 705 ** H-l

H-4b 35 78 480 6 12 377 X

H-4c 35 78 496 6 12 403 X H-4b

H-5b 35 84 809 6 16 867 X H-5a

H-6b 35 84 989 6 10 600 X H-6c

H-7bl 35 74 648 6 08 126 X H-7a

H-7c 35 74 639 6 08 097 X H-7a

H-7b2

H-8b 35 63 557 6 08 666 X

** based on field measurements relative to H-3bl (INTERA)

Drawn by Date

Checked by Date

Revisions Date Borehole Coordinates

INrtILl\ Technologies Table 3.1a
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urn: Coordinates Derived fran Closest
Well Sat. Sandia Sat.

Survey Basic Data Surveyed
In North m East 1984 Report Well

H-9a

H-9b 35 68 265 6 13 990 X

H-9c

H-I0b 35 72 476 6 22 979 X

H-llb3 35 79 134 6 15 360 X

H-12 35 75 442 6 17 018 X

OOE-l 35 80 298 6 15 196 X

OOE-2 35 85 119 6 13 720 X

P-14 35 81 972 6 09 084 X

P-15 35 78 739 6 10 625 X

P-17 35 77 453 6 13 927 X H-4b

p-18 35 80 349 6 18 376 X

WIPP-12 35 83 520 6 13 711 X H-l

WIPP-13 35 84 245 6 12 844 X H-l

WIPP-18 35 83 191 6 13 736 X H-l

WIPP-19 35 82 776 6 13 740 X H-l

WIPP-21 35 82 339 6 13 746 X H-l

WIPP-22 35 82 641 6 13 742 X H-l

Drawn by Date

Checked by Date

Revisions Date Borehole Coordinates
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U'lM Coordinates Derived fran Closest
Sat. Sandia Sat.

Survey Basic Data Surveyed
Well m North m East 1984 Report Well

WIPP-25 35 84 025 6 06 387 X

WIPP-26 35 81 041 6 03 995 X

WIPP-27 35 93 077 6 04 433 X

WIPP-28 35 94 682 6 11 266 X WIPP-30

WIPP-29 35 78 773 5 96 941 X

WIPP-30 35 89 707 6 13 717 X

WHS * 35 82 066 6 13 581 X H-1

* Waste-Handling Shaft

Drawn by Date

Checked by Date

Revisions Date Borehole Coordinates
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UTM Coo~dinates of the model-a~ea co~ne~s:

South-west co~ne~: 35 74 260 rnN 6 06 680 mE

South-east co~ne~: 35 74 260 rnN 6 18 920 mE

No~th-east co~ne~: 35 85 960 rnN 6 18 920 mE

No~th-west co~ne~: 35 85 960 rnN 6 06 680 mE

Dimensions of the model a~ea:

East - West:

No~th - South:

Ar'ea:

Gr'id block dimensions (m):

12.24 km

11.70 km

143.21 km2

F~om West to East: 960, 960, 960, 640, 800,

600, 600, 380, 180, 160,

200, 200, 200, 120, 120,

120, 120, 200, 300, 370,

250, 150, 160, 310, 400,

500, 600, 600, 1080.

F~om South to No~th: 780, 800, 1180, 860, 470,

260, 260, 520, 430, 320,

320, 320, 240, 260, 260,

260, 190, 140, 140, 140,

160, 140, 140, 190, 300,

360, 220, 220, 220, 320,

640, 640.

Drawn by

Checked by

Revisions

Dote

Date

Date
Coo~dinates and Dimensions of the

Model A~ea and the G~id Blocks

I~tILl\ Technologies Table 3.2
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Elevation Of The Culebra Dolomite Thi ckness Of
The Culebra

Bottom* Top* Center* Dolomi te*
Well [m a.s.1.] [m a.s.1.] [m a.s.1.] [m]

H-1 822.3 829.3 825.8 7.0

H-2a 832.4 839.1 835.8 6.7

H-2b 832.6 839.3 836.0 6.7

H-2c 830.5 839.0 834.8 8.5

H-3b1 821.3 828.5 824.9 7.3

H-3b2 819.5 826.8 823.2 7.3

H-3b3 820.3 827.3 823.8 7.0

H-4a 856.8 864.0 860.4 7.3

H-4b 857.9 865.9 861. 9 7.9

H-4c 858.2 866.1 862.1 7.9

H-sa 788.2 795.2 791. 7 7.0

H-5b 788.1 795.1 791.6 7.0

H-5c 787.0 794.6 790.8 7.6

H-6a 828.7 835.7 832.2 7.0

H-6b 828.8 835.8 832.3 7.0

H-6c 828.9 835.9 832.4 7.0

H-7a 880.4 891.7 886.1 11.3

* Note: Last figure of reported values is rounded.

Drawn by Date

Checked by Date Elevation and Thickness of the
Revisions Date Culebra Dolomi te

INrtIL'\ Technologies Table 3.3a
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Elevation Of The Culeb~a Dolomite Thi ckness Of
The Culeb~a

Bottom* Top* Cente~* Dolomite*
Well [m a.s.1.] [m a.s.1.] [m a.s.1.] [m]

H-7b 880.4 891.7 886.1 11.3

H-7b2 880.4 891.7 886.1 11. 3

H-8b 858.6 866.6 862.6 7.9

H-9a 831.3 840.5 835.9 9.1

H-9b 831.4 840.5 836.0 9.1

H-9c 831.5 840.6 836.0 9. 1

H-l0b 699.9 70903 704.6 9.4

H-llb3 807.5 815.2 811 .4 7.6

H-12 784.5 792.7 788.6 8.2

OOE-l 798.6 805.6 802.1 7.0

DOE-2 784.0 790.8 787.4 6.8

P-l 847.4 855.6 851.5 8.2

P-2 791.4 799.3 795.4 7.9

P-3 828.3 835.3 831.8 7.0

p-4 802.2 810.4 806.3 8.2

P-5 805.8 812.8 809.3 7.0

p-6 851.6 858.6 855.1 7.0

* Note: Last figure of ~epo~ted values is ~ounded.

Drawn by Date

Checked by Date Elevation and Thickness of the
Revisions Date

Culeb~a Dolomi te
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Elevation Of The Culebra Dol ani te Thi ckness Of
The Culebra

Bottorn* Top* Center* Dolomi te*
Well [m a.s.1.] ern a.s.1.] ern a.s.1.] [rn]

P-7 856.5 864.4 860.5 7.9

p-8 838.4 846.0 842.2 7.6

P-9 809.1 816.1 812.6 7.0

P-10 777.9 785.8 781.9 7.9

P-11 782.1 790.0 786.1 7.9

P-12 828.4 835.4 831.9 7.0

P-13 828.5 835.5 832.0 7.0

P-14 842.8 849.6 846.2 6.7

P-15 876.1 882.9 879.5 6.7

P-16 851.9 858.9 855.4 7.0

P-17 838.6 846.2 842.4 7.6

p-18 773.5 782.4 777.9 8.8

P-19 776.6 785.8 781.2 9.2

P-20 784.5 792.4 788.5 7.9

WIPP-11 780.0 787.0 783.5 7.0

WIPP-12 803.6 811 .2 807.4 7.6

WIPP-13 816.7 823.7 820.2 7.0

* Note: Last figure of reported values is rounded.

Drawn by Date

Checked by Date Elevation and Thickness of the
Revisions Date Cul ebra Dolani te
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Elevation Of The Culebra Dolanite Thi ckness Of
The Culebra

Bottom* Top* Center* Dolomite*
Well [m a.s.1.] [m a.s.1.] [m a.s.1.] [m]

WIPP-14 790.3 796.1 793.2 5.8

WIPP-18 807.9 814.6 811.2 6.7

WIPP-19 808.7 816.6 812.6 7.9

WIPP-21 812.6 819.9 816.3 7.3

WIPP-22 811.3 818.0 814.7 6.7

WIPP-25 834.2 843.4 838.8 9.1

WIPP-26 896.6 904.2 900.4 7.6

WIPP-27 870.0 879.2 874.6 9.1

WIPP-28 884.2 892.2 888.2 7.9

WIPP-29 893.7 904.4 899.0 10.7

WIPP-30 844.6 851.6 848.1 7.0

WIPP-33 836.7 845.3 841.0 8.6

WIPP-34 784.0 792.2 788.1 8.2

ERDA-6 853.9 861.8 857.9 7.9

ERDA-9 817.3 824.3 820.8 7.0

CABIN BABY 865.8 871.4 868.6 5.6

AEC-7 843.6 852.3 847.9 8.7

AEC-8 813.2 820.8 817.0 7.6

* Note: Last figure of reported values is rounded.
Drawn by Date

Checked by Date

Revisions Date Elevati on and Thi ckness of the
Culebra Dolanite
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Fluid Properties

Compressibility of Water

Thermal expansion factor of water

Heat Capacity of water

Fluid densities: "water"

"brine"

Fluid viscosity:

Rock Properties

Porosity

Compressibility of the pore structure

Heat capacity of the rock

Rock density

: 4.53 x 10-10 m2/N (25°C)

: 2.07 x 10-4 lIoC

: 4.18 x 103 J/kgOC

: 1000 kg/m3

: 2000 kg/m3

: 1 x 10-3 Pas

0.2

7.57 x 10-10 m2/N

8.0 x 102 J/kgOC

2500 kg/m3

Transport Parameters

Longitudinal dispersivity factor :

Transverse dispersivity factor :

Molecular diffusivity in the porous medium :

(includes porosity and tortuosity)

50 m
2.5 m
2 x 10-10 m2/s

Drawn by

Checked by

Revisions

Date

Date

Date
Physical Model Constants

Il'lrtlLl\ Technologies
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Drawn by

Transmissivity of the Culebra Dolani te

Observation
[m 2/s]Well [m2/s] log

H-1 7.5 x 10-8 -7.125

H-2 6.0 x 10-7 -6.222

H-3 4.0 x 10-6 -5.398

H-4a 1.4 x 10-6 -5.854
H-4b 1.0 x 10-6 -6.000
H-4c 1. 1 x 10-6 -5.959

H-Sa 1.8 x 10-7 -6.745
H-5b 2.1. x 10-7 -6.678
H-SC 1.1 x 10-7 -6.959

H-6a 7.8 x 10-; -4.108
H-6b 8.1x10- -4.092
H-6c 7.8 x 10-5 -4. 108

H-7b 1.2 x 10-3 -2.921

H-8b 7.2 x 10-6 -5.143

H-9b 1.8 x 10-4 -3.745

H-10b 7.5 x 10-8 -7.125

H-11b3 1.1 x 10-5 -4.959

H-12 4.5 x 10-8 -7.347

DOE-1 3.6 x 10-5 -4.444

OOE-2 3.9 x 10-5 -4.409

P-14 2.5 x 10-4 -3.602

P-15 8.9 x 10-8 -7.051

P-17 1.8 x 10-6 -5.745

P-18 2.1 x 10-9 -8.678

Oat.

Checked by

Revisions

Date

Oat.
Transmissi vity of the Culebra Dolomi te

INrtlLl\ Technologies Table 3.5a
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Transmissivity Of The Culebra Dolomite

Observation
log [m2/s]Well [m2/s]

WIPP-25 2.9 x 10-4 -3.538
WIPP-26 1.3 x 10-3 -2.886
WIPP-27 7.0 x 10-4 -3.155
WIPP-28 1.9 x 10-5 -4.721
WIPP-29 1.1 x 10-3 -2.959
WIPP-30 3.2 x 10-7 -6.495

Drawn by Date

Checked by Date Transmissivity of the Culebra Dolomite
Revisions Date

I~t1L1\ Technologies Table 3.5b
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,-
Raw Non-Directional Semi-Variogram:

Distance

interval
(km)

Midpoint

(km)

Number of

Pairs

Y

(constant drift)

o - 3.5 2.286

3.5 - 5.0 4.355

5.0 - 6.5 5.170

6.5 - 10.0 7.991
10.0 - 12.5 10.792

12.5 - 15.0 13.595

15.0 - 20.0 17.022

> 20.0 22.871

55 0.9053
46 2.1140

48 2.3138

104 2.3509

46 2.5038

51 3.6583

51 2.8385

28

Theoretical Semi-Variogram: Consistency Check:

Type : exponential

: Y(h =< 0) =< 0

Y(h > 0) = w( 1 -h/a
: - e ) + c

w : 2.05
a : 1.30 km

c : 0.0

Kriged Average Error : 0.066

Kriged Mean Square Error: 1.403

Reduced Mean Square Error: 1.007

Range :

Sill :
Nugget:

Drawn by

Checked by

Revisions

3.9 km C3a)
2.05 (w + c)
o~o (c)

Date

Date

Date

Results of the Semi-Variogram Analysis
(Culebra Transmissivities)

INr~ Technologies Table 3.6
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Elevation Of The
Culebra Dolomite Freshwater

Observation Center Head
Well [m.a.s.l.] [m.a.s.l.]

H-1 825.8 921.6
H-2b 836.0 923.6
H-3bl 824.9 917.3
H-4b 861.9 913.2
H-5b 791.6 934.4
H-6b 832.3 932.2
H-7b 886.1 912.3
H-8b 862.6 911. 5
H-9b 836.0 906.9
H-I0b 704.6 920.0
H-ll* 811.7 911.1
H-12 788.6 912.0
DOE-l 802.1 913.7
DOE-2 787.4 934.0
P-14 846.2 927.4
P-15 879.5 917.4
P-17 842.4 911.2
WIPP-25 838.8 930.3
WIPP-26 900.4 918.8
WIPP-27 874.6 940.7
WIPP-28 888.2 933.2
WIPP-29 899.0 905.6
WIPP-30 848.1 929.4

* Average values from H-l1bl, H-llb2, and H-llb3

Drown by Dote

Checked by

Revisions

Dote

Dote

Best Estimate of the Undisturbed
Freshwater Heads in the Culebra Dolomite

INrtILl\ Technologies Table 3.7
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Drawn by

Checked by

Revisions

Date

Date

Date

Well Or:' Density

Hydr:'opad [g/ cm 3 ]

H-1 1 .020

H-2 1 .010

H-3 1 .040

H-4 1 .01 5

H-S 1 . 100

H-6 1 .040

H-7 1 .000

H-8 1 .000

H-9 1 .000

H-10 1 .045

H-11 1 .085

H-12 1 .095

DOE-1 1 .090

DOE-2 1 .040

P-14 1 .01 5

P-15 1 .015

P-17 1 .060

p-18 1 .090

WIPP-25 1 .01 0

WIPP-26 1 .01 0

WIPP-27 1 .090

WIPP-28 1 .035

WIPP-29 1 .21 5

WIPP-30 1 .020

Best Estimate of the Undisturbed Fonnation
Water:' Densities in the Culebra Dolomite

INrtILl\ Technologies Table 3.8
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Grid Block Grid Block Freshwater Density Formation Brine
Index* Elevation** Head Pressure Concentration

[m a.s.l.] [m a.s.l.] [g/cm3] [kPa] ***

1, 1 889.0 912.2 1.000 328.8 0.000
2, 1 884.5 911 ;8 1.000 369.0 0.000
3, 1 884.0 911.2 1.010 368.1 0.010
4, 1 884.0 910.9 1.010 365.1 0.010
5, 1 884.0 910;3 1.020 359;2 0.020

6, 1 879.0 909.7 1.030 402.4 0.030
7, 1 869.0 909.3 1.040 496.5 0.040
8, 1 861;0 909.0 1.050 572.0 0;050
9, 1 856.0 908.8 1;050 619.1 0.050

10, 1 853.0 908.6 1;050 646.6 0;050

11 , 1 850.0 908.4 1.060 674.0 0.060
12, 1 846.0 908.2 1.060 711 .3 0;060
13, 1 843.0 908.0 1.060 738.8 0.060
14, 1 840.0 908.0 1.060 768.2 0.060
15, 1 838.0 907.9 1.070 786.8 0.070

16, 1 836.0 907.9 1.070 806.4 0.070
17, 1 834.0 907.9 1.070 826.0 0.070
18, 1 832.0 907.9 1.070 845.6 0.070
19, 1 829.0 908.0 1.070 876.0 0.070
20, 1 824.0 908.8 1.080 932.9 0.080

21 , 1 820.0 909.2 1.080 976.1 0.080
22, 1 817.0 909.8 1.080 1011 .4 0.080
23, 1 814.0 910;0 1.090 1042.8 0.090
24, 1 810;0 910.2 1.090 1083.9 0.090
25, 1 804;0 910.4 1.090 1144.7 0.090

26, 1 799.0 910.7 1.090 1196.7 0.090
27, 1 789.0 911 ;0 1.100 1297.7 0.100
28, 1 779.0 91 L5 1.105 1400.7 0.105
29, 1 767.0 912.0 1.105 1523.3 o~ 105
1,32 849.0 934.2 1;020 936.8 0.020

* Grid Block 1, 1 : South-west Corner
Grid Block 29,1: South-east Corner

** Corresponds to the center of the grid blocks
*** See explanation for model calculation of formation-water densities

(section 5.3.1)
Drawn by Date

Checked by Date Initial Boundary Conditions
Revisions Date
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Grid Block Grid Block Freshwater Density Formation Brine
Index Elevation Head

[g/cm:3]
Pressure Concentration

[m a.s.l.] [m a.s.l.] [kPa]

2,32 843.0 934.5 1.030 998.6 0.030
3,32 842.0 934~8 1.040 1011 .4 0.040
4,32 841~0 934.5 1.040 1018~2 0.040
5,32 833.0 934.0 1.040 1091 .8 0.040
6,32 828.0 933~8 1~040 1138~ 9 0.040

7,32 819.0 933.8 1.040 1227. 1 0.040
8,32 810.0 934~2 1.040 1319.3 0.040
9,32 806~0 934.3 1.040 1359.5 0.040

10,32 802.0 934~4 1.040 1399.7 0.040
11 ,32 798.0 934~5 1~040 1439.9 0.040

12,32 794.0 934.6 1.040 1480.1 0.040
13,32 792.0 934~7 1.040 1500.7 0.040
14,32 790.0 934.8 1.040 1521 .3 0.040
15,32 788~0 934.9 1.050 1541 .9 0.050
16,32 788.0 935~0 1.050 1542.9 0.050

17 ,32 788.0 935.0 1.050 1542.9 0.050
18,32 788.0 935~0 1.050 1542 ~ 9 0.050
19,32 787.0 935~0 1.060 1552.7 0.060
20,32 787.0 935~0 1.060 1552.7 0.060
21,32 787.0 935.0 1.070 1552.7 0.070

22,32 787.0 935.0 1.070 1552.7 0.070
23,32 787~0 935~0 1~080 1552.7 0~080

24,32 788~0 935.0 1~080 1542.9 0.080
25,32 789.0 935~0 1~090 1533 ~ 1 0.090
26,32 793~0 935.0 1.090 1493.9 0.090

27,32 798.0 935.0 1.100 1444.8 0.100
28,32 806.0 935.0 1.105 1366.4 0.105
29,32 813.0 935~0 1.105 1297.7 0.105

1, 2 889.0 913.7 1~OOO 343.5 0.000
1, 3 894.0 914.4 1.000 301.4 0.000

1, 4 894.0 915.2 1.000 309.2 0.000
1, 5 894.0 916.0 1.010 317. 1 0.010
1, 6 893.0 916.5 1.010 331 .8 0.010

Drawn by Date

Checked by Date Initial Boundary Conditions
Revisions Date
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Grid Block Grid Block Freshwater Density Formation Brine
Index Elevation Head

[g/cm3J
Pressure Concentration

[m a.s.1. J [m a.s.1.J [kPaJ

1, 7 893.0 917 .0 1.010 336.7 0.010
1, 8 892.0 917.5 1.010 351.4 0.010
1, 9 891.0 918.4 1~01 0 370.0 0.010
1,10 890.0 919.0 1.010 385.7 0.010
1, 11 889.0 919.7 1.010 402~4 0.010

1,12 886.0 920.8 1.010 442.6 0.010
1,13 883.0 922~0 1.010 483.8 0.010
1,14 881 .0 923.0 1.010 513.2 0;010
1,15 879.0 923.8 1.010 540.7 0.010
1, 16 876;0 924.3 1.010 575.0 0.010

1,17 874.0 925.5 1.010 606.4 0.010
1, 18 872;0 925.8 1.010 628.9 0.010
1, 19 870~0 926;2 1.010 652.5 0;010
1,20 868;0 926.8 1.010 678.0 0.010
1,21 866;0 927.0 1.010 699.5 0.010

1,22 864.0 927.3 1.010 722.1 0.010
1,23 862.0 927.6 1.010 744.6 0.010
1,24 859~0 928.0 1.010 778.0 0.010
1,25 855.0 928.5 1.010 822.1 0.010
1,26 849.0 929.0 1.010 885.8 0.010

1,27 844.0 929.6 1.010 940.8 0.010
1,28 843.0 930.3 1.010 957.4 0.010
1,29 843.0 930.7 1.010 961.4 0.010
1,30 843.0 931;3 1.020 967.2 0.020
1,31 844.0 932.5 1.020 969.2 0.020

29, 2 768.0 914.0 1.105 1533. 1 0.105
29, 3 770.0 916.0 1.105 1533.1 0.105
29, 4 774.0 918~0 1.105 1513.5 0.105
29, 5 777~0 920.0 1.105 1503.7 0.105
29, 6 777.0 921.0 1.105 1513.5 0.105

29, 7 778.0 921.5 1.105 1508.6 0.105
29, 8 778;0 923.0 1.105 1523.3 0.105
29, 9 778.0 924.0 1.105 1533.1 0.105

Drawn by Date

Checked by Date Initial Boundary Conditions
Revisions Date
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Grid Block Grid Block Freshwater Density Formation Brine
Index Elevation Head Pressure Concentration

[m a.s.l.] [m a.s.l.] [g/cm3] [kPa]

29,10 778.0 925.0 1.105 1542.9 0.105
29,11 777.5 925.5 1.105 1552.7 0.105
29,12 777;0 926.5 1.105 1567.4 0.105
29,13 777.0 927.0 1.105 1572.3 0.105
29,14 776.0 927.5 1.105 1587.0 0.105
29,15 776;0 928.2 1.105 1593;9 0; 105
29,16 777.0 928.8 1; 105 1599.8 0.105

29,17 777.0 929.2 1.105 1593.9 0.105
29,18 777;0 929;6 1.105 1597.8 0.105
29,19 777.0 930.0 1.105 1601 .7 0.105
29,20 778.0 930;3 1.105 1594;9 0.105

29,21 778.0 930.7 1.105 1598.8 0.105
29,22 779.0 931 .0 1.105 1591 .9 0.105
29,23 779.0 931.3 1.105 1594.9 0.105
29,24 780;0 931.8 1.105 1590;0 0.105
29,25 783.0 932.4 1.105 1566.4 0.105

29,26 786.0 933.0 1.105 1542.9 0.105
29,27 788.0 933.8 1.105 1531 •1 0.105
29,28 790.0 934 ~ 1 1.105 1514.4 0.105
29,29 792;0 934;2 1.105 1495.8 0.105
29,30 796.0 934.3 1.105 1457 ;6 0.105

29,31 802.0 934.5 1.105 1400.7 0.105

Drawn by Date

Checked by Date Initial Boundary Conditions
Revisions Date
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Observation
Well

H-1
H-2b2
H-3b1
H-4b
H-5b**

Elevation Of The
Culebra Dolomite

Center
[m.a.s.l.]

825.8
835.4
824.9
861.9
791.6

Freshwater
Head

October 1985
[m.a.s.l.]

909.4
916.5
909.2
911.9
934.4

Difference To
Undisturbed

Heads
[m]

-12.2
-7.1*
-8.1
-1.3
±O.O

H-6c
H-7b
H-8b
H-9b
H-10b

H-11****
H-12
OOE-1
OOE-2
P-14

P-15
P-17
WIPP-25
WIPP-26
WIPP-27

WIPP-28
WIPP-29
WIPP-30

832.4 932.3
886.1 912.2
862.6 911.5
836.0 906.3

no data available from October 1985

811.7 910.7
788.6 910.9
802.1 910.6

no data available from October 1985
846.2 927.4

879.5 916.8
842.4 910.3
838.8 930.3
900.4 918.7
874.6 940.7

888.2 933.2
899.0 905.6
848.1 929.1

+0.1***
-0.1
±O.O
-0.6

-0.4
-1.1
-3.1

±O.O

-0.6
-0.9
±O.O
-0.1
±O.O

±O.O
±O.O
-0.3

*
**

***

****

Drown by

Difference in freshwater head compared to H-2b (Table 3.7).

H-5b water-level measurement taken prior to water-quality
sampling (August 20-28, 1985) was utilized

Difference in freshwater head compared to H-6b

Average values from H-11b1, H-11b2, and H-11b3

Dote

Checked by

Revisions

Dote

Dote

Freshwater Heads in the Culebra
Dolomite in October 1985
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Observed Calculated
Observation Freshwater Freshwater Squared

Well Head Head Difference Diffe2ence
[m a.s.l.] [m a.s.l.] [m] [m ]

H-1 921.6 926.35 +4.75* 22.56*

H-2b 923.6 927.94 +4.34 18.83

H-3 917.3 923.26 +5.96 35.48

H-4b 913.2 917.78 +4.58 20.94

H-5b 934.4 934.28 -0.12 0.02

H-6b 932.2 933.00 +0.80 0.64

H-7b 912.3 911 .95 -0.36 0.13

H-11 911 .1 921.97 +10.87 118.20

H-12 912.0 914.46 +2.46 6.03

DOE-1 913.7 923.64 +9.94 98.73

DOE-2 934.0 934.56 +0.57 0.32

P-14 927.4 928.37 +0.97 0.94

P-15 917.4 919.12 +1.72 2.96

P-17 911 .2 916.06 +4.86 23.60

SUM :

MEAN:

+51.32

+3.67

349.36
24.95

* Note: Last figure of reported values is rounded.

square root of the squared difference does

the reported difference.

Therefore, the

not exactly equal

OatsDrawn by
~--~--------+---------~ The Difference Between the Calculated and
I-C_h_sC_kS_d.....;by:-- +-Da_ts --I the Measured Freshwater Heads for the
~R_e_vis_io_n_s------~_D_m_s------~Initial Steady-State Model Under Undisturbed

Conditions

INrtILl\ Technologies Table 4.1
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Observation
Well

Observed
Freshwater

Head
[m a.s.1.]

Calculated
Freshwater

Head
[m a.s.1.]

Difference
[m]

Squared
Diffe~ence

[m ]

H-1 921.6 921.45 -0.15* 0.02*
H-2b 923.6 924.10 +0.50 0.25
H-3 917.3 917.14 -0.16 0.03
H-4b 913.2 913.33 +0.13 0.02

H-5b 934.4 934.37 -0.03 0.01
H-6b 932.2 932.66 +0.46 0.21
H-7b1 912.3 911. 96 -0.34 0.11
H-11 911 . 1 911.98 +0.88 0.77
H-12 912.0 911. 85 -0.15 0.02

OOE-1 913.7 914.22 +0.52 0.27

OOE-2 934.0 934.58 +0.58 0.33 ,

:

P-14 927.4 927.91 +0.51 0.26

P-15 917.4 017.89 +0.49 0.24

P-17 911.2 910.26 -0.94 0.89

SUM :

MEAN :

+2.30
+0.16

3.43
0.25

* Note: Last figure of reported values is rounded. Therefore, the
square root of the squared difference does not exactly equal
the reported difference.

Drawn by Date
1---..:.--------l------IThe Difference Between the Calculated and
...C_hecke_d_by ----l_D_at_e -Ithe Measured Freshwater Heads for the
...R_e_vl_SIO_"_s ----i_D_at_e -I Pressure-Calibrated Steady-State Model

Under Undisturbed Conditions
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Grid Block Grid Block Freshwater Density Formation Brine
Index* Elevation** Head Pressure Concentration

[m a.s.l.] [m a.s.l.] [g/cm3] [kPa] ***

1, 1 889.0 912.2 1.000 328.8 0.000
2, 1 884~5 911 .8 1.000 369.0 0.000
3, 1 884.0 911 .2 1.010 368.1 0.010
4, 1 884~0 910.9 1.010 365.1 0.010
5, 1 884.0 910~3 1.020 359.2 0.020

6, 1 879.0 909.7 1.030 402.4 0.030
7, 1 869.0 909.3 1.040 496.5 0.040
8, 1 861.0 909.0 1.050 572.0 0.050
9, 1 856~0 908~7 1.050 618.1 0.050

10, 1 853~0 908.3 1.050 643.6 0.050

11 , 1 850.0 908.0 1.060 670.1 0.060
12, 1 846.0 907.7 1.060 706.4 0.060
13, 1 843.0 907 ;3 1.060 731.9 0.060
14, 1 840;0 907.0 1.060 758.4 0.060
15, 1 838~0 907.0 1.070 778.0 0.070

16, 1 836.0 907.0 1.070 797.6 0.070
17, 1 834;0 907.0 1.070 817.2 0.070
18, 1 832~0 907.0 1.070 836.8 0.070
19, 1 829.0 907.0 1.070 866.2 0.070
20, 1 824.0 907.5 1.080 920.2 0.080

21 , 1 820.0 908.0 1.080 964.3 0.080
22, 1 817 .0 908~5 1.080 998.6 0.080
23, 1 814~0 909.0 1.090 1032.9 0;090
24, 1 810~0 909~5 1.090 1077.1 0.090
25, 1 804.0 910.0 1.090 1140~8 0.090

26, 1 799.0 910.5 1.090 1194.8 0.090
27, 1 789.0 911 .0 1.100 1297.7 0.100
28, 1 779~0 911 .5 1.100 1400.7 0.100
29, 1 767~0 912.0 1.100 1523.3 o~ 100
1,32 849.0 934.2 1.005 936.8 0~005

* Grid Block 1, 1 : South-west Corner
Grid Block 29,1: South-east Corner

** Corresponds to the center of the grid blocks
*** See explanation for model calculation of formation-water densities

(section 3.3.1)
Drawn by Date

Checked by Date Density-Calibrated Boundary Conditions
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Grid Block Grid Block Freshwater Density Formation Brine
Index Elevation Head Pressure Concentration

[m a.s.l.] [m a.s.l.] [g/cm3] [kPa]

2,32 843.0 934.5 1.005 998.6 0.005
3,32 842.0 934.8 1~007 1011 .4 0.007
4,32 841 .0 934.5 1.007 1018.2 0.007
5,32 833.0 934.0 1~039 1091 ~ 8 0.039
6,32 828~0 933.8 1.007 1138~ 9 0.007

7,32 819.0 933.8 1.007 1227.1 0.007
8,32 810.0 934.2 1.017 1319.3 0.017
9,32 806.0 934.3 1~017 1359.5 0.017

10,32 802.0 934.4 1.017 1399 ~ 7 0.017
11 ,32 798.0 934.5 1~017 1439.9 0.017

12,32 794.0 934.6 1.017 1480.1 0.017
13,32 792.0 934~7 1.017 1500.7 0.017
14,32 790.0 934.8 1.017 1521 ~ 3 0.017
15,32 788~0 934.9 1~017 1541 .9 0.017
16,32 788.0 935.0 1.017 1542.9 0.017

17,32 788.0 935.0 1.035 1542.9 0.035
18,32 788.0 935.0 1.060 1542.9 0.060
19,32 787.0 935.0 1.085 1552.7 0.085
20,32 787~0 935.0 1.085 1552.7 0;085
21,32 787.0 935~0 1~085 1552.7 0.085

22,32 787.0 935.0 1.085 1552.7 0.085
23,32 787.0 935.0 1~085 1552.7 0.085
24,32 788.0 935;0 1~085 1542.9 0.085
25,32 789~0 935.0 1~085 1533. 1 0~085

26,32 793.0 935.0 1.085 1493.9 0.085

27,32 798.0 935.0 1.100 1444.8 0.100
28,32 806.0 935.0 1.100 1366.4 0.100
29,32 813~0 935.0 1.100 1297.7 0.000

1, 2 889.0 913.7 1.000 343~5 0.000
1, 3 894~0 914.4 1.000 301.4 0.000

1, 4 894.0 915.2 1.000 309.2 0.000
1, 5 894.0 916.0 1.000 317 ~ 1 0.000
1, 6 893.0 916.5 1.000 331 .8 0.000

Drawn by Date

Checked by Date Density-Calibrated Boundary Conditions
Revisions Date
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Grid Block Grid Block Freshwater Density Formation Brine
Index Elevation Head

[g/cm3]
Pressure Concentration

[m a.s.l.] [m a.s.l.] [kPa]

1, 7 893.0 917.0 1.000 336.7 0.000
1, 8 892.0 917.5 1.000 351.4 0.000
1, 9 891.0 918.4 1.000 370.0 0.000
1,10 890~0 919~0 1~OOO 385.7 0.000
1, 11 889.0 919~7 1.000 402.4 0.000

1, 12 886.0 920.8 1.000 442.6 0.000
1,13 883.0 922.0 1.000 483.8 0.000
1, 14 881.0 923~0 1.000 513.2 0.000
1,15 879.0 923.8 1.000 540.7 0.000
1,16 876.0 924.3 1.000 575.0 0.000

1,17 874.0 925.5 1.000 606.4 0.000
1,18 872.0 925~8 1.000 628.9 0.000
1, 19 870.0 926.2 1.000 652.5 0.000
1,20 868.0 926.8 1~OOO 678.0 0.000
1,21 866~0 927.0 1.000 699.5 0.000

1,22 864.0 927·3 1.000 722.1 0.000
1,23 862~0 927~6 1.000 744.6 0.000
1,24 859~0 928~0 1~OOO 778.0 0.000
1,25 855.0 928.5 1.000 822.1 0.000
1,26 849.0 929.0 1.000 885.8 0.000

1,27 844.0 929.6 1.000 940.8 0.000
1,28 843~0 930~3 1~OOO 957~4 0.000
1,29 843.0 930.7 1.000 961.4 0.000
1,30 843.0 931~3 1~000 967.2 0.000
1,31 844.0 932.5 1.000 969.2 0.000

29, 2 768.0 914.0 1.100 1533. 1 0.100
29, 3 770.0 916~0 1.100 1533.1 0.100
29, 4 774.0 918~0 1.100 1513~5 0.100
29, 5 777~0 920.0 1 ~ 100 1503.7 0.100
29, 6 777.0 921~0 1.100 1513~5 0.100

29, 7 778.0 921 .5 1.100 1508.6 0.100
29, 8 778;0 923.0 1.100 1523.3 0.100
29, 9 778.0 924~0 1.100 1533. 1 0.100

Drown by Dote

Checked by Dote Density-Calibrated Boundary Conditions
Revisions Dote
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Grid Block Grid Block Freshwater Density Formation Brine
Index Elevation Head

[g/cm3]
Pressure Concentration

[m a.s.l.] [m a.s.l.] [kPa]

29,10 778.0 925.0 1.100 1542.9 0.100
29,11 777.5 925~5 1.100 1552.7 0.100
29,12 777.0 926~5 1.100 1567.4 0.100
29,13 777.0 927~0 1.100 1572.3 0.100
29,14 776~0 927~5 1.100 1587.0 0.100
29,15 776.0 928~2 1.100 1593.9 0.100
29,16 776.0 928~8 1.100 1599.8 0.100

29,17 777.0 929.2 1.100 1593.9 0.100
29,18 777~0 929~6 1.100 1597.8 0.100
29,19 777~0 930~0 1.100 1601 .7 0.100
29,20 778~0 930~3 1 ~ 100 1594.9 0.100

29,21 778.0 930.7 1.100 1598.8 0.100
29,22 779.0 931~0 1.100 1591 .9 0.100
29,23 779~0 931~3 1 ~ 100 1594.9 0.100
29,24 780~0 931.8 1 ~ 100 1590.0 0.100
29,25 783.0 932.4 1 ~ 100 1566.4 0.100

29,26 786.0 933.0 1.100 1542.9 0.100
29,27 788.0 933.8 1.100 1531.1 0.100
29,28 790.0 934~ 1 1.100 1514.4 0.100
29,29 792.0 934.2 1.100 1495.8 0.100
29,30 796.0 934.3 1 ~ 100 1457.6 0.100

29,31 802.0 934.5 1.100 1400.7 0.100

Drawn by Date

Checked by Date Density-Calibrated Boundary Conditions
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Observation
Well

Observed
Freshwater

Head
[m a. s.l.]

Calculated
Freshwater

Head
[m a.s.l.]

Difference
[m]

Squared
Diffe~ence

[m ]

H-1 921.6 921 . 14 -0.46* 0.21*

H-2b 923.6 924.08 +0.48 0.23

H-3 917.3 917.34 -0.97 0.93

H-4b 913.2 913.92 -0.28 0.07

H-5b 934.4 934.29 -0.11 0.01

H-6b 932.2 932.57 +0.37 0.13

H-7b1 912.3 911 .96 -0.34 0.12

H-11 911 .1 912.17 +1 .08 1.16

H-12 912.0 911 .71 -0.29 0.08

DOE-1 913.7 913.93 +0.23 0.05

DOE-2 934.0 934.21 +0.21 0.05

P-14 927.4 927.67 +0.27 0.07

P-15 917.4 017.96 +0.56 0.32

P-17 911 .2 910.13 -1 .065 1. 14

SUM :

MEAN:

-0.31

+0.02

4.57

0.33

* Note: Last figure of reported values is rounded. Therefore, the
square root of the squared difference does not exactly equal
the reported difference.

Drawn by Date
~--~--------+---------~ The Difference Between the Calculated and

Checked by Date the Measured Freshwater Heads for the
~Re_v_isi_on_S +-D~ate~ ~ Density-Calibrated Steady-State Model Under

Undisturbed Conditions
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Freshwater Heads* in Thickness*
the the of the

Magenta Culebra Head Tamarisk Hydrauli c**
Dolanite Dolanite Difference Member Gradient

Well [m.a.s.1. ] [m .a.s.1.] [m] [m] [m/m]

H-1 962.6 920.5 42.1 26.5 1.6

H-2 959.5 924.5 35.0 24.4 1.4

H-3 961.6 914.4 47.2 26.8 1.8

H-4 959.2 913.2 46.0 29.3 1.6

H-6 932.4 933.0 -0.06 28.3 -0.002

WIPP-25 931.2 929.9 1.3 36.3 0.036

* Data taken fran Mercer, 1983.

** Assuming constant density.

Drawn by

Checked by

Revisions

Date

Date

Date
The Hydraulic Gradient in the Tamarisk
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~ell Depth
(m)

Helium Porosity
Initial Rerun
Value Value

% %

Horizontal
Permeabili ty

(md)

Vertical
Permeabil i ty

(md)

H-2b

H-2b

H-2b

192.0

192.0

192.0

14. 1

11.5

6.6 (7.3)*

2.80 0.02 0.02

<0.1 ;
Klp= 0.008

0.02;

Klp=0.0085

~-2b

[l-2b

193.8-193.9

194.3

16.5

11.8

(14.2) 2.78

2.81

0.01

H-2b

H-3b2

H-3b2

H-3b3

H-3b3
H-3b3

H-3b3
H-4b

H-4b
H-6b

H-6b
H-6b

H-6b

195.0-195.1

207.6

210.1

204.6-204.7

204.7-204.8

210.1

210.3-210.5

156.4

157.6-157.7
187.2-187.3

187.4-187.5

187.8

**191.4-195.1

7.0
18.8

16.8

18.5

20.9
24.4

21.3

29.7

19.5
10.8

11.6

10.7

25.5

(13.6)
(20.2)

(11.3)
(17.4)

(19.5)

(24.1)

(19.6)

(22.0)

(20.4)

2.78
2.84

2.79

2.83

2.82

2.82

2.84

2.85

2.84

2.83

2.83

2.83
2.86

0.19

10.0

2.1

0.05

0.08

0.04

0.37
4.2 (4.5)

3.3 (4.1)

1.2

0.53 (0.47)

0.56

53.0

5.3

0.07

0.05
1. 7 (1.6)

* All numbers in parentheses refer to rerun values and samples as presented
in Core Laboratories (1986b)

** Exact depth unknown due to core loss. Sample depth shows range of
possible depths
Klp= Klinkenberg permeability determination

Drawn by Date

Checked by Date Summary Table of Porosi ty and Permeabil i ty as
.-----------------~------------~Determined By Core Laboratories for Selected

Revisions Date
1----------------+-------------1 Samples From the WIPP Si te.
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Parameter

Solute free-water

Tracer
m-TFMB

7.4 x 10-10

PFB

7.2 x 10-10

diffusion coefficient (m 2/s)

(includes porosity and tortuosity)

Tortuosity

Matrix-block length (m)

Longitudinal dispersivity (m)

Fracture porosity

Matrix porosity

0.15 0.45 0.15 0.45

1.2 2.1 0.25 0.44

3.0 1.5

1.9 x 10-3 1.9 x 10- 3

0.2 0.2

Draw,! by Date

Checked by Date SUI11JlB.ry of Best-Fit Input Parameters for
I---=--------+-D-at-e----Im-TFMB and PFB Breakthrough Curves at the

Revisions
t---------t------tH-3 Hydropad (after Kelley and Pickens, 1986)
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Well S w Refer'ence

H-3b1 1. 94 x 10-6 -7.7 2.4 x 10-7 0.25 Beauheim, in

*H-3b2 1.83 x 10-6 -8.1 1.1 x 10-7 0.03 pr'epar-ation

H-3b3 1.94 x 10-6 -8.1 1.1 x 10-7 0.03

H-3b1 3.23 x 10-6 -7.3 4.6 x 10-7 0.25 Beauheim, in

H-3b2 3.23 x 10-6 -7.6 2.5 x 10-7 0.25 prepar'ation

*H-3b3 3.12 x 10-6 -7.8 1.7x 10-7 0.071

*OOE-2 -4.7 8.27 x 10-8 0.10 Beauheim, 1986

* Pumping well dUr'ing test

T =

S =

A =

w =

Tr'ansmi ssi vi t y

Well bor'e skin

Interpar'osity flGl coeffici ent

Dimensionless secondar'Y stor'ativity coefficient

Drawn by
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Revisions

Date

Date

Date

Summar-yof Double-Por'osity Hydraulic
Par'ameter's for' the Culebr'a Dolomite
at the WIPP Site
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Primary Medi un

Hydraulic Conductivity

Porosity

Compressibility

Matrix Block Length

Secondary Medi urn

Porosi ty

Compressi bility

Fracture Spacing

2.63 x 10-10 rnls

0.2
6.81 X 10-10 rn 2fN

2 rn

2 X 10-3

7.57 X 10-9 m2/N

2 rn

Drawn by

Checked by

Revisions

Date

Date

Date

Base Case SWIFT II Double-Porosity
Model Input Parameters
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--
1" (s)
e

<Pm

0.1 0.2 0.3

0.5 2775 5550 8325

YJ..m 1.0 11100 22201 33299

(m) 2.0 44399 88802 133195

4.0 177596 355208 532779

Matrix porosity range <Pm = 0.1 to 0.3

Matri x block length range Lm = 1 to 8 m

Calculations assune:

Hydraulic conductivity of the matrix = 2.63 x 10-10 mls

Average reservoir fluid density = 1.05 g/om3

Drawn by

Checked by

Revisions

Date

Date

Date

Calculation of Matrix Time Constants
for a Range of Matrix Porosi ti es and
Block Half Lengths
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YJ..m

(m)

0.5

1

2

4

2.6 x 10-10

5550

22201

88802

355208

Km(m/s)

2.6 x 10-9

555

2220

8880

35521

2.6 x 10-8

55

222

888

3552

2.6 x 10-7

5

22

89

355

Matrix hydraulic conductivity range Km = 2.6 x 10-10 to 2.6 x 10-7 mls

Matrix block length range Lm = 1 to 8 m

Calculations assune:

Matrix porosity

Average reservoir fluid density

= 0.2

= 1.05 g/an3

Drawn by

Checked by

Revisions

Date

Date

Date

Calculation of Matrix Time Constants
for a Range of Matrix Hydraulic
Conducti vi ti es and Block Hal f Lengths
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Drawn by

1 (s)
e

I

Cr

6.8 x 10-11 6.8 x 10-10 6.8 x 10-9

0.5 2550 5550 35546

YJ..m 1.0 10201 22201 142183

(m) 2.0 40805 88802 568731

4.0 163219 355208 2274925

Primary-medium compressibility range C~ = 6.8 x 10-11 to

6.8 x 10-9 m2/N

Matrix block length range Lm = 1 to 8 m

Calculations assune:

Hydraulic conductivity of the matrix = 2.63 x 10-10 m/s

Average reservoir fluid density = 1.05 g/om3

Date

Checked by

Revisions

Date

Date

Calculation of Matrix Time Constants for a
Range of Primary-Medium Compressibilities
and Matrix Block Half Lengths
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APPENDIX A: NOTATION FOR SECTION 3.1

A.1 ROMAN SYMBOLS

B viscosity parameter

Cc coefficient for increase in fluid density with increasing brine

content

cp specific heat of the fluid

cpR specific heat of the rock (single porosity) or of the fracture

fill material (dual porosity)

C~R specific heat of the rock matrix

~ compressibility of the pores (single porosity) or of the

fractures (dual porosity)

1R compressibility of the matrix porosity

coefficient of thermal expansion

ow compressibility of the fluid

,
C concentration of a given component within the rock matrix

C concentration of inert contaminant

C' concentration of inert contaminant within the rock matrix

CI injected brine concentration

Cr concentration of radioactive (trace) components

A-1



C' concentration for radioactive (tracer) components for localr
(matrix) system

o dispersion/diffusion coefficient

o dispersion/diffusion tensor

0' dispersion coefficient within the rock matrix

Om molecular diffusion

0' molecular diffusion within the rock matrixm

0' molecular diffusion wi thin the rock matrix at the referencemo
temperat ure

§X dispersion or conduction/dispersion tensor for heat (X = H),

brine (X = C) or radionuclide (X = C) within the global system

EX dispersion or conduction/dispersion coefficient for heat

(X = H), brine (X = C) or radionuclide (X = C) within the local

(rock-matrix) system

g acceleration of gravity

gc uni ts conversion factor equal to g for the English system and

equal to unity for the 31 system

H fluid enthalpy

H' fluid enthalpy within the rock matrix

HI enthalpy of injected fluid

i,j x, y or z Cartesian coordinate indices
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I unit tenso~
'"

k permeability tenso~ fo~ the global system

k' permeability coefficient fo~ the local (mat~ix) system

kd~ equilib~iLm1 adso~ption dist~ibution coefficient fo~ the ~ock

mat~ix and ~adionuclide ~

krs p~oduct of b~anching ~adio and daughte~-pa~ent mass fraction

heat conductivity

K heat conducti vi ty tenso~ fo~ fluid and ~ock (single po~osity)=m
o~ fluid and f~acture-fill mate~ial (dual po~osity)

K' heat conducti vity of fluid and rock fo~ the ~ock mat~ix
m

K' equilib~iLm1 ~eta~dation facto~ fo~ the matrix and
r

~adionuclide r

N numbe~ of ~adionuclide parent components

p pressu~e

p' p~essu~e in the local (mat~ix) system

Po ~efe~ence p~essu~e for system. ini tial p~essu~e fo~ the

unsteady-state aquifer model and aquifer boundary condition for

the steady-state aquifer model

q rate of fluid withdrawal
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R

R'
C

t

T

T'

sink/source other than a well for fluid (X

brine (X = C) and radionuclide (X = r)

radionuclide source due to waste lea hing

subscript for radionuclide

subscript for rock

brine source rate due to salt dissolution

fluid source rate due to salt dissolution

time

temperature

temperature within the rock matri x

reference temperature

\-J), heat (X H) ,

u

u

u'

u'

,
U

reference temperature of system, interface temperature between

system and over/underburden and surface temperature for

radi ati on model

Darcy flux vector

magni tude of ~

Darcy flux vector for the local (matrix) system

magni tude of ~'

mass-specific internal energy of the flui d wi thin the rock

matri x
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UR mass-specific internal energy of the rock (single porosi ty) or

of the fracture-fill material (dual porosity)

UR mass-specific internal energy of the rock matrix (dual

porosi ty)

Uo mass-specific internal energy of the fluid at reference fluid

condi tions

W solid-phase concentration of component

Wr soli d-phase concentration of radionuclide r

x,y,z Cartesian coordinates
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A.2 GREEK SYMBOLS

~ longitudinal dispersivity

aL longitudinal dispersivity for the rock matrix

~ transverse dispersivity

total loss to the rock matrix for fluid eX
brine ex = c) or radionuclide eX = r)

\<1), heat ex H) ,

rx source to the rock-matrix unit for fluid ex = W), heat ex H),

brine eX = c) and radionuclide ex = r)

6' fractional change in molecular diffusi vity per degree rise in

temperature

6.. Kronecker delta
IJ

n Freundlich isotherm parameter

K Freundlich isotherm parameter

decay constant

]J viscosi ty

]J' viscosity of fluid within the rock matrix

]JR viscosity parameter

p fluid density

p' density of fluid within the rock matrix
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PI fluid density at reference temperat ure and pressure and unit

brine conentration

PN fluid density at reference temper-at ure and pressure and zero

brine concentration

PR formation density

Po fluid density for the initial conditions

<I> porosity

<1>' porosity of rock matrix

<1>0 porosity at the reference pressure

<l>b porosity of rock m~trix at the reference temperature
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A.3 SUBSCRIPTS

C brine

H heat or enthalphy

r radioactive component

s parent radionuclide component

W water or fluid

x generalized subscript denoting fluid, heat,

radionuclide

A-8
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APPENDIX B: CONVERSION FACTORS

Variable

Area

Ccmpressibility

Ccmponent mass flow rate

Ccmponent transmissibility

Concentration

Darcy velocity

Density

Diffusi vi ty

Dispersivity

Distribution coefficient

Enthalpy

Fluid transmissibility

Fluid heat capacity

Fluid mass flow rate

Half-life

Heat flow rate

Hydraulic conductivity'

Length

Mass

Porosi ty

Pressure

Rock heat capacity

Salt dissolution product

Temperature

Thennal conductivity

Thermal expansion

Thermal transmissibility

Divide

Metric Unit

m2

1/Pa

kg/s

kg/s

fraction

m/s

kg/m3

m2/s

m

m3/kg

J

kg/s

J/kg-OC

kg/s

s

J/s

m/s

m
m

kg

fraction

Pa
bar
m (water)

J/m3-oC

1/s

°C +17.78
J/m-s-oC

11°C

J/s-oC

B-1

by

0.0929
1.4504 E-4

5.2498 E-6

5.2498 E-6

1.0

3.5278 E-6

16.018

1.0753 E-6
0.3048
6.2430 E-2

1054.6
5.2498 E-6

4185.0

5.2498 E-6

3.1536 E+7
1.2206 E-6

3.5278 E-6
0.3048
1609.344

0.45359
1.0

6894.6
68.946 E-3
0.7031

67037.0

1.1574 E-5
0.5556
0.7208
1.800
0.4004

to Obtain

English Unit

ft2

1/psi

lb/d

lb/d

fraction

ft/d

lb/ft 3

ft 2/d

ft

ft 3/lb

Btu

lb/d

Btu/lb-oF

lb/d

yr

Btu!d

ftld

ft
mi

lb

fraction

psi
psi
psi
Btu/ft3_oF

1/d

Btu!ft-d-OF
1JOF

Btu! d- OF



Variable Divide

Metric Unit by
to Obtain

English Unit

Time s 86400 d

Transmissivity m2/s 1.0753 E-6 ft2/d

Viscosity Pa-s 0.001 cp (centipoise)

Volume m3 0.02832 ft 3

Waste concentration kg/m3 16.018 Ib/ft3

Well flow rate m3/s 3.2774 E-7 ft 3/d

l/min 3.7854 gal/min

lis 15.850 gal/min

Well index m2/s 1.0753 E-6 ft2/ d
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APPENDIX C: TRANSMISSIVITIES OF THE CULEBRA DOLOMITE

(By G. J. Saulnier and A. Haug)

Well Test Type Repor~ed Value Source or Value used
[m Is] Reference for t~e model

[m Is]

H-1 Not Reported 8.6 x 10-8 Seward (1982) 7.5 x 10-8

Slug 7.5 x 10-8 Mercer (1983)

H-2 Not Reported 5.4 x 10-7 Seward (1982)

Slug 4.3 x 10-7 Mercer (1983) 6.0 x 10-7

Recirc. Tracer 7.5 x 10-7 Hydro Geo Chern

(mpub. estimate)

H-3 Not Reported 7.S x 10-7 Seward (1982)

Slug 2.0 x 10-5 Mercer' (1983) 4.0 x 10-6

Punping 1.8x 10-6 - 3.2 x 10-6 Beauheim (in prep.)

H-4a Pumping 9.7 x 10-7 - 1. 8 x 10-6 Gonzalez (1983) 1.4 x 10-6

H-4b Not Reported 9.2 x 10-7 Seward (1982)

Slug 9.7 x 10-7 Mercer (1983) 1.0 x 10-6

punping 3.2 x to-7 -1.9 x 10-6 Gonzalez (1983)

H-4c Pumping 4.3 x 10-7 - 1.8x 10-6 Gonzalez (1983) 1. 1 x 10-6

H-sa Punping 1.2 x 10-7 - 2.1 x 10-7 Gonzalez (1983) 1.8x 10-7

H-Sb Slug 2.1 x 10-7 Mercer (1983) 2.1 x 10-7

Punping 1.3x 10-7 - 2.6 x 10-7 Gonzalez (1983)

H-Sc Pumping 4.3 x 10-8 - 1.7 x 10-7 Gonzal ez (1 983 ) 1.1 x 10-7
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Well

H-6a

H-6b

H-6c

H-7b

H-7

H-8

H-9

H-10b

H-11

H-12

Test Type

Pumping

Punping

pumping

Punping

Pumping

punping

punping

Pumping

Pumping

Slug

Pumping

punping

Repor'~ed Value
[m Is]

7.8 x 10-5

6.7x 10-5 - 9.5 x 10-5

1 1 10-3. x
1.2 x 10-3

10- 42.5 x

1 2 10-4. x

8.7 x 10-6 - 6.6 x 10-5

Sour'ce or
Reference

Gonzalez (1983)

Mercer (1983)

Gonzalez (1983)

Mercer (1983)

IN1ERA (unpub.

estimate)

IN1ERA (unpub.

estimate)

Mercer (1983)

INTERA (unpub.

estimate)

Mercer (1983)

INTERA (unpub.

estimate)

IN1ERA (unpub.

estimate)

Value used
for' t~e model

[m Is]

8.1 x 10-5

1.8 x 10-4

7 5 10-8• x

1 1 10-5• x

OOE-1 punping Gonzalez and Hydro 3.6 x 10-5

Goo Chern (unpub. data)

DOE-2 punping Beauheim (1 986)

* preliminary result of interpretation of a 1985 pumping test (available
during compilation of transmissivity data base). EValuat~on20f a pumping
test conducted in 1986 indicates a higher value (9.6 x 10 m Is).
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Well Test Type Repor-~ed Value Sour-ce or Value used
[m Is] Reference for the model

[m 2/s]

P-14 Pumping 1.5 x 10-4 Mer-cer- (1 983) 2.5 x 10-4

Slug 3.5 x 10-4 Hydr-o Geo Chan

(1983, unpub. data)

P-15 Not Reported 1.1 x 10-1 Sewar-d (1983) 8.9 x 10-8

Slug 1.5 x 10-8 Mer-cer (1 983)

P-l1 Slug 1.1 x 10-6 Mer-cer (1983) 1.8 x 10-6

1.4x 10-6 - 3.2 x 10-6 Hydr-o Gee Chern

(1983, unpub. data)

P-18 Slug 1.1 x 10-9 Mercer (1983) 2.1 x 10-9

Pulse 3.2 x 10-9 Hydro Gee Chern

(1983, unpub. data)

WIPP-25 Punping 2.9 x 10-4 Mer-cer- (1983) 2.9 x 10-4

WIPP-26 Pumping 1.3x 10-3 Mercer (1983 ) 1.3x 10-3

WIPP-21 Punping 1.0 x 10-4 Mer-cer (1983) 1.0 x 10-4

WIPP-28 Pumping 1.9x 10-5 Mer-cer (1983) 1.9x 10-5

WIPP-29 Punping 1.1 x 10-3 Mercer (1983) 1. 1 x 10-3

WIPP-30 Slug 3.2 x 10-1 Mercer (1983 ) 3.2 x 10-1

Punping 2.2 x 10-8 Gonzalez (1983)
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Refer-ences:

Beauheim, R.L., 1986. Hydr-aulic-Test Interpretations for Well DOE-2 at

the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) site; Sandia National

Laborator-ies, SAND 86-1364.

Beau.'1eim, R. L., in pr-epar-ation. Analysis of Pumping Tests of the Culebr-a

Dolomite Conducted at the H-3 Hydropad at the Waste Isolation Pilot

Plant (WIPP) Site. Sandia National Laborator-ies, SAND86-2311.

Gonzalez, D. D., 1983. Gr-oundwater- Flow in the Rustler- Formation, Waste

Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP), Southeast New Mexico (SENM): Inter-im

Repor-t. Sandia National Labor-atories, SAND 82-1012.

INTERA: Inter-pretation of data published in:

Hydr-o Geo Chern, Inc. 1985. Hydr-ologic Data Report 111.

Sandia National Laborator-ies, Contr-actor- Report SAND 85-7206.

INTERA Technologi es, Inc., and Hydr'o Geo Chern, Inc., 1985.

Hydr-ologic Data Report 112. Sandia National Laborator-ies,

Contr-actor- Report SAND 85-7263.

INTERA Technologies, Inc., 1986. Hydrologic Data

Report 113. Sandia National Laborator-ies, Contractor- Repor-t

SAND 86-7103.
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Mercer, J. W., 1983. Geohydrology of the Proposed Waste Isolation Pilot

Plant Site, Los Medanos Area, Southeastern New Mexico. U.S.

Geological Survey Water-Resources Investigation Report 83-4016, 113 p.

Seward, P.D., 1982. Abridged Borehole Histories for the Waste Isolation

Pilot Plant (WIPP) Studies. Sandia National Laboratories,
SAND 82-0080.
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APPENDIX D: EQUIVALENT FRESHWATER ELEVATIONS

(By G. A. Freeze)

Freshwater heads are useful in identifying hydraulic gradients in aquifers

of variable density such as those existing at the WIPP site. Freshwater

head at a given point is defined as the height of a colunn of freshwater

that will balance the existing pressure at that point (Lusczynski,

1961). The freshwater column exerts a pressure, p, at that point

equi valent to:

where

p

density of the freshwater;

freshwater head.

(D.1 )

In this report, freshwater heads are indicative of heads above the center

of the Culebra dolomite and freshwater elevations are indi cati ve of

elevations above mean sea level. Freshwater elevation and freshwater head

are related by:

(D.2)

where freshwater elevation above mean sea level;

freshwater head;

elevation of the center of the Culebra dolomite above mean

sea level.

Measured water-level data can be converted to equivalent freshwater head

from knowledge of the density of the borehole fluid. The fluid pressure

in a borehole above a given datum is:

p pgh
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where P

h

average density of the borehole fluid;

fluid rolunn height above the datun.

Canbining equations D.1 and D.3 yields:

h =~
f Pf

(D.4)

If the freshwater density is assuned to be 1. 000 gl an3, then the

equivalent freshwater head is equal to the fluid colunn height the average

borehole fluid density.

Water-level data have been rollected at the WI?? site in two forms: depths

to water below top of casing measured by steel tape or electroni c sounding

devi ce, and pressure measured by downhole transducers. These data have

been collected since 1977 by the U. S. Geologi cal Survey, Hydro Geo Chern

Inc. (HOC) and INTERA Technologies, Inc.

Depth-to-water data were converted to equi valent freshwater elevation as

f 011 CfoolS:

where

(d -d ) ---P-- + Z
w c Pf c

meas ured depth to water;

depth to the center of the Culebra dol ani te;

average density of the borehole fluid.

(D.5)

Detailed fluid-density logs are required for calculating the exact average

borehole-fluid density. Because such density logs were not available for

most of the wells at the WI?? site, estimated average densi ty values were

used to calculate the freshwater elevations.

D-2



Transducer pressure data were oonverted to equi valent frestwater elevation

as follows:

where

z = -p- + (d - d ) _P- + Z
f gpf t c Pf c

p = measured transducer pressure;

dt depth to transducer;

P average density of the borehole fluid.

(D.6)

Equi valent frestwater elevations were calculated for all water-level data

and the results are plotted in Figures D.1 through D.31. Plots of wells

in close proximity to the H-3 hydropad have been annotated. The

annotations indicate testing periods that may have influenced water levels

and should aid in the interpretation of the freshwater elevations.

REFERENCE

Lusczynksi, N.J., 1961. Head and flCM of ground water of variable

density, Journal of Geophysical Research, Vol. 66, No. 12, p. 4247

4256.
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APPENDIX E: CONSISTENCY OF DENSITIES AND CHEMICAL COMPOSITIONS

OF WATER SAMPLES FROM THE CULEBRA DOLOMITE

(By A. J. Meijer, J. L. Lolcama, and F. J. Pearson)

To inteepret ground-water hydraulic and geochemical data, water density

data are required. Densities of water standing in boreholes are needed

to oonvert measured water levels to formation pressures or to fresh

water heads. Densi ti es of formation waters are necessary to support

ground-water flow modeling and to calculate molal (mol/kg H20)

concentrations of dissolved constituents from analyzed values. Water

analyses are usually reported as milligrams per liter (mg/l) solution,

while molal concentrations are required for geochemi cal equili bri urn

calcul at ions .

The densities of water samples from boreholes open to a gi ven formation

will be the same as the densi ti es of the formation water only if the

samples are not oontaminated. Contamination can result from the mixing

of formation water with drilling fluids, with fluids used in borehole

construction, and with water from other formations. Knowledge of the

extent of such contamination, if any, is required to evaluate the

oomposition and density of formation fluids for geochemical purposes, to

estimate formation pressures, and for flow-path validation to support

ground-water modeling.

Density and chemi cal analyti cal data on Culebra samples have been

eValuated for their internal consistency and for indi cations of how well

they may represent the density and chemistry of Culebra formation

waters. The evaluation procedures and oonclusions are described in the

remainder of this appendix.
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E.1 Densities of Culebra Water Samples

Table E.1 is a sunmary of measured and calculated data for water samples

fran the Culebra.

The chemical analytical data are fran Mercer (1983, Table 2) and fran

Robinson (SAND86-0917, in preparation). Additional density data on 1980

samples fran the WIPP wells 25 to 30 are fran Lambert and Robinson

(1984). The 1984 and 1985 samples were taken as part of the WIPP

Ecological Monitoring Program, and their pH values, conductivities, and

densi ties are as gi ven in Figure 10.6 of Westinghouse Electric

Corporation (1985). Undated density data were taken fran field notes

and data collected for Sandia National Laboratori es by Hydro Geo Chan,

Inc.

Two values for total dissolved solids are gi ven in Table E.1. The first

is the residue on evaporation of the sample as reported by the

analyti cal laboratory. The second is the sum of the analyzed

concentrations of individual dissolved species. Both measures of total

dissolved solids should be nearly the same in an internally consistent

analysis.

The charge balances gi ven in Table E-1 were calculated using:

Balance (%) 100 (L meq Cations
L meq Cations

meq Anions
meq Anions

where meq is millequivalents per liter solution. Because solutions are

electrically neutral, the more closely the balance of an analysis

approaches zero, the more reliable the analysis. Analyses with balances

worse than 10% (5% for the most recently collected samples) should be

used with caution.
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The reliability of densities derived from specific gravity measurements

made on water samples fran the Culebra Dolomite has been eValuated by

comparing them with densities calculated on the basis of the concen

trations of dissolved constituents in the same waters as reported in

laboratory analyses.

The approach used here in calculating densi ti es is ba'3ed on a paper by

Kunar (1986) which in turn is based on the Pitzer theory of activity

coefficients in electrolyte solutions (Pitzer, 1979). Given the

appropriate constants and coefficients, the Pitzer formalism allows the

calculation of densities of solutions of single and mixed electrolytes.

As shown in the inset in Figure E.1, the densi ties of pure solutions of

various salts (Weast, 1983) at a given mass concentration are not equal.

The densities of chloride solutions show the following density order

KCl < Nacl < MgC12< Cac1 2 for the same mass concentration. For pure

sulfate solutions, the cation or-der is the sa'TIe. However-, because of

gypsun saturation, the maximun concentration of pure caso4 solutions is

limited to approximately 1350 mg/l. The caso4 curve shown in Figure E.1

has been extrapolated to higher concentrations by maintaining a constant

rati 0 to the MgS04 curve.

The density of mixed-electrolyte solutions can be approximated by

combining the densi ties of pure salt solutions in pr-oportion to their

molal or molar concentrations to ar-ri ve at densi ti es that are generally

within 1.0 percent of measured densities. To obtain better- agreement,

the interactions among ions in solutions must be considered. The Pitzer

formalism can be used to model these inter-actions. Kunar (1986) has

shown that this approach allows densi ti es to be calculated to wi thin

0.04 percent for chloride brines.

Kunar (1986) has presented the constants and Pitzer- coefficients for

brines composed of NcCl, KCl, MgC12' and CaC12 at 20 to 40 degrees
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centigrade and 1 bar. The constants and Pitzer coefficients for the

sulfate salts are not presently available.

The apparent densities of the chloride components of the formation

waters in the Culebra at the WIPP site were calculated using Kunar's

(1986) constants and coefficients and molalities of the chloride salts

reflecting the molal cation proportions in the waters with Na+ added or

subtracted to achieve charge balance. These densities were "corrected"

for the sulfate components by a linear combination of densities of pure

sulfate soluti ons weighted by the appropri ate cation molal i ti es in the

same proportions as used for the chlori de components. The results of

these calculations are plotted against total dissolved solids in Figure

E."

The densities plotted in Figure E.l are for the temperature measured for

a gi ven sample at the WIPP site at the time of sample collection. Most

of the points plot wi thin 0.1 percent of the regression curve drawn in

Figure E.l. The slope of the hand-fitted curve decreases with

increasing total dissolved solids reflecting the changing proportions of

salts in the solutions. At low TDS values (S 20 gil), the sulfate

component is dominant and generates a relati vely steep slope starti ng

fran a Y-intercept of 0.9977 g/an3. From 20 up to approximately 160

gil, the slope is nearly constant, presunably reflecti ng the dominance

of the Nacl component and the nearly constant slope of the NaCl curve

over this range (Figure E.l). Above 160 gil the slope further decreases

in parallel with the NaCl curve. The rather limited devi ation of

indi vidual points from a smooth curve reflects the fact that the

densi ti es of pure pot assi un-sal t soluti ons are 1 ess than pure sodi um

salt solutions, while the densities of the magnesiun and calcium

solutions are greater, thus tending to cancel or balance the effects of

the non-sodium salts. Some of the deviation (up to 0.12 percent) of

points from a smooth curve results fran the range of temperature over

which the samples were collected.
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A comparison of calculated and measured densi ti es is shown graphi cally

in Figure E.2. Again, the density values plotted are for temperatures

measured in the field. Overall, there is a good correlation between

calculated and measured densities. However, multiple samples from

various wells show substantial data scatter wi th the most recently

determined densities lying closest to the equiline. The scatter of the

data points from the equiline could reflect: (1) errors in the specific

gravity measurements made in the field; (2) differences in the composi

tions of the sample on whi ch the specific-gravity measurement was made

and the sample which was chemically analyzed; (3) errors in the chemical

analysis; (4) errors in the temperature measurements; (5) uncertainties

in the densities of the chloride and sulfate components in mixed

electrolyte solutions; and (6) calculation and/or transcription errors.

The 1985 and 1986 samples generally plot within 0.3 percent of the

equiline. As noted previously, up to 0.12 percent of this deviation

could be due to errors in the temperature measurement (±5°C). Errors in

the chemical analyses are clearly indicated by the charge imbalances

shown in Table E.1. In the density calculations, these imbalances were

attributed to errors in the analysis of Na+. However, errors in the

analyses of the other components (e.g., Cl-) could also explain the

charge imbalances. The effect of errors in chemical analyses is largest

in the most concentrated brines (WIPP-27 and WIPP-29). Up to 4.0 gil of

Na+ had to be added to achieve charge balance in these samples.

According to the curve shown in Figure E.1, this error in chemical

analysis equates to an error in the density calculation of approximately

0.2 percent.

Uncertainties in the densities of the chloride and sulfate components in

mixed-electrolyte solutions are estimated to result in errors in the

density calculation of less than 0.25 percent. Kunar (1986) has shown

that the densities of chloride solutions can be calculated to within

0.04 percent. Uncertainties in the sulfate densities are limited by the
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sulfate concentrations in the solutions and pure-salt density data to

less than 0.2 percent.

Overall, the maximum error associated with factors 3 through 5 is in the

range of 0.5 to 0.6 percent. The remaining differences between measured

and calculated densi ti es are presliTled to be due to field-measurement

and/or sample-collection errors.

The preferred density values listed in Table E.1 were selected on the

following basis: (1) for wells with multiple samples, the most recent

densi ty value rounded to the nearest o. 005 was selected; (2) for wells

with only one sample, the measured density rounded to the nearest 0.005

was selected if it fell within 0.3 percent of the equiline, otherwise

the calculated density rounded to the nearest 0.005 was selected.

E.2 Reliability of Samples as Representative of Culebra Formation

Water Chemistry

The preceding section examined how well the analytical data represent

the density of the waters sampled. This section describes further

examination of row well the water samples collected and analyzed

represent the chemistry of water in the Culebra.

Fran knowledge of the mineralogy and petrology of an aquifer and the

principles of aqueous geochemistry, it is possible to predict certain

properties of water fran that formation. The Culebra can be grossly

characteri zed as a gypsum-bearing dol ani te with trace quanti ti es of

halite (Core Laboratories, 1986). Formations of this type are not

uncanmon and a number of studi es have been made on the geochemistry of

the waters they contain. Aquifers studied include:
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• The Floridan aquifer, described by Hanshaw et al. (1965) and by

Rightmire et al. (1974).

• The Edwards aquifer of central Texas, descri bed by Pearson and

Rettman (1976).

• The Muschelkalk aquifer of northern Switzerland, described by

Schmassmann et al. (1984) and by Pearson (1985).

• The Gipskeuper of northern Switzerland, descri bed by Pearson and

Lolcama (in preparation).

Fran these studies it appears that waters in aquifers of this type are

characterized by :

• Saturation with respect to calcite, even if the residence time of

the water being sampled is as short as a few years;

• Saturation with respect to dolanite, if the residence time of the

water sampled is several hundred years or more;

• Saturation \-lith respect to gypsun. In formations in which there

has been limited freshwater circulation, allowing plentiful gypsun

to remain, gypsun saturation can occur in waters wi th residence

times of only a few tens of years. Thus, in the Edwards aquifer

(Pearson and Rettman, 1976) and in the Gipskeuper of northern

Switzerland (Pearson and Lolcama, in preparation), waters saturated

with calcite and gypsun but undersaturated with dolanite have been

found. Sane of these waters contain tri ti un and cannot have

residence times of more than a fEM tens of years.

Near the outcrop, however, ground-water circul ation is canmonly

extensive enough to dissolve much of the readily-available gypsun.
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The PHREEQE

calculate the

Remaining gypsum is shielded from actively-circulating ground water

by other minerals. While this gypsum may continue to dissolve, it

does so only slowly, at a rate determined by diffusion through

micro-cracks in the shielding minerals, for example. Water in such

an aqUifer must have a consi derable resi dence time before it

reaches gypsun saturation. This gi ves rise to the calci te- and

dol ani te-saturated but gYPSLll1-undersaturated waters typical of the

near-outcrop Edwards aquifer and in most of the Floridan aquifer.

• Saturation wi th respect to celesti te, common in waters saturated

with gypsum. Strontiun analyses are not as frequently made on

water samples as are calci urn analyses. Where they are available,

as in the studies of the Muschelkalk and Edwards aquifers mentioned

above, they srow that gypsun and celesti te are generally both at

sat uration .

• General undersaturation with respect to halite. This probably

occurs because halite is so very soluble and dissolves so rapidly

that even a limited amount of ground-wat er ci rcul at i on woul d remove

readily-accessible halite fran a formation. Thus, higher chloride

concentrations in waters from such formations tend to be present in

waters taken at points distant fran outcrops and recharge areas or

in areas whi ch for other reasons have limi ted ground-water

circulation rates.

Calculations have been carried out to assess the state of saturation of

water samples fran the Culebra with respect to calcite, dolomite,

gypsun , and celestite. The calculations were carried out with the

geochemi cal canputer program PHREEQE (Parkhurst et al., 1980; INTERA

Environmental Consultants, 1983).

code uses the ion-pair model of solution behavior to

distribution of dissolved species from the chemical

H09700R128
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analysis of a solution. It calculates dissolved-ion activity products

and canpares them with equili bri un constants for selected minerals to

calculate saturation indi ces. To use PHREEQE or any other geochemi cal

code satisfactorily requires that it be supported by an internally

consistent thermodynamic data base appropriate for the solution species

and minerals being considered. The data base used for these calcula

tions was prepared especially for ~lOrk in the Culebra and is described

in Pearson et al. (in preparation). The WA1EQ Debye--Huckel equation was

used to calculate activity coefficients of the major ions (Truesdell and

Jones 1974; Nordstran and Munoz, 1985, Section 7.6). This semi

empi ri cal equati on reproduces mean-sal t acti vi ty coeff i ci ents to withi n

0.01 log acti vi ty units in solutions to ionic strengths of at least 3

molal.

In the Culebra samples discussed here, a sun-of-dissolved-solids content

of about 100 gil corresponds to an ionic strength of 3 molal.

Ramey (1985) calculated saturation indices of the minerals halite,

anhydrite, gypsllll, calcite, and dolanite for the same pre--1984 analyses

used for this report. To make these calculations, Ramey used a computer

program in the WATEQ series, which embodied the same ion-pair model of

solution behavior as does PHREEQE. In addition, al trough Ramey states

(p. 26) that he used the Davies equation for activity coefficients, the

equation given in his report is the same WATEQ Debye-Huckel equation as

was used for the calculations reported here. Thus, if the thermodynamic

data used by Ramey were the same as those adopted here, his resul ts

should agree closely with those of this report shown in Table E.1.

A comparison of these is discussed below.

Calcite saturation indices calculated by Ramey (1985) are shown in his

Figure 14. The average difference between Ramey's values and trose

gi ven in Table E.l is 0.06 units. This difference is not significant

and could well be a result of slight differences between the two

geochemi cal canputer programs. The calcite sat uration indi ces for

sample P-15 were not used in this comparison. Ramey used a pH of 10.2

E-9
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for his calculations on that sample. Mercer (1983) does not report a pH

for sample P-15, and in making the calculations leading to Table E.1 a

pH of 7.0 was assuned. Thus the two calculated saturation indices are

not canparable.

Gypsun-saturation indices calculated by Ramey (1985) are shown in his

Fi gure 13. The average difference between Ramey's values and those

gi ven in Table E.1 is 0.24 units. This difference is too large to be

attributed only to slight differences between the canputer programs used

and may well reflect differences between the thermodynami c data bases

used by Ramey and in preparing this report. If the solubility product

for gypsun used by Ramey were 0.24 log units more negati ve than that

used for this report, it would account for the difference between the

two sets of gypsun-saturation indi ces. The specific thermodynami c data

set used by Ramey is not readily available, but in preparing the data

base used here, it was noted that the solubility product used in some

versions of WATEQ was 0.27 log units more negati ve than the val ue

selected. The difference between 0.27 and 0.24 could well be a result

of slight differences between the canputer programs used.

In sunrnary, it appears that had Ramey's (1985) calculations been made

wi th the same thermodynamic data as used for this report, his results

would not have differed significantly fran those gi ven here.

Saturation indi ces of calcite, gypsun , and celestite are listed in

Table E.1, and their distributions are shown as histograms in

Figure E.3. Two groups of analyses are distinguished in the figure.

Group 1 comprises those samples which were collected in 1985 and 1986 as

part of the environmental assessment program. These samples were

coll ected and anal yzed wi th parti cul ar care to avoi d contami nati on.

The other samples canprise Group 2 and were collected at various times

between 1975 and 1984 (Mercer, 1983, Table 2; Robinson, personal

canmunication). Strontiun analyses are available for the 1981-1986
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samples but not for those collected earlier. Thus, celestite saturation

indi ces are shown Only for the more recent samples.

The saturation indices for celestite and gypsun cluster tightly around

zero, suggesting these waters were indeed in equilibrium with celestite

and gypsum in the Culebra. There is little difference in the spread of

celestite saturation indices for the 2 groups of samples. This likely

reflects the basi c precision of the stronti lin analyses. In the case of

gypsum, saturation indices for the Group 1 samples cluster more tightly

around zero than the Group 2 samples. Although the calcite indices

cluster around the zero point, the spread is considerably greater than

toose for celestite and gypSLlll, even among the more recent samples.

This phenonemon is canrnonly observed and results fran the difficulty in

coll ecti ng ground-water sampl es wi thout some loss of di ssolved CO2,

This loss can occur both when water is extracted fran the formation, and

while it is collected and analyzed at the surface. CO 2 loss makes the

measured pH of the sample higher than the actual pH of the water in the

fonnation. The high pH values are reflected as posi ti ve calcite

saturation indi ces. This effect may be the cause of the apparent

oversaturation of a number of these samples.

Sampling difficulties generally do not result in undersaturation with

respect to calcite, so the samples in Table E.1 and Figure E.3 which

have strongly negati ve calcite saturation indi ces must be examined.

Possi ble reasons why a gi ven sample may have a saturation index other

than zero include the following: (1) errors in the chemi cal analysis or

sampling procedure; (2) contamination by fluids used in well

construction; (3) errors in the calculation of the saturation index

including the procedure for calculating acti vites for ions in solution;

and (4) a lack of equili bri um between the formation water and the

mineral in question.
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Samples 14 (H-4b, 14-Dec-78) and 21 (H-5b, 19-Dec-78) ar-e str-ongly to

moder-ately under-satill'ated with gypsun and calcite. These wells wece

r-esampled in 1981 and 1985 and the r-esulting analyses ar-e shown in

Figill'e E.3 as sample number-s 15 and 16, and 22 and 23, r-espectively.

The 1981 and 1985 samples ace all satill'ated with calcite and gypsum

although the 1981 sample is si gnifi cantly overnatill'ated with calcite,

pr-esunably as a r-esul t of CO2 loss dill'ing sampling. Compar-ision of the

1978, 1981, and 1985 analytical r-esults shows that while ther-e is good

agr-eement among most constituents, the calciun concentr-ations r-epor-ted

in 1978 ace ver-y much lower- than the 1981 and 1985 values. The negative

satill'ation indices for- 1978 samples ar-e ther-efor-e pr-obably the r-esul t of

analytical er-r-or-s. They do not indicate either- that the aquifer- is

under-satill'ated with gypsum and calcite or- that the sa'llple is not

r-epr-esentative of the formation fluid at this location.

A similar- situation exists for- samples 25, 26, and 27 fr-an well H-6b.

Sample 25, collected on December- 20, 1978, is under-satur-ated with

r-espect to gypsun and sanewhat over-satill'ated with r-espect to calcite.

Samples 26 and 27, collected in 1981 and 1985, ace ver-y close to

satill'ation with r-espect to both calcite and gyps un . The r-epor-ted

calci un concentr-ation in sample 25 is about 50 per-cent of the concen

tr-ation r-epor-ted for- samples 26 and 27, while the concentr-ations of the

other- canponents ace canpacable. This suggests the calcium analysis for

sample 25 is in er-r-or-.

Samples 56, 57, and 58 fr-an the WIPP-29 well ar-e under-satill'ated with

r-espect to both calcite and gypsun. Although this could be due to

analyti calor- calculational er-r-or-s, Lamber-t (1978) has acgued on the

basis of isotopic data that water-s fran this well may be locally der-ived

and not r-epr-esentati ve of Culebr-a fomation water-s. They will,

ther-efor-e, not be discussed fur-ther-.
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Samples 59 and 60 are fran the HIPP-30 well. Sample 59 is under

saturated with gypsun and calcite, while sample 60 is saturated with

gypsun and strongly oversaturated with calcite. These samples are very

different fran each other in total dissol ved soli ds contents and

chemical composition.

The sampling of WIPP-30 is described by Lambert and Robinson (1984,

p. 30 and Fig. 4.3). Before sampling the Culebra, a more saline sample

fran the Rustler/Salado contact was collected in mid-July. During the

following punping test of the Culebra in mi d-August, it was DOti ced that

the salinity of the fluid produced was increasing with time. A packer

separating the Culebra fran the Rustler/Salado Contact zone was rEmoved

and found to be leaking because of a missing shear plug. When the

packer was replaced and the pumping resuned, a decrease in conducti vi ty

in the sample fluid was noted corresponding to the rEmoval of the more

saline Rustler/Salado water which had invaded the Culebra. The less

saline and lower density water of sample 60 is probably more represen

tati ve of Culebra formation water than is that fran sample 59 whi ch

probably represents a mixture of Culebra and deeper, more saline water

fran the Rustler/Salado contact. The oversaturation of sample 60 with

calcite presunably reflects loss of CO2 during sampling.

The same type of sampling procedure was used on the other WIPP wells

(25 to 30) listed in Table E.1. First, a sample was collected from the

highly saline Rustler/Salado contact zone. Then a packer was Emplaced

so as to isolate the Culebra. A sample was collected and a pumping test

carried out. During the punping test, conductivity and other chemi cal

parameters were monitored (Lambert and Robinson, 1984). During the

punping of WIPP-25, WIPP-28, and WIPP-29, decreases in the density,

conducti vity, and/or bi carbonate content of the discharge were noted.

In these wells, the i ni ti al samples collected for analyses (46 and

possibly 47 fran WIPP-25; 54 from WIPP-28; and 56 from WIPP-29) may well

have included some component of the more saline Rustler/Salado waters.
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During pumping of WIPP-26 and WIPP-27, there was little change in the

chemistry of the discharge and thus the samples fran these wells do not

contain as obvious a component of Rustler/Salado water.

Sample 40, taken fran well P-14 in March 14, 1977, is undersaturated

wi th calcite and nearly saturated with gypsun. Sample 41, taken fran

the same well on February 26, 1986, is saturated with both calcite and

gypsun. The main difference in the chemistry of the two samples is a

much higher NaCl content of sample 40. Because P-14 was cased and

sequenti ally perforated in first, the Rustler/Salado Contact, and,

second, the Culebra, these differences may reflect a sampling problem

similar to that observed for' the WIPP wells previously discussed.

Alternatively, it may reflect contamination resulting fran drilling or

well-construction fluids.

Addi ti onal sampl es whi ch are si gnif i cant1 y undersat urat ed wi th res pect

to calcite and/Ol~ gypsum include samples 13, 35, 36, 37, 42, 45, and 52.

The results of calculations pr'esented by Siegel (1986) suggest that the

use of the Pitzer' appr'oach to calculation of activity coefficients in

brines may r'esol ve the problems with samples 13, 36, 52, and possi bly

45. This explanation does not apply to the apparent undersaturation of

samples 35, 37, and 42 fran wells H-11b3, DOE-1, and P-15. Because only

one analysis is available for' each of these wells, pinpointing the

problem with each of these analyses will be difficult.

E.3 Sunmary and Conclusions

Densi ti es were calculated for water samples fran wells at the WIPP site

and the surrounding area based on the chemical canposi tions of these

samples. Calculated densi ti es compar'e favorably wi th measured densi ties

for the samples most recently (1984-85) obtained as part of the

Enviromental Monitoring Program. Samples taken prior to 1984 soow

gr-eater variations between calculated and measured densities. Those
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samples showing variations greater than 0.5 percent are listed in

Table E.2. Most of the pre-1984 samples listed in Table E.2 are fran

wells that were sampled more recently with better results. Those wells

for which adequate density data are not available are listed in

Table E.3. For these wells, the calculated densities rounded to the

nearest 0.005 are the recanmended values.

The extent to which the water samples represent Culebra formation waters

has been evaluated by calculating the degree to which the waters are

saturated with mineral phases known to be present in the Culebra. The

corresponding saturation indices should be close to zero if the waters

have equilibrated With the minerals in the formation. Most of the

samples are close to saturation (±O. 1) with celestite (srS04)' gypsun

(caso4.2H20), and calcite (cac03). Of those samples undersaturated with

calcite and/or gypsun, most are older samples fran wells for which more

recent samples show saturation or oversaturation in these mineral

phases. This suggests the older samples did not represent Culebra

waters. Samples tmdersaturated with calcite and/or gypsun fran wells

wi th only a single sample are listed in Table E.3. These samples

probably do not adequately represent Culebra waters. Res ampI ing of

these wells may resolve the discrepanci es. The WIPP-29 well is also

listed in Table E.3 because both the chemical and density data for this

well are suspect. As Lambert (1985) has pointed out, water fran this

well likely represents local infiltration and does not represent Culebra

water.
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-----Density (kg/l)-- Charge Tot Diss Solids Chlor- sul- Ratio
Smpl Well Date Temp. Meas- Calcul- Use Balance Residue Sum ide fate mol Nal ---Saturation Indices---
No. Number Sampled ( C ) ured ated ( % ) (gil) (gil) (gil) (gil) mol K Calcite Gypsum Celestite
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1 H-l 2-Jun-76 (22.5) 1. 0136 1. 0218 1. 020 -3.88 30.1 30.12 12 7.4 84.1 0.28 0.11
2
3
4 H-2a 21-Apr-86 23.0 1.0066 1. 0085 1. 010 -1.97 12.98 5.31 2.98 64.9 0.50 -0.03 -0.20
5 H-2bl 22-Feb-77 22.5 1. 0099 1. 0058 1. 010 -1. 00 9.7 8.93 2.8 3 39.3 0.90 0.01
6 H-2b2
7 H-3bl 75/76 60 33 5.2 51. 3
8 17-Mar-77 1. 0219 1. 0396 1. 040 1. 77 62 57.27 29.6 5.7 0.39 0.11
9 (21. 5) 1.0318

10 (21.5) 1. 0378
11 H-3b3
12 ll-Jun-84 (22.5) 1. 0381 1. 040 -6.12 55.16 29.5 5.13 59.8 -0.05 0.09 -0.04
13 4-Feb-85 25.0 1. 0386 1. 040 -2.65 56.04 30.3 4.82 72.0 -0.10 0.04 0.08
14 H-4b 14-Dec-78 (22.5) 1. 0217 1. 0116 1.015 1.80 18.1 18.23 7.5 4 54.8 -0.55 -0.62
15 29-May-81 23.0 1. 0076 1. 0151 1. 015 -4.10 21. 86 7.98 6.23 49.2 0.40 0.07 0.10
16 25-Jul-85 21. 5 1. 0129 1. 0140 1. 015 -2.56 20.28 7.4 5.52 47.4 0.06 0.03 0.07
17 H-4c 10-Aug-84 (22.5) 1. 0145 1. 015 1. 37 21.50 7.95 5.7 47.1 0.45 0.03 0.16
18 (22.5) 1. 0097
19 (22.5) 1.0097
20 (22.5) 1. 0097
21 H-5b 19-Dec-78 (22.5) 1.1035 1. 0963 1.100 2.91 144 143.70 86 0.81 64.4 -1. 23 -1. 58
22 l-Jun-81 24.0 1. 0971 1.1077 1.100 -4.23 154.61 89.5 7.36 68.9 0.55 0.02 0.00
23 27-Aug-85 22.5 1.1015 1.1040 1.100 1.10 152.76 85.3 7.84 68.2 -0.08 0.04 -0.02
24 H-5c 15-0ct-81 25.0 1.1000 1.1077 1.100 -4.29 154.87 89.5 7.57 68.9 0.60 0.03 0.01
25 H-6b 20-Dec-78 (22.5) 1. 0376 1.0351 1. 040 7.17 52.6 52.59 28 3.8 61. 2 0.17 -0.14
26 2-May-81 23.0 1. 0375 1.0410 1. 040 0.10 59.44 33 3.98 70.3 0.06 0.09 -0.02
27 15-Sep-85 23.5 1.0394 1.0394 1. 040 -1. 22 57.45 32.3 3.57 81.2 -0.07 0.04 -0.07
28 H-7b 20-Mar-80 (22.5) 0.9987 1. 0015 1. 000 3.61 3.29 0.35 1.9 255.8 -0.05 -0.03
29 26-Mar-86 21.5 0.9989 1. 0005 1. 000 -0.56 3.22 0.32 1.85 50.3 0.13 -0.03 -0.15
30 H-8b ll-Feb-80 (22.5) 0.9977 1. 0007 1. 000 -4.35 3.2 2.95 0.057 2 29.7 0.02 -0.02
31 22-Jan-86 22.0 0.9998 1.0001 1. 000 -0.35 2.83 0.03 1.95 24.5 0.38 -0.03 -0.20
32 H-9b 5-Feb-80 (22.5) 0.9997 1. 0049 1. 000 3.36 3.59 3.49 0.32 2 2.6 0.18 -0.03
33 14-Nov-85 22.0 0.9998 1.0006 1. 000 0.83 3.07 0.193 1.9 36.2 0.29 -0.02 -0.19
34 H-l0b 21-Mar-80 (22.5) 1. 0426 1. 0465 1. 045 2.58 69.2 65.82 36 5.6 68.7 0.61 0.09
35 H-llb3 23-May-85 22.5 1. 0885 1. 0819 1. 085 3.12 118.12 65.9 7.18 73.1 -0.16 0.06 -0.06
36 H-12 9-Aug-85 24.0 1. 0930 1. 0960 1. 095 -2.34 140.77 79 7.21 65.9 -0.21 0.04 -0.01

Drawn by Date

Checked by Date Chemical and Physical Data
Revisions Date on Culebra Formation-Water Samples

Il'fr~ Technologies Table E.la
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-----Density (kg/l)-- Charge Tot Diss Solids ChIor- Sul- Ratio
Smpl Well Date Temp. Meas- Calcul- Use Balance Residue Sum ide fate mol Nal ---Saturation Indices---
No. Number Sampled ( C ) ured ated ( % ) (gil) (gil) (gil) (gil) mol K Calcite Gypsum Celestite
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

37 DOE-l 12-Apr-85 22.5 1. 0895 1. 0906 1. 090 -8.35 131. 51 73.6 7.35 70.8 -0.36 0.06 -0.05
38 1.0815
39 DOE-2 12-Mar-85 21.5 1. 0396 1. 0431 1. 040 0.42 60.59 34.6 3.95 76.3 -0.04 0.05 0.05
40 P-14 14-Mar-77 (22.5) 1. 0159 1.0236 1. 015 -3.96 38 33.67 20 1.4 21.5 -0.14 -0.07
41 26-Feb-86 22.5 1.0167 1.0174 1. 015 -1. 78 25.02 14.5 1.59 195.7 0.19 0.07 -0.05
42 P-15 10-May-77 21.5 1. 0778 1. 0152 1. 015 -6.19 24 23.72 11 3.2 6.9 -0.17 -0.12
43 P-17 10-May-77 22.0 1. 0796 1.0661 1. 060 2.20 97 92.47 54 5 425.2 0.24 -0.03
44 17-Mar-86 21.5 1. 0626 1.0609 1. 060 -2.34 86.76 48.2 6.02 61.5 0.13 0.05 0.02
45 P-18 10-May-77 24.5 1. 0889 1. 090 -6.60 420 118.70 80 0.98 2.5 0.74 -0.46
46 WIPP-25 14-Aug-80 (22.5) 1. 0117 1.0107 1. 010 -5.74 22.1 17.23 8.3 2.4 9637.2 0.83 -0.11
47 20-Aug-80 23.0 1. 0076 1.0072 1. 010 2.43 12.19 5.2 2.49 73.4 -0.22 -0.03 -0.18
48 12-Feb-86 21.5 1. 0079 1.0086 1. 010 -2.84 13.55 6.32 2.38 53.6 0.27 0.02 -0.10
49 WIPP-26 18-Aug-80 (22.5) 1.0107 1.0102 1. 010 -1.11 23.8 15.75 8.2 2.3 3061.2 0.10 -0.01
50 24-Aug-80 22.0 1.0028 1. 0094 1. 010 -1. 68 15.17 7.2 2.48 36.2 -0.04 0.04 -0.10
51 25-Nov-85 22.0 1.0098 1. 0115 1. 010 -2.98 17.6 8.77 2.42 20.9 0.17 0.03 -0.09
52 WIPP-27 22-Aug-80 (22.5) 1. 0915 1. 0906 1. 090 -14.19 186 125.83 77 3.9 92.9 -0.10 0.05
53 5-Sep-80 (22.5) 1. 0876 1. 0963 1. 090 -3.21 134.81 78.5 3.83 8.3 -0.09 0.05 -0.04
54 WIPP-28 21-Aug-80 (22.5) 1. 0416 1.0366 1. 035 -10.36 74 56.34 30 3.2 8928.6 0.19 -0.23
55 I1-Sep-80 22.5 1. 0277 1.0321 1. 035 -2.96 46.99 24.7 4.38 53.9 0.21 -0.04 -0.20
56 WIPP-29 20-Aug-80 (22.5) 1.1753 1.1676 1.215 8.86 239 239.05 140 13 895.7 -0.90 -0.17
57 28-Aug-80 20.0 1.1580 1.1691 1.215 -4.60 245.57 138 14 7.8 -0.85 -0.03 0.17
58 14-Dec-85 23.0 1. 2131 1. 2176 1.215 -3.43 324.15 179 20.03 6.9 -1. 61 -0.28 -0.07
59 WIPP-30 13-Aug-80 (22.5) 1. 0696 1.0771 1. 020 -6.71 110 109.32 64 5.05 70.9 -0.41 -0.22
60 6-Sep-80 21.0 1.0184 1. 0204 1. 020 -5.11 29.25 14.6 4.12 58.3 1. 30 0.06 -0.02
61 Engle W. 4-Mar-85 22.0 1.0009 1.000 1.80 3.26 0.23 1.99 60.7 0.38 -0.02 -0.15

Drown by Dote

Checked by Dote Chemical and Physical Data
Revisions Dote on Culebra Formation-Water Samples

INrUL'\ Technologies Table E.lb
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-
Smpl Well Date Suspect Cause for
No. Number Sampled Data Suspicion

1 H-1 2-Jun-76 Density Difference between measured and
calculated density 0.8 percent.

8 H-3b1 17-Nov-77 Density Difference between measured and
calculated density 1.7 percent.

14 H-4b 14-Dec-78 Density Difference between measured and
ChEmistry calculated density 1.0 percent.

Negative gypsum (-0.62) and
calcite (-0.55) saturation
indices.

15 H-4b 29-May-81 Density Difference between measured and
calculated density 0.7 percent.

21 H-5b 19-Dec-78 Density Difference between measured and
ChEmistry calculated density 0.7 percent.

Negative gypsum (-1.58) and calcite
(-1.23) saturation indices.

22 H-5b 1-Jun-81 Density Difference between measured and
calculated density 1.0 percent.

25 H-6b 20-Dec-78 Chemistry Negative gypsum saturation index
(-0.14).

35 H-llb3 23-May-85 Density Difference between measured and
ChEmistry calculated density 0.6 percent.

Negative calcite saturation index
(-0.16).

37 OOE-1 12-Apr-85 Chemistry Negative calcite saturation index
(-0.36).

40 P-14 14-Mar-77 Density Difference between measured and
ChEmistry calculated density 0.75 percent.

Negative calcite (-0.14) saturation
index.

Drawn by Date

Checked by Date

Revisions Date Swrmary of Samples With Suspect Density and/or
Chemical Data

INr~ Technologies Table E.2a
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Smpl
No.

Well Date
Number Sampled

Suspect
Data

Cause for
Suspicion

42

43

45

P-15

P-17

P-18

10-MaY-77

10-May-77

10-May-77

Density
Chemistry

Density

Chemistry
Density

Difference between measured and
calculated density 6.3 percent.
Negative calcite (-0.17) and gypsum
(-0.12) saturation indices.

Difference between measured and
calculated density 1.3 percent.

Negative gypsum saturation index
(-0 •46) • No measured dens i ty
value.

46

50

52

54

56

57

58

59

Drawn by

WIPP-25 14-Aug-80

WIPP-26 24-Aug-80

WIPP-27 22-Aug-80

WIPP-28 21-Aug-80

WIPP-29 20-Aug-80

WIPP-29 28-Aug-80

WIPP-29 14-Dec-85

WIPP-30 13-Aug-80

Date

Chemistry

Density

Chemistry

Chemistry
Density

Chemistry
Density

Chemistry
Density

Chemistry

Chemistry
Density

Negative gypsum saturation index
(-0.11).

Difference between measured and
calculated density 0.7 percent.

Charge balance -14.19 percent.

Negative gypsum saturation index
(-0.23). Difference between
measured and calculated density 0.5
percent. Charge balance -10.36
percent.

Negative calcite (-0.90) and gypsum
(-0.17) saturation indices.
Difference between measured and
calculated density 0.66 percent.

Negative calcite (-0.85) saturation
index. Difference between measured
and calculated density 1.0 percent.

Negative calcite (-1.61) and gypsum
(-0.28) saturation indices.

Negative calcite (-0.41) and gypsum
(-022) saturation indices.
Difference between measured and
calculated density 0.7 percent.

Checked by

Revisions

Dote

Date
Summary of Samples With Suspect Density and/or
Chemical Data

IN1IILI\ Technologies Table E.2b
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Well
Number

H-llb3

OOE-l

Reason(s) For Concluding That Sample Data
Do Not Represent Culebra Water Properties

Difference between measured and calculated density 0.6 percent.
Slightly negative calcite saturation index (-0.16). This well is
only marginally inconsistent in water properties.

Negative calcite saturation index (-0.36).

P-15 Difference between measured and calculated density 6.3 percent.
Negative calcite (-0.17) and gypsum (-0.12) saturation indices.

p-18 Negative gypsum saturation index (-0.46). No measured density
value available.

WIPP-29 All samples from this well have negative gypsum and calcite
saturation indices. Differences between measured and calculated
densities for the two 1980 samples are 0.66 and 1.0 percent.

Drawn by Date
t---'------+-----~~unmary of Wells For Which No Reliable Data
J-Ch_8C_k8_d_by.::-- +_Dat_8 -lAIAre Available on the Properties of CUlebra
t-Re_v_iS_iO_"S -+.-:...:Dat:.:.· ..........Formation Water

INrtILl\ Technologies

E-29/E-30

I Table E.3





APPENDIX F. REVIEH AND CHRONOLOGY OF KNOWN INFORMATION ON GROUND-WATER

LEAKAGE INfO THE SHAFTS AT THE WIPP SITE. (By G. J. Saulnier)

Three dee p shaf ts have been cons tructed at the WI PP si te. The s haf ts were

built as part of the developnent of the site as a repository for storage

of defense transuranic wastes a,'1d are designed: 1) to handle waste for the

reposi tory - the waste-handling shaft; 2) to facilitate ranoval of

excavated salt during construction of the reposi tory - the construction

and salt-handling shaft; and 3) to allow proper ventilation of the

underground opening - the exhaust shaft. The relative positions and

distances between the shafts are illustrated in Figure F. 1. All of the

shafts penetrated the entire Rustler Formation. Obvious ground-water

leakage into the shafts was reported only from the Culebra. The following

is a chronology of events for each shaft, highlighting information

concerning the leakage or drainage of formation water from the Culebra

into the three shafts.

Figure F. 2 illustrates the construction and sealing history for all three

shafts with a schanati c representation of pressure response in the Magenta

and Culebra as recorded by the pi ezometers installed in both the \{aste

handling and the construction and sal t-handling shafts.

Waste-Handling Shaft

The waste-handling shaft was originally a bored, six-foot diameter

ventilation shaft to the repository level, completed from Decanber 1981

to February 1982. The ventilation shaft remained open to the Culebra

allowing ground-water drainage fran this unit prior to the shaft's

excavation as the waste-handl ing shaft, wi th a nineteen-foot finished

inside diameter, between Novanber 1983 and August 1984. The addi tional

excavation fully penetrated the Rustler Formation in February 1981L The
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shaft was mapped by geologists before the shaft liner was emplaced and the
following paragraph from the Quarterly Geotechnical Data Report <u.S.

Department of Energy, September 1985) summarizes the observations
concerning water inflow:

Of the three formations observed during geological
mapping activities in the waste shaft, only the
Rustler formation contained obvious fluid-bearing
zones, the Magenta and the Culebra dolomite
members. The Magenta exhibited few weeps and, in
general, produced very little water. However, the
entire Culebra section was wet, but no obvious
local concentrations of water inflow were
observed. Wherever a ledge was formed, a steady
dripping of water was observed. The Rustler/Salado
contact, often considered a fluid-producing zone,
did not produce any observable fluid.

Geotechnical instruments, including pressure transducers to measure

formation fluid pressure, were installed in the shaft in August and

September of 1984 (Figure F. 3) • The pressure transducers are called

piezometers by the on-site contractor and this term is used throughout the
geotechnical literature concerning the WIPP site. For the sake of

consistency, the term piezometer will also be used in this discussion when

referring to these pressure transducers. A plot of the measurements from

these piezometers is included as Figure F. 4. The pressure data were

collected weekly at ground surface by the Management and Operations

Contractor using a datalogger. Data collection for the waste-handling

shaft was discontinued in August 1986 due to construction activities in

the shaft. The schedule for re-establishing measurements has not been

finalized.

The following paragraph describes the sealing of the Rustler Formation as
reported in the Quarterly Geotechnical Field Data Report (U. S. Department

of Energy, September 1985):

Placement of the primary concrete lining of the
shaft began November 30, 1983, and was completed on
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April 3, 1984, to a depth of 900 ft. Both the
water-bearing Magenta and Culebra dolomite members
were covered with steel liner plate prior to the
placement of the primary concrete lining. The
required over-excavated annulus behind the steel
liner plate at both water-bearing zones was
backfilled with thick grout (second stage lining)
after the primary concrete lining had cured. At
the Magenta, the annular void was backfilled on
March 8 through March 10, 1984. Second stage
lining at the CUlebra was completed on April 3
through April 5, 1984. After completion of the
sump excavation, grouting was done to seal minor
water leaks and seeps in the waste shaft lining.
The shaft lining grouting progr'am was conducted
from August 11 through August 25, 1984. Prior to
grouting, seepage was estimated at 0.5 gallons per
minute. The seepage after grouting, measured in
October 1984 from the 2-in. drain pipe connected to
the three water rings, was about 0.015 gallons per
minute.

The "water rings" described in the Quarterly Report are concave-upward

steel rings on the bottom of indentations in the concrete-shaft wall.

Leaking ground water can reach these rings by moving through cracks in the

concrete wall, and flowing down the face of the shaft to the rings. The

water collected by the rings is directed to a plastic pipe for drainage to

the shaft sump area. The quantity of flow to the rings could be decreased

by evaporation at the concrete face or by water deflected by shaft

furnishings (e.g., cable support brackets, instrument boxes, etc.).

Few measurements of the amount of seepage collected by the water rings

were made before 1986. In September 1985, at a time when the water

collection system inside the shaft was damaged, and all drainage went

directly to the sump, the change in water level in the shaft sump was used

to estimate shaft leakage. A general estimate of 0.13 gpm has been

determined and reported by Mr. J. Gallerani of Bechtel National, Inc.
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In January 1986, the water-collection system was repaired and all shaft

drainage was directed through the plastic pipe to a 250-gallon tank.

Mr. R. McKinney of IT Corporation has reported a general estimate of
0.6 gpm for the flow, but this figure is not documented in measurement

records. Mr. McKinney has stated that the 250-gallon tank was empti ed

once per 8-hour shift, and 0.6 gpm would fi 11 the tank in about seven

hours. However, it appears that this figure is only an estimate and that

the volume and time used were not exactly measured and recorded.

Mr. J. Gallerani of Bechtel National Inc. began weekly measurements of

flow from the drainage system in January 1986 to establish a documented

record of shaft drainage. Mr. Gallerani uses a five-gallon bucket and a

stopwatch to determine the flow rates. Table F.1 lists these measurements

from January through June 1986 when the plastic pipe was damaged again by

construction activities. The pipe was repaired in September and two

measurements were made in October 1986 by Mr. Gallerani.

An additional amount of water (small and difficult to measure) bypasses

the collection rings and drips down the shaft face. The Mining Operations

Section also reports a flow estimate to Mr. R. McKinney of IT Corporation.

This estimate is usually about 0.1 gpm higher than Mr. Gallerani I s value

but the method of estimation is not well documented. (Mr. Gallerani has

stated that the Mining Operations Manager times the filling of a

one-gallon container that may not be calibrated.) Additional grouting of

the waste-handling-shaft lining to try to stop leakage into the shaft is

scheduled to begin in April 1987.

Construction and Salt-Handling Shaft

The history of the construction and salt-handling shaft is summarized as
follows in the Quarterly Geotechnical Data Report (U. S. Department of

Energy, september 1985):
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The first construction activi ty undertaken during
SPDV [Site and Preliminary Design Validation] was
the excavation of the exploratory shaft, now
designated the construction and salt handling shaft
(C & SH Shaft). The shaft was drilled during a
four-month period from July 4 to October 23,
1981. Geologic mapping was conducted during March
through May 1982 ("Results of Site Validation
Experiments", ref. 1-6). The shaft was outfitted
with geomechanical instrumentation in April and
July 1982. This included extensometers, piezometers
[Figure F.2], convergence points, strain gauges and
pressure cells. All instruments were read locally
until October 30, 1982, when the connection was
established to the datalogger located above ground.

Mr. J. Gallerani of Bechtel National Inc. has reported the existence of

seepage from one of the indicator drains in the shaft key (the support

buttress at the base of the upper concrete liner built through the Rustler

Formation) and the observation of minor leakage at several of the

piezometer connections. A water-collection ring, similar to the one in

the waste-handling shaft, is built at the bottom of the construction and

salt-handling-shaft key but it is not served by a plastic-pipe drainage

system.

The piezometers that were placed in the Culebra in the construction and

salt-handling shaft have not operated at 100% effectiveness. Since mid

1985, the surface datalogger has had no access to these instruments and

they must be read individually at the Local Termination Cabinet #1 at the

reposi tory level. Work schedules involving use of the shaft allow the

Management and Operations Contractor access to read these gages once every

three months. Figure F.5 is a plot of the data received to date for these

piezometers.
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Exhaust Shaft

The exhaust shaft was built in two stages. Initially, a 7-7/8-inch pilot

hole was drilled in October and November 1983 from ground surface to a

drift at the facility level in the Salado Formation. Then the pilot hole

was drilled out to an 11-inch diameter in December 1983. During this

period, Mr. Gallerani made two measurements of leakage from the pilot

holes to the drift by catching the drain water in a plastic barrel beneath

the pilot hole. On November 30, 1983, he made four measurements with a

calibrated container and stopwatch and calculated an average flow rate of

0.41 gpm from the 7-7/8-inch borehole. On December 21, 1983, he

calculated an average flow rate of 0.47 gpm from the 11-inch borehole.

Both flow measurements were affected by a warm-air updraft from the drift

which the borehole penetrated. The exhaust shaft was then raise-bored to

a siX-foot diameter from December 1983 to February 1984, and subsequently

enlarged to fifteen feet with a final fourteen-foot finished inside dia

meter through the Rustler Formation from September 1984 to February 1985.

The construction of the primary concrete lining to the Salado Formation,

wi th only steel plate covering the Magenta and Culebra, took place from

July to November 1984. Backfilling behind the liner plate at the Culebra

and Magenta horizons was performed in a similar fashion as that described

for the waste-handling shaft. The Culebra and Magenta were grouted during

the periods December 2 to 4, and December 4 to 5, 1984, respectively.

J. Gallerani and J. Owens (Betchel National and Dravo, Inc., respectively,

personal communication, July 1986) report that the grouting procedure did

not completely seal the Culebra and Magenta at this time, and that the

grouting was intended to minimize and control leakage. Construction and

installation of the water-collection rings and other shaft furnishings was

accomplished from December 1984 through February 1985. Water was observed

seeping through the concrete lining and a flow rate of 0.35 gpm was

measured at the bottom of the exhaust shaft in January 1985 by

Mr. Gallerani (see also U.S. Department of Energy, September 1985). A
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cement/chemical grouting and sealing of the Magenta and Culebra Members of

the Rustler Formation was conducted from June 1 through July 31, 1985 to

reduce water seepage through the shaft lining and to protect the integrity

of the shaft key. For January 1985, before the grouting and sealing of

the exhaust shaft, Mr'. R. McKinney of IT Corporation reports that the

estimated ground-water flow from the Rustler Formation (primarily from the

Culebra Dolomite Member) was 0.6 gpm.

On September 24, 1985, the boreholes for the exhaust-shaft Culebra piezo

meters were drilled through the shaft liner, then capped. Piezometers

were placed at the Culebra level in the exhaust shaft from November 1 to

November 3, 1985. However, as of February 1986, the datalogger system was

working intermittently and no readings from the exhaust-shaft piezometers

were obtained. SchedUled readings began in March 1986. Figure F.6 shows

the exhaust shaft pressure record along with data for the waste-handling

and construction and salt-handling shafts through October 1986.

Additional chemical grouting of the CUlebra and Magenta was performed in

August and October 1986. The chemical grouting program consisted of the

following steps:

1. On August 11, 1986, the pressure plugs in the piezometers were

removed causing the piezometer pressure readings to be reduced to

negative values indicating zero pressure in the piezometer sleeves.

The removal of the plugs caused an unmeasured quantity of water to

flow from the piezometer-access boreholes. J. Owens reports that
the quantity decreased during the time the boreholes were open and

Virtually stopped after the chemical grouting was completed.

2. Dye-colored water was injected into the grouting holes, which are
small-diameter boreholes through the liner, to determine whether

there was communication between the micro-annulus behind the grout
liner and the piezometer tubes. None was observed.
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3. Grout was injected into the grouting holes at up to a maximum of 50

pounds per square inch over hydrostatic pressure.

4. The pressure plugs were put back on the piezometer sleeves on
August 19, 1986 and data collection resumed.

5. In early October 1986, additional grouting was performed in the

CUlebra interval. Boreholes were drilled through the liner at level

218.5 (elevation 820.9 m a.s.l.) and water was observed to flow from

these boreholes under pressure. Grout was injected into these

boreholes to seal the microannulus behind the liner and reduce

leakage. During the grouting, the CUlebra piezometer's pressure

plugs were both removed and replaced on October 1, 1986.

Figure F.6 shows the pressure response in the waste-handling shaft to the

exhaust-shaft grouting and sealing activities in 1985 and 1986. The

grouting and drilling exercises are noted, and can be inferred to have had

a significant effect on the waste-handling shaft pressure.

Piezometer Installation

A brief review of the type of piezometer used and the method of

installation may assist in understanding and reviewing the data (from U.S.

Department of Energy, september 1985):

The piezometers are dual-component instruments containing
a vibrating-wire gauge and a pneumatic gauge. The
Vibrating-wire gauge is the principal instrument used to
measure water-pressure. The pneumatic gauge is used for
initial calibration and periodic performance checks on the
Vibrating-wire units . . • The pneumatic units must be
read manually at the instrument location.
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The vibrating-wire gauges are monitored at ground surface by electronic

dataloggers. The electrical connections to the datalogger have been

damaged in the construction and salt-handling shaft, thus requiring the

downhole readings of the vibrating-wire gages as described earlier. The

electrical connections for the waste-handling-shaft piezometers were

removed in late August 1986 to make room for construction activities. The

reconnection schedule has not yet been established.

The piezometers are installed in a four-inch pipe sleeve which passes

through the concrete lining. After the concrete was poured, three-inch

diameter boreholes were drilled into the bedrock at the end of the four

inch sleeves, using drilling equipment run through the sleeves. These

boreholes extend a minimum of six inches into the formation and serve to

access the formation for flUid-pressure measurements with the piezometers.

The piezometers are set into the four-inch pipe sleeves and sealed in by a

collar coupling. Figure F.7 shows construction details of the piezometer

installation. The piezometers are set about one-half foot inside the

collar pipe and do not reside in, and are not sealed in the three-inch

boreholes in the bedrock. The piezometers can thus respond to pressure

fluctuations due to cracks in the concrete liner or to any microannulus

between the concrete lining and the formation, if one were to exist due to

failure of the seal. If such a crack or microannulus were to connect the

Magenta and Culebra, it would not only provide direct flUid-pressure

communication between these two horizons, but it could also respond to a

failure in the concrete liner of the shaft. In fact, data from the

piezometers in the construction and salt-handling shaft were used to

postulate a possible breakdown in one of the chemical seals behind the

waste-handling-shaft key <the basal shaft support buttress) <U.S.

Department of Energy, September 1985). PUblished data <U.S. Department of

Energy, September 1985) show that the piezometers in the waste-handling

shaft have synchronous pressure fluctuations indicating, at the least, a

pressure communication between all Rustler Formation members.
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The piezometers themselves are subject to damage and drift. The gages are

made by IRAD Gage/Klein and GEOKON. The Management and Operations

Contractor reports that readings may have an uncertainity of ±5 psi. The

gages may even show negative pressure within this ±5 psi envelope.
However, consistently negative pressures with a trend to more negative

values is usually a prelude to piezometer failure. Alternatively,

consistently negative pressure readings could possibly indicate an

electrical polarity problem during installation and wiring. Despite these

problems, the piezometers do give information that must be considered in

the interpretation of the hydrogeologic system at the WIPP site. For

example, WIPP-21 water levels, measured as part of the H-3 multipad

pumping test, show a striking resemblance to the pressure record of the

waste-handling shaft as shown on Figure F. 8. The exhaust-shaft pressure

record also appears to show a response to late October 1986 well
development pumping at well ERDA-9, just south of the shaft (see Figures

F.1 and F. 6) .

REFERENCE

u.s. Department of Energy, 1985. Quarterly Geotechnical Field Data

Report. Prepared by Bechtel National Inc., WIPP-DOE-218, september

1985.
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Details of Piezometer Installation
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DATE DAY HR MIN DURATION INFLOW
(min. sec) (gpm)

01/23/86 23 12 0 0.00 0.47
01/30/86 30 10 0 14.46 0.36
02/05/86 36 13 0 16.07 0.33
02/20/86 51 8 45 17.30 0.30
02/28/86 59 8 45 15.50 0.33
03/07/86 66 9 45 16.00 0.33
03/13/86 72 8 25 17.25 0.30
03/18/86 77 10 30 17.10 0.30
03/26/86 85 13 0 17.05 0.30
04/02/86 92 9 15 18.13 0.29
04/15/86 105 10 30 20.00 0.26
04/25/86 115 12 30 19.10 0.27
05/15/86 135 10 30 23.30 0.22
05/19/86 139 10 35 23.10 0.22
OS/22/86 142 11 40 23.20 0.22
OS/28/86 148 8 30 23.00 0.23
06/02/86 153 10 30 24.30 0.21
06/06/86 157 8 30 43.00 0.12
06/06/86 157 9 30 42.30 0.12
06/12/86 163 10 20 35.00 0.15
06/19/86 170 9 15 37.30 0.14
06/24/86 175 9 30 23.30 0.22
07/01/86 182 9 30 42.00 0.13

Measurements not possible because of br-oken plastic pipe.

10/13/86 286 8 40 40.30 0.13
10/28/86 301 9 30 31. 30 0.17

Drawn by Date

ChecIcecI by Date Water-Inflow Measurements

Revieions Dat. for the Waste-Handling Shaft

INrtILl\ Technologies Table F.1
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